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I N T R O D U C T I O N
“Compered with the veluea obtaining in 
European women, every Muganda women haa 
e ooritreotBd pelvis** •
SIR ALBERT BOOM(1933)
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Î N T R O O U G T Î D N
In a davGloped and Bophietipatacî Gommunlty, the praotice 
of Ofootetrics has almost oeaeed to be an art# Every woman has 
the opportunity to be cared for by a skilled and efficient 
organisation during pregnancy, labour and the puerperium# Ante* 
natal care does not only mean the care of women with regard to 
the pregnancy but also the maintenance or improvement of their 
general health to ensure that at the time of labour, delivery 
end in the puerperium these women will be as healthy as it is at 
present possible to make them. Visits to an antenatal clinic 
consist of a series of routine questions and tests. These are 
undertaken with a view to detecting any abnormality at an early 
stage so that appropriate therapy or preventive measures may bo 
carried out without delay. Each question or test, either by 
itself or along with others will give some indication as to the 
final outcome of pregnancy.
Statistical analysis, computed from seemingly unrelated 
data will often enable the clinician to forecast the outlook for 
both mother and child. This type of research was pioneered in 
Greet Britain by Baird (1945) in studies of Aberdeen women.
More recently Butler and Qenham (1963), in “Perinatal Mortality" 
have shown how important routine questioning and laboratory 
testing ere in the prediction of the health of the baby. They 
also stress the deliterous effect that may occur if this routine 
is neglected or ignored.
Maternity work haa thus became scientific. Hospitals have 
became large leboratorias with highly trained and well organised 
staff. The standard of enaesthesia is good, ancillary services
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aro efficient and many of the personnel are engaged in 
highly technical and often complicated laboratory work* All 
these are designed to improve fetal and maternal mortality and 
morbidity and to enable those engaged in the discipline of 
Obstetrics to gain a better understanding of the physiology, 
biochemistry and pathology of pregnancy and labour* It is upon 
these things that further progress must be judged.
Over the past twenty years in the more developed world 
there have been dramatic improvements in maternal and child 
health which have been accompanied by a reduction in maternal 
and fetal mortality. Some of this has been due to an 
improvement in the quantity and quality of those practising 
midwifery and an increBse in hospital accommodetian but most 
of it has been due to the advancement of social benefita. Better 
nutrition among the children and adoleecents of those countries 
has almost eliminated contracted pelvis and reduced severe 
anaemia to a minimum* Such improvements in the standard of 
living have progressed together with the development of rapid 
communications. Many a life has been saved and a tragedy 
averted by a public telephone, an ambulance end a speedy journey 
to hospital along a tarmacadam road from a readily identified 
house.
Many of the tragedies that still occur during pregnancy 
today are either due to the unwillingness of the patient to avail 
herself of the services which are provided or alternatively, and 
of more importance, to neglect or error on the pert of her 
attendants. The limitation of such error is dependent more upon 
the judgment rather than the skill of those who undertake 
midwifery. Skill is easier to obtain. One of the most 
important functions of most modern obstetric units is the 
training of the younger generation of doctors and midwives to a 
high standard of skill, but Judgment is less easy to teach and
1b geinBd only by experianGe, diligence end canscientiousnosB* 
Obsterbrical aperetions to dsliver the baby foecomB feuier in 
number as time progresses as do the instrumBnta rsquired,
CaBBarean aeotian through the lower utérins segment, outlet or 
low midcavity forceps delivery, vacuum extraction and the 
assisted breech delivery of a moderately sized baby through e 
roomy pelvis are the only operative procedures which remain 
worthwhile out of a multitude which were once employed.
Some older obetstricians may regret the passing of the 
breech extraction, the high cavity forceps delivery and the 
internal podalic version. In the past these operations were 
the art of obstetrics and his skilled performance of them 
distinguished the \pood obstetrician from his leas competent 
colleagues. Even he would now admit that the replacement of 
these operative techniques by the leas dramatic but more 
aucceosful Gaeserean section done under modern conditions has led 
to on improvement in maternel end perinatal mortality«
Although there is pride in the success obtained by a 
more ecientific approach to obstetrics, much remains to be done. 
Pre-^ sclempaiasr placental dysfunction, fetal abnormality, 
dysmaturity, rhesus isoimmunisotion and premature labour remain 
08 yet partially explored fields for research. The final 
understanding of these problerna lies not so much in the situdy 
of the patient herself, but in the understanding of her 
physiological end biochemical behaviour» This will entail the 
application of pure aciencB to what was until recBntly regarded 
as a mBchanical subject,
This is the background of obststrios in the highly 
dovBloped world. It should not be forgotten that these conditions 
exist in only about one^third of the Earth’s surface and that 
the vast majority of women do not live in a sophisticoted and 
scientific environment. Many of them are uneducated and
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pregnancy is a process shrouded by tradition, taboo and 
fantasy, Obstetric problems,are basically similar in those 
areas but the external influencea and the mode of 
presentation are so different that they may pass 
unrecognised. In view of this, management and treatment 
must likewise differ to suit the conditions which prevail.
There ere now several well staffed and well equipped 
maternity hospitals in the developing world. Although the 
standard of work which is undertaken in them may be high, 
the results in terms of maternal and fetal mortality end 
morbidity ere often disappointing and not comparable to 
those obtained in the developed world. There are of course 
variations but on the whole this is true* This is not 
necessarily a reflection on the hospitals or upon those who 
work in them but rather upon the conditions which are present 
and which influence the practice in those aruBs.
This thesis is concerned with cephalopelvic 
disproportion as it exists at present in Uganda and methods 
which have been adopted to deal with it*
Before embarking upon the subject matter it is 
necessary to give some indication of the conditions which 
prevail in Uganda, how they influence obstetric practice 
and why it is thought necessary to alter the standard approach 
to the problem*
C H A F T E R  I 
UGANDA 
"The Pearl of Africa"
East African Airways 
Travel Brochure
"As childbirth is not regarded as an abnormality, but 
as a normal phyaiolpgical process, many woman still prefer 
to be delivered at home without skilled assistance and 
come into hospital only ea a last resort* Transport, 
difficulties, especially at night, long diskances and 
inecDBSBability of the villages add considerably to the 
delay in admission"
UNA B. LISTER
(I960)
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U G A N D A
Uganda is a small Dsurrbry which lies to the East side 
of EquatarciE^ l Africa. It covers an btbb of 91,134 squera 
miles but so much of this is taken up by lakes and swamps that 
only 74,748 square miles are land surface, with the result 
that communication in the more remete areas is difficult 
f except by aéroplane, boat or by road over complicated bridge 
systerna end causeways. Eighty-four per cent of the land 
surface is 3?elativsly flat, lying between 3,ÜÜ0 and 5,000 feet 
abavs sea level, but with more mountainous areas on its 
northern, western and eastern borders. To the south lies 
Lake Victoria, the second largest fresh water lake in the world,
For practical purposes Uganda may be divided by the 
River Nile into two distinct areas, the North and the 
South West (Fig.1/1). Although this division is arbitrary 
it separates people of two distinct cultural, ethnic and 
habituel backgrounds* The population density of the two areas 
is also different as is the climate, end the agricultural and 
farming practices.
The people of the South West are of Bantu extraction.
They are small and squat in build. In the North the people 
are Nilotic, Nilo-Hamitic and Budanio end are tall and 
slender. The difference is striking end at first sight would 
appear to bo genetic as ethnically the people ere quite 
unrelated. However, as will be shown later, there is a more 
subtle and perhaps more important explanetion which better 
accounts for the variation in pelvic size and conséquent 
behaviour in labour.
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Hampele, the capital city of Uganda, is situated in the South 
end lies within sight of Lake Victoria# It is a relatively 
new city with a markEid Asian and Européen influence* Adjoining 
Hampala is Mango Municipality, the seat of the former 
Government of the ancient Hingdom of Buganda* The Baganda ere 
the largest tribe in Uganda with a population in 1962 of 1,004,078 
or one seventh of the total population of Uganda* For many years 
thiEi tribe had e civilisation of its own under the leadership 
□f the Hebaka or Ming# Speke, when he discovered the source of 
the Nils in 1862, made this area his headquarters* Moorehead (1957) 
in "The White Nile" haa da Escribed through the writings of Speke 
and later Burton, the conditions which existed in Ouganda before 
the advent of Western civilisetion# The organisation was feudal 
and autocratic but there was a strong community life and spirit.
The first hospital in Uganda was erected and opened in 
Mango in 1896 by Albert Cook of the Church Mission Society.
It is probable that because of the previous existence of 
some organisation, Buganda has became more developed and more 
influenced by Western civilisâtIan than any other area in Uganda. 
People wore quick to accept medicine. This was partly due to 
the peraonalitiee of the early medical personnel and partly due to 
the inherent inquisitiveness of the local people and their more 
dieciplinad background. Even today this is not so in many other 
parts of the country, particularly in the North which in same 
areas is almost untouched by civilisation. The people prefer a 
more nomadic and warlike life. They seldom visit hospital, are 
haughty and proud of their own traditions end way of life.
Although they have readily accepted civilisation, and are 
now a peaoeful people, the Baganda still have many customs and 
traditions which defy outside influence. Some of these are 
related to pregnency end labour and affect the practice of Midwifery,
From some of thoBO too con bo gleaned information about 
pregnancy, labour and delivery ae it. existed in the past and 
indeed still exists today. Almost all women drink a native 
potion of herbs either before or just after the onset of labour. 
This mixture contains an active oxytocic principle (Cook, 1933) 
which has a marked effect upon the uterine muscle and which may 
cause the uterus to undergo tetanic contraction. Originally 
this medicine was given to encourage uterine action when it was 
sluggish, for the same reason that synthetic oxytotica are used 
today in more organised obstetrics. The passage of time however 
has altered the status of this medicine and the taking of it has 
become a necessity, else something might happen to the baby. The 
tradition is bo strong that even midwives who are aware of its 
dangers have been known to imbibe and many patientb have been 
discovered surrepticiously drinking it whilst being prepared for 
elective Gsesarean section. The meaning of this custom and of 
others will be discussed later*
Among certain tribes in Uganda, it is a sign of complete 
motherhood to deliver a baby through the vagina. To have a 
Caesarean section is a disgrace in the eyes of the community and 
if this happens a woman may become an outcast. She is no 
longer permitted to share the house or the bed of any man and is 
shunned by all but her own family. Whilst this practice is not 
generally observed by the Baganda it is common among the 
Sanyarwanda and the Bsrundi, the tribes of the neighbouring 
countries to the West of Uganda. These people make up the second 
largest tribal group in the area around ilampala, having come 
originally as servants to the Baganda or more recently as refugees 
from troubled countries. This dislike of Caesarean section is 
found frequently in Africa, particularly among certain tribes
in Henvya, Nigeria and the Congo* Gradually Caesaraen section 
is becoming more acceptable to these people but herein lies a danger 
of its own. A woman in whom it is traditionally a disgrace to 
be delivered abdominally might now be taken back by her husband 
end become pregnant later. This time, in order to demonatrete 
her womanhoodp she may ignore the advice of the hospital to 
return when she is pregnant and prefer the ministrations of 
the local tribal attendants. The village midwife, well 
acquainted though she may be with the problems of prolonged and 
obstructed labour, will hardly appreciate the uterine scar. The 
rate of uterine rupture and maternal death in these circumstances 
will never be known.
In spite of the traditions and tribal taboos which 
surround pregnancy and labour, antenatal care and hospital 
delivery have became accepted by many women in the South West of 
Uganda. Credit for this is largely due to the medical missions 
which have been present for many years, to the handful of foreign 
doctors and midwives who hav£3 devoted pert of their lives to 
Government service in Uganda and to the ever increasing number 
of locally trained personnel.
In 1923 Makerere University College was founded and in 
1946 e recognissd Medical School came into being# Hulago 
Hospital, the Government hospital in Mampala, was opened in 
1921 end from 1920 it has served as both the local Government 
service hospital and also the teaching hospital for nurses, 
medical assistants end later, medical students. University and 
Hospital are close both in situation and in wo3?k. In 1962 a new 
hospital wee built end opened. It contains SS7 beds, of which 
100 are aveilable for the practice and teaching of Obstetrics. 
Medicine is free in all Government hospitals end there is no 
charge for in-patient accommodation. Although the new hospital 
is modern and well equipped, the beds available foi? midwifery are
not meant to accommodâto the numbers who have flocked to the 
antenatal clinics and to the labour wards. No one is aver tuirned 
away. Figure 2/1 represents the growth in the number of 
deliveries which has taken place since 1953. The temporary drop 
in the numbers in 1962 was due to the transfer from the old 
hospital to the new one when many patients could not be 
accommodated* The antenatal wards, labour suite and lying-in 
wards were designed to accommodate about 3,000 patients annually.
In 1965 over B,000 patients were delivered and another 2,000 
were looked after in the annexe which is situated in the old 
hospital. When it is remembered that the total number of treined 
nursing staff emplayed would be considered inadequate to care for 
3,000 deliveries in Britain, e better realisation of the difficulties 
involved will be obtained* That this staff coped with over 10,000 
deliveries in 1965 says much for their fortitude.
With overcrowding of such degree (Plate 1/1) general standards 
Buffer. This does not necBeserily mean that individual standards 
will be affBcteri but it fallows that many women who require 
immediate attention will fail to got it becEîuse the staff are 
engaged elBBwhex^ s or the theatres are occupied. Consequently the 
maternal and fetal mortality and morbidity rates will be affected.
Ovsrcrawtiing also means that it le seldom possible to admit 
patients for the sole purpose of awaiting the onset of labour.
In the last census of Uganda token in 1959 (Atlas of Uganda, 
1962) the total African population was estimated to be 6,449,000 
and the African population of the Kampala and Mango eareas together 
as just over 91,000* Developing countries have a tendency to 
population explosion and there is a constant drift towards the 
larger towns so that in the 8 years since the census was taken
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“About the only thing in plenty were 
the patients who came in their thousands”
Sir Albert Cook (1935)
L
r
Plate l/l
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there hea probably been an increeae in both figures. The birth 
rate of e country such as Uganda is stated to be over 40 per 
thousand of the population. Mulagu Hospital thercrfors with its 
present figure of 10,000 deliverioB each year is draining a 
population of wall over 250,000, which means that the area 
GOvexBrJ is far greater than the urban combination of Hampel a and 
Mango Municipality* Many women therefore must travel long 
distances on their way to hospital. Such journeys may be 
fairly easy during the daytirne when there is a regular bus 
service end many private taxis, but at night there are few 
vehicles on the road and those which ere dare not atop for fear 
of attack and robbery.
As Uganda strides the Equator, each day has 12 hours of 
daylight and 12 of darkness* Twelve hours of darkness is long 
enough for a labour to become obstructed or a uterus to rupture. 
There bvb few telephones available to summon aid and even if there 
were, the ambulance service could not cape with the numbers. 
Although just over 10,000 women were deliverad under the care of 
the staff at Mulago Hospital in 1966 more than 15,000 women 
attended the antenatal clinics* Whatever happened to the missing 
pregnant women will never be known*
The level of education is not high* Until 1965 
approximately 50% of the children were receiving primary
school Education, 10% junior secondary education end 1.2% a
senior secondary education* The result is that over half of 
the population is illiterate, even in the vernacular. The date 
of the last menstrual period ie seldom known and the guess at the 
maturity which is made by either the patient herself or by the 
dactar or midwife may be inaccurate by several months either way. .
Sometimes luck has it that the date of the period coincided with
aaniB festive occasion and if the observer is acquainted with the 
dates of these holidays, a fairly accurate estimation of the 
expected date of delivery may be calculated. The time of 
quickening is also unreliable as this phenomenon has been 
observed in cases of hydetidiform mole, uterine fibroids, ovarian 
tumours and even in paeudocyesiso The optimum time to undertake 
induction of labour in cases of pra-eclampsia, diabetes, and 
rhesus incompatability or electivo Caesarean section in cases of 
placenta praevia and previous Caesarean section which is 
difficult enough to gauge in an educated community, becomes 
almost magical in Uganda where guesswork between the doctor and 
the patient is the only yardstick. The patients, because of 
the uncertainty which existb, will refuse surgical intervention 
until full maturity is heralded by the onset of labour, or until 
bleeding is of such severity that they realise their lives to be 
in dangero Under such conditions, post maturity is Bomething 
which is not possible to diagnose.
No matter how poor the circumstances may seem in the Kampala 
area the women are much more fortunate than those who live in rural 
areE35 in that there is a modern hospital to come to which has 
trained staff, efficient anaBstliBBie and e good supply of drugs 
and equipment * Blood transfusion is readily available if needed 
and the roads which surround Kampala are tarred. Many of these 
things do not apply to the more rural areas in the surrounding 
countryside* Most of the hospitals are staffed by one or at the 
most two, doctors. They have to undertake eTLI the disciplines of 
Medicine and often have to administer the hospital as well* if 
they are lucky they may have had some post graduate experience in 
obstetriCB but only too often all the obstetrics which is known 
is what was learned as a student. All emergancies have to be 
dealt with single-handed.
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"It was a ruptured uterus and I was alone an the station.
In my Mulago days the next step would have been to dial zero and 
ask far the consultant." (Rwabugahya, 1965).
This was the crie de coeur of one recently trained doctor 
during the initial stage of his first posting to an up-country 
stationo Many of the Bmerganclea which occur are of the type 
which would be dealt with by the most Bonior members of the 
obstetric staff in Britain, if they occurred there at all. The 
standard achieved by the doctors working alone in the periphery 
depends largely upon the kEsmiess and natural skill of the 
individual* It is not surprising that the fatal and maternal 
mortality rates are high and morbidity in the form of uterina 
rupture and vesico-vaginal fistula is commonly found* Many 
previous Caesarean scars are suspect, purely because the 
originel operation was performed by an inexpe3?ienced doctor or 
even a medical assistant*
Within recant yea3?s maternity centres have been appearing 
throughout Uganda. It is intended that these will become the back­
bone of the future Maternity Services of the country* These 
centres are built and staffed to deal with normal delivery alone 
and the cases which are dealt with are screened antenatally for 
lack of abnormality# Normal labour however is a rétrospective 
diagnosis after delivery has been completed. Many difficulties will 
arise unexpectedly and the patient will require to be transferred 
to the nearest hospital* This may be over 50 miles away and no 
centre has transport of its own. Neither is it equipped with a 
telephone or radio communication* Many hours may therefore elapse 
before the patient eventually reaches hospital. By then operative 
intervention may be long overdue. The idea of a maternity centre 
is sound for Uganda in its present state of development but unless
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it is backed by a téléphoné and by transport it cannot hold its 
place# Patients soon realisB that skilled aid may be difficult 
to obtain and prefer to bypass the centre for fear of this, even 
although it may mean a prolonged journey early in labour.
Many women are still not willing to accept or do not 
know about the Maternity sarvicea which are provided at the 
present time. Tribal custom or fear may prevent their going 
to hospital or other maternity unit. Often too there is the 
belief that one attendance at an antenatal clinic is sufficient 
to ensure that all will be well although regular attendance is 
gaining in popularity.
Having a baby at home in most of Uganda means oanfinernant 
in a family hut of one room with mud walls and a metal roof.
This room is shared with the other members of the family who 
may be present during labour. The unglazed window is small to 
prevent the entrance of thieves and there is usually no running 
water, nor is there any attempt to catch rain water from the roof 
as it is the traditional duty of women to collect all water from 
the local well. Light is provided from a small paraffin lamp 
but occaaionelly electricity is found in even the meanest of 
dwellings. Furniture is sparse and the delivery bed will be a mat 
on the floor. The oldest and most experienced woman in the area 
will bo in attendance. She may have a certain degree of skill 
but there are many problems Uiat are beyond her scope and as time 
passes the relatives of the parturient will become anxious and 
eventually a decision may be taken to remove her to the nearest 
medical unit which may be a dispensary which does not deal with 
maternity cases. If it is difficult for a trained midwife in a 
maternity centre to obtain transport for her patients who require 
hospitalisation how much more difficult will it be for the relativQE
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Meny unrBfjistBred maternal deaths will surely occur in this way, 
as well OS countless suffering to mothers and their babies.
The following is an account of marriage, pregnancy and 
childbirth which occurs within the Bugonda tribe. Modern 
influences are changing the overall pattern but it is still 
relevant to the practice of midwifery today and occurs among 
the more rural and less sophisticated people. The account has 
been compiled with the aid of doctors, medical students and 
nurses who belong to the tribe.
When a girl raachea the age of about 12 years, her father 
seeks a husband for her. His choice, limited to the young men 
in the neighbourhoad who are interested, will be the man who ie 
willing to pay the highest bride price. When this has been agreed 
the girl is sent to the husband. An aunt invariably accompanies 
the girl aa a représentative of the father. Her function is to 
ensure that an extra payment is handed over if the girl proves to 
be a virgin. This is usually a goat or perhaps several if the 
husband is wealthy. Marriage may not be consummated at once if 
the girl is young and the eunt remains until the first night of 
union after which she will leave with the goat, if the husband is 
satiefiad of his wife’s fidelity. During this time the husband 
will have other wives to provide his pleasures. Ae a result of 
such polygamy, many men fiavB no wives. Accordingly, the aunt 
has to guard her charge by day and night from the advances of 
other men, otherwise there would be no goat to take home. Its 
absence would incur displeasure in the eyes of the father and 
disgrace to the aunt. Soonerœ  later the time cornes for the aunt 
to leave end shortly thereafter the girl will become pregnant. 
Throughout pregnancy she will be given much advice from the older,
more experiBnced women In the area, and along with it a drug to 
take regularly* Little is known of this drug but its supposed 
action is to relax the bones and joints of the pelvic girdle in 
preparation for labour*
At the onset of labour the young woman will retire to a 
hut, adjacent to that of her husband. The older women will 
accompany her* In view of her youth it is unlikely that there 
will be incoordinate uterine action or primary inertia. Thus 
delay in labour will almost certainly be due to cephala-pelvic 
disproportion. If there is no disproportion labour will be rapid 
end spontaneous delivery will occur, but when there is 
disproportion labour may last for several days. When this happens 
a secondary inertia will supervene with the uterus in a state of 
semi-tonicity. Abdominally, a constriction ring will be seen, 
accentuated by a full bladder. The fetal heart will stop beating 
and the softening process of maceration will relieve the 
disproportion with the eventual delivery of a dead baby, the 
formation of a vesicovaginal fistula and the addition of puerperal 
sepsis.
Prolonged labour is to the attendants a sign of laziness 
in the girl or a sign that she has been unfaithful to her husband. 
Such people are often chastised in any community. This is no 
exception. The girl will be beaten by hand and by stick and may 
be seriously injured.
An exhausted inert uterus will respond to oxytocic drugs 
and as there ie one available locally this will be given in large 
doses.
That this type of supervision in labour is still practiced 
is evident to anyone who undertakes obstetrics in South West Uganda. 
Patients are often admitted in obstructed labour showing, signs of 
external injury and if their stomachs are emptied, preparatory to
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général aneGstheaia, vast quantities of Higanda msdicine are 
recaverad* Modern practice is also creeping into tradition as 
it is by no means uncommon to find that a large apisiotomy has 
bean undertaken by the attendants.
In such circumstances the practice of Obstetrics in 
Uganda is still an art.
C H A P T E R
CEFHALOPELUÎC DISPROPORTION IN UGANDA
"The height of a women is easily taken and 
gives eoma indication of her nutritianel state in 
early childhood"
SIR DÜGALD BAIRD
(1945)
ŒPHALOPELUIG DISPROPORTION IN UGANDA
There ia strong circumstantial ovidence to suggest that 
caphalopelvic disproportion has existE3d in Uganda for generations# 
The first direct recorded evidence was published in 1BB4 by Felkin. 
As B Medical Student in 1879 he travelled through Uganda for the 
Church Mission Society and witnessed the performance of an 
abdominal section at Hejura in Bunyoro, e neighbouring Province 
to Ouganda.
"The operation is performed by men, and is sometimes 
successful; at any rate one case came under my observation in 
which both survived. It was performed in 1879 at Hajura. The 
patient was a fine healthy looking woman of about twenty years 
of age. This was her first pregnancy. I was not permitted to 
examine her, and only entered the hut Just as the operation was 
about to begin. The woman lay upon an inclined bed, the head of 
which was pieced against the side of the hut. She was liberally 
supplied with banana wine, and was in a state of semi- 
intoxication. She was perfectly naked. A bend of mbugu or bark 
cloth fastened her thorax to the bed, another band of cloth 
fastened down her thighs, and a man held her ankles. Another man, 
standing on her right side, steadied her abdomen. The operator 
stood, as I entered the hut, on her left side, holding his knife 
aloft with his right hand, and muttering an incantation. This being 
done, he washed his bands and the patient’s abdomen, first with 
banana wine and then with water. Then, having uttered e shrill cry, 
which was taken up by a small crowd assembled outside the hut, he 
proceeded to cut in the middle line, commencing a little above the 
pubes, and ending just below the umbilicus. The whole abdominal
-24"
wall and part of tha uterine wall were severed by this incision, 
and the liquor amnii escaped; a few bleeding points were 
touched with a red-hot iron by an assistant<* The operator next 
rapidly finished the incision in the uterine wall; his 
assistant held the abdominal walls apart with both hands, and 
as soon as the uterine wall was divided he hooked it up also 
with two fingers. The child was next rapidly removed, and 
given to another assistant after the cord had been cut, and 
then the operator, dropping his knife, seized the contracting 
uterus with both hands and gave it a squeeze or two. He next put 
his right hand into the uterine cavity through the incision, and 
with two or three fingers dilated the cervix uteri from within 
outwards. He then cleared the uterus of clots and the placenta, 
which had by this time become detached, removing it through the 
abdominal wound. His assistant endeavoured, but not very 
successfully, to prevent the escape of the intestines through 
the wound. The red-hot iron was next used to check some 
further haemorrhage from the abdominal wound, but I noticed that, 
it was very sparingly applied. All this time the chief 'surgeon* 
was keeping up firm pressure on the uterus, which he continued to 
do until it was firmly contracted. Wo sutures were put into the 
uterine wall. The assistant who had held the abdominal walls now 
slipped his hands to each extremity of the wound, and a porous 
grass mat was placed over the wound and secured there. The bands 
which fastened the woman down were cut, and she was gently turned 
to the edge of the bed, and then over into the arms of assistants, 
so that the fluid in the abdominal cavity could drain away on the 
floor. She was then replaced in her former position, and the mat 
having been removed, the edges of the wound, i.e. the peritoneum, 
were brought into close apposition, seven thin iron spikes, well 
polished, like acupressure needles, being used for this purpose, 
and fastened by string made from bark cloth, A paste prepared
.mA.
by chewing two différent roots and spitting the pulp into e 
bowl was then thickly plastered over the wound, e banana leaf 
warmed over the fire being placed on the top of that, and, 
finally, a firm bandage of mbugu cloth completed the opération”• 
Mother and baby survived* The wound healed by first 
intention and when Faikin left on the eleventh day, all was well*
If this account of Falkin's is accepted as authentic, three 
major conclusions may be drawn* (1) That the operator was 
skilled end that he performed many such operations* (2) That there 
was known to be a need fox^  abdominal delivery amongst the populace, 
and that need must have been oephalopelvic disproportion as it is 
unlikely that any other condition which nBceesitated Caesarean 
section would be frequent or readily recognised. (3) That the 
banana was widely grown in Southern Uganda in 1879; the 
significance of which will become apparent later*
Fcalkin made three drawings of the operation which are 
reproduced in Plates 1/2 and 2/2. He also obtained a replica 
of the knife which was used and it is now the property of the 
Wellcome Historicel Medical Museum. A photograph of this knife 
appears in Plate 3/2 by courtesy of the curator of the Wellcome 
Historical Medical Museum*
It has already been mentioned that the Baganda may be given 
two differing types of drugs during pregnancy and labour* The first, 
which is taken throughout pregnancy, is given in the hope of 
softening the bones and the joints of the pelvis, so that they may 
separate during labour to allow the easier passage of the baby*
There is no evidence that such a drug is ever taken by any woman 
belonging to a tribe in which disproportion is rare. The need for 
such an affect among the Beganda in whom disproportion ie common 
has thorefore long been recognised* The oxytotic principle given
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in labour also servos the need to force the head of the baby 
through the smell pelvis*
In 1896, Mengo Hospital was opened by Albert Cook of the 
Church Mission Society. The first obstetric cases were 
admitted in 1097. Fig. 1/2 is a photocopy of the Obstetric 
Record Book for that year when five cases were looked after. It 
will be seen that both case number 2 and case number 5 were 
obstructed labours; the first requiring a high forceps delivery 
and the second perforation, forceps and cranioclasm.
In subsequent years the Records show little change. There 
were few beds for obstetric cases and they were either occupied 
by women connected with the Mission who, in the main, had normal 
deliveries, or by cases admitted in obstructed labour who 
required forceps da^ livery from high cavity or above the brim or 
a destructive operation.
On 20th July, 1905, Monika Alibakiriza was admitted to Mongo 
Hospital. The case history is reproduced in Fig. 2/2. She was a 
primigravida and had been, she said, in labour far eight days. As 
usual, Kiiganda medicine had been taken but labour did not progress 
at home so she came to Mango Hospital. She was in obstructed 
labour and the second stage had been in progress for at least 5 
hours before an attempt was made to deliver the baby by forceps. 
When there had been two failed attempts and the fetal heart had 
disappeared, the fetal head was eventually perforated and the 
cranioclast applied. Delivery was still unsuccessful. When 
the forceps were reapplied the head was finally delivered, only 
to be followed by shoulder dystocia.
The patient had a large perineal tear, severe puerperal 
sepsis and there is the suggestion that a vesica-vaginal fistula 
occurred as on the fourth day there is e note to say that she
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"passes water without knowing". Otharwies the patient maria a 
satisfactory recovery and was disoharged on the fifteenth 
day, "cured".
This is typical ofmny other cases which are extremely well 
documentated in the Records of Mengo Hospital# This case is 
however particularly interesting in that the patient was 
re-admitted almost exactly one year lateic on 19th July, 1906,
(Fig# 3/2) in somewhat eimilEU’* cirGumstancea. This time labour 
had been in progress for three days. There was b Bandl's ring 
present end the patient was exhausted. On vaginal examination 
the cervix was noted to be dilated to the size of a 5/- piece 
and there was a large caput succodaneum. The apex of the vagina 
was scarred# Four hours after admission there had been no 
progress# Accordingly, b Ohfampetier de Ribea* bag was 
introduced through the cervix in an attempt to encourage cervical 
dilatation# Traction on the bag for two hours only aucceeded 
in rupturing the bag and the uterus as well# The uterine tear 
was in the thinned out posterior aspect of the lower uterine 
segment# As the child was still alive a Caesarean section was 
undertaken by the Porro technique# Mother and baby survived.
When the patient was discharged from hospital on the fifty-eighth 
day the comment was that she was "cured and eterilised". This 
was the first Carasarean section ever performed on a living 
woman in Uganda by a qualified medical doctor. At this time, 
sixty years ego, Caesarean section was regarded in more civilised 
countriee as a dangernuB operation, particularly when undertaken 
on a patient who had been in labour for a long time and especially 
if the membranes had ruptured#
Looking back at the Records of Mengo Hospital in the early 
years one is struck by the similarity between the cases which 
presented then end those which are seen today. In the early part 
of the 20th Century cephalopelvic disproportion was common in
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Industriel Europe# Sixty years later it has become rare* ï\îo 
Buoh obvious change has oocurred in Uganda in spite of any 
development©! progress that may have oGcui^ red. There must be a 
reason for this* liiNerevar oontracteii pelvis has been common it 
has had a nutritional background# Rickets, due to deprivation 
of Vitamin D was the problem in Industrial Europe (MacLennan, 1944, 
Baird, 1945) and osteomelecia or adult rickets due to Calcium 
deficiency in Asia (Maxwell, 1947, Makerjee, 1967) have always 
bean the two types of malnutrition which have been widely quoted 
as interfering with pelvic development. Malnutrition also occurs 
in Uganda* On casual acquaintance with the predDrniriently Bantu 
women who attend the Antenatal olinlce in South West Uganda it ie 
noticed that they are healthy, well fed and lack ell evidence of 
deformity, quits unlike woman with rickets and oeteomalecie# 
However, they ere email# Bhortnase of stature could be explained 
by genetics, but it is unlikely that e race which ie email, with a 
email pelvis, yet a baby which i s  not email in proportion, would 
survive long and, indeed, such diaerepancy ie antagonistic to all 
laws of natural genetics.
It was pointed out in Chapter 1 that the rainfall and the 
agriculturEil habits of the people in Uganda differ in the Booth 
West from the North# In the Booth West there ie a heavy annual 
rainfall of between 40 and 70 inches of rain# There ie little 
seasonal variation. Consequently the soil is continually fertile 
and the people agrarian, living almost exolueively on the produce 
which they grow. Most man have a small-holding or 'shambe® where 
the family lives and which they cultivate. The staple diet is 
matoka, e non-sweet banana. When it is cooked m atoka looks and 
tastes like e caaroe mashed potato. Enough matoke I s  grown on the 
shamba to feed the owner and his family. Bo well loved and so 
abundant is the growth of the fruit (Plates 4/2, 5/2) that in
-34-
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Mat ok e on Sale in the Market 
iBggs are Also Available)
I
Plate 5/2
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many h o u a e -h o lr is  l i t t l e  e ls e  i e  e v e r e a te n . C h io ken e  and g o a ta  
a re  o f te n  k e p t  on th e  fa rm  b u t  th e y  a re  aeldom  e a te n  ae th e y  
a re  so ld »  a lo n g  w i th  eggs in  th e  m arke ts»  to  th e  more u rb an  and 
w e a l th ie r  members o f  th e  com m unity to  p ro v id e  cash to  buy 
s lo th e s  and o th e r  n e c B S s it ie B  w h ich  ca n n o t be p ro d u ce d  a t  home. 
C h icke n  and egge a re  a c t u a l l y  fo rb id d e n  to  many fe m a le  members 
o f  th e  h o u s a -h o ld  in  c e r t a in  a re a s . L a rg e  p la t e f u ls  o f  m atoka 
may be consumed a t  each m eal to  p ro v id e  a h ig h  b u lk  d i e t  b u t 
i t s  q u a l i t y  ae b  f o o d s t u f f  i s  l im i t e d  in  t h a t  i t  c o n ta in s  o n ly  
1 p e r c e n t p r o t e in .  (D ean, 1 9 5 9 ).
O c c e e io n a lly  th e  f a m i ly  m eal i s  augmented by th e  a d d i t io n  o f  
a sauce o f  g ro u n d n u ts»  g o a t m eat o r  f i s h .  These co m m o d itie s  a re  
r a l e t i v e l y  e x p e n s iv e  and e ra  re s e rv e d  f o r  th e  more s e n io r  members 
o f  th e  f a m i l y .  Dean recko ne d  t h a t  t h i s  s o u rc e  o f  p r o te in  does 
n o t  becoTiiB s i g n i f i c a n t  i n  th e  d ie t  o f  th e  c h i ld r e n  u n t i l  th e y  
a re  w e l l  on i n  th e  second y e a r o f  l i f e .  C h ild re n  a re  weaned 
d i r e c t l y  on t o  m otoka a t  a p p ro x im a te ly  n in e  m on ths . The fo o d  ia  
p re p a re d  com m unally in  one la r g e  d is h  f i l l e d  w i th  m atoke w ith  
pe rha ps  e sauce an th e  ta p *  The e m a il hand o f  th e  in f a n t  ta k e s  h is  
s u p p ly  fro m  th e  s id e  o f  th e  p la t e  where th e re  ia  no esuce end 
where th e  fo o d  i s  sw ee t* ( S ta n s f ie ld »  19GG). R u tis h a u a e r  (19 65 ) 
hae s tu d ie d  th e  g ro w th  i n  h e ig h t  o f  Bagenda in fa n ta  end p re -s c h o o l 
c h i ld r e n .  H e r m a te r ia l  wee a e le c t iv e  i n  t h a t  i t  a a n s ie te d  o f  
c h i ld r e n  o f  a m id d le  c la s s  backg round  who c o u ld  be compared w i th  
A m e rica n , S ou th  A f r ic a n  and B r i t i s h  c h i ld r e n .  U n t i l  w ean ing 
th e  g ro w th  c u rv e s  compared fa v o u ra b ly  w i th  th o e e  o f  th e  A m erican  
and B r i t i s h  c h i ld r e n .  T h e re a f te r  t h a t  o f  th e  Bagende c h i ld r e n  
d ip p e d  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  ( F ig .  4 /2 )  end waa n o t  r e s to re d  u n t i l  th e  
c h i ld r e n  were © bout f o u r  y e a rs  o ld .  From t h i s  i t  was deduced 
t h a t  th e  t r a d i t i o n a l  d i e t  o f  even th e  mare w e l l - t o - d o  f a m i l ia e  
waa in a d e q u a te  to  m a in ta in  g ro w th . The p o s s i b i l i t y  and
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unlikelihood of this being b genetic variation has been discussed 
hy Burgess (I960)» If the best traditional diet cannot supply 
enough protein to developing pre*^ school infants it must follow 
that the poorer diet of the mass of the population ie abysmelly 
low in its protein content# This ie reflected in the amount of 
grass protein malnutrition which ie found among the pre«school 
children of South West Uganda# Hwaahiorkorj the moat 
outstanding clinical evldancG of such malnutrition is rife 
and accounts for a high proportion of hospital admissions to  
Mulago Hospital among pre-schoal children (Je&ffe, 1966)#
Bimilar findings are reported from Nigeria (Hendrickee, 1966) 
and other developing countries# In 19.59 JonaE^  end Deem 
daacxibad the follow-up Btudiee of children suffering from 
Hweshiorkor# They found that even after treatment and 
eupplemantation of the diet height gain showed no evidence 
of acceleration after riiacharge end that skeletal development 
as measured by tibial length remained beickward into edoleecencB#
It is suggested here that skeletal development is retarded for 
life end that this is manifested by the prevalence of contracted 
pelvis and cephalopelvic disproportion fifteen years later when 
the first pregnancy occurs# Baganda women ere small women with 
small pelvesÎ, miniatures in fact of their genetio selves. This 
problem is not solely met with among the Beganda and other 
related Bantu peoples but is found wherever protein deprivation 
end Hwaehxorkor a re  manifeet in childhood#
In the North of Uganda oonditiona era quite different* The 
rainfall ia more seasonal and not quite so heavy (30-50 incheB 
per annum)# In December^ January and at the beginning of Februery 
there ie e period of drought* The soil la thus lees fertile and the
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crops ara seasonal# Matoka cannot survive prolonged periods without 
rein so few benEinea are grown* The crops ere finger millet and 
aorghum which have a higher protein content# Instead of owning land 
the Northerners own cattle and goats which denote their wealth. A 
porridge is made from millet and there is plenty of milk to drink# 
Cattle ere not often alaughtered hut they are b le d  and the blood is 
drunk# The diet therefore is rich in p r o te in  but not bulky. Babies 
are weened on this diet? consequently Hwaehiorkor ie rare, the people 
are tell and disproportion is seldom ancounterad among the adult 
females.
To illustrate the extent to which cephalopelvic disproportion 
exists in the area served by Mulago Hospital 500 primigradidaa have 
been studied. These were the f i r s t  500 Bagende primigrevidae who 
delivered in Mulago Hospital in 1965» The Bagende have been chosen 
because this tribe makes up SI.5% of all deliveries in Mulago 
Hospital (Hamilton and Anderson g 1965) . The remaining 38.5% 
conelate of over 23 other tribal groups. These 500 women 
repreeantad 62*3% of all primipare who dellverad between let 
January and 16th May, 1965, or 15*8% of the total deliveries.
Multiple pregnancies, of which there were 6 have been ignored.
It is eppreciated that hospital statistlea are not community 
etatistioB, but it is claimed that this in no way detracts from their 
importance. The errors which will occur are due to the emergency 
admissions and will bias the figures in favour of the obstetric 
p ro b le m s  which exist within the community and bring them into full 
arnminence»
Four hundred and sevanty-eight of these women ware seen 
personally during their stay in hospital. The patients* heights 
and the babies* weights were checked and all information which had 
been omitted from the case records, such as age, was entered. This 
has en su re d  a fair degree of accuracy in the findings.
-40
The percentage height distribution of the women is shown in 
F ig ,  5/2* It is seen that 139 women (27,6%) were under five 
feet in height.
Whereas height is a acientific fact which may be recorded 
accurately, age among African women is not. The standard of 
education o f  these women is such that the date of birth is seldom 
known with certainty* A patient may guess her age o r  the doctor 
or nurse who attends her may guess i n  her stead# The net result 
is the stated age which is entered in the case record. Fig, G/2 
represents the stated age distribution of the 500 primigrevidae 
under study. The distribution is normal with the slight exception 
of 17 which appears to be relatively unpopular. If the stated age 
is correct, 206 (41,2%) of these women had their first babies before 
their l?th birthday. There is some indirect evidence to suggest 
that the stated age is acou37ate, Burgess and Burgess (1985 ) 
prepared a growth curve of middle class Baganda girls (Fig. 7/2). 
This showed that they grew steadily until the age of 16 when the 
curve flattened considerebly and there was little growth thereafter 
until the age of 20 when further growth ceased. From this it 
would be expected that there would be a significant différence in 
the height of young women under the age of 17 and those of 17 and 
over. This is confirmed in Figs. 8/2 and 9/2. It will be seen 
that of the 206 girls whose stated age was 16 or less, 00 (38.8%) 
were under 5 feet ((152.0 cm.) in height* For comparison, of the 
294 women whose .stated age was 17 or ovar, 58 (19,9%) were under 
5 feat (152 cm*) in height# This suggests that stated age smiy 
be fairly accurate# If it is not it is certainly important.
The difference in height distribution is shown in Fig. 10/2,
In summaryj 2 out of every 5 Begenda primigravidas who 
deliver in Mulago Hospital are under 17 years of age and the 
young women are significantly smaller than the older ones. Over 
one quarter of all Eaganda primigrevidae ere under 5 feat (152 cm.)
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in height*.
Height Is lmpo3?tent onlvj if it bears eome ra3.atianBhip 
t o  pelvic size» Bernard (1952)  ^ In a study of Scottish 
prirnigravidBB showed that maternel stature was oleerly related 
to the true conjugate and the pelvic brim area*. OhMn and her 
colleague8 (1954)  ^ reporting on a aeries of over 1,000 pregnant 
Hong Hong Chinese women in whom pre-natal r a d io lo g ic a l  
pelvimetry had bean carried out, was able to show that although 
two-thirds of the patienta were 5 feet (132 cm) or under in 
height, aephalapelvio disproportion was rare# Of the 994 single 
p re g n a n c ie s  in  the a e r ie s ,  93#4% had norm a l d e l i v e r ie s ,  I#6% 
re q u ire d  Caesarean section end 1*6% farcape delivery* The 
perinatal mortality was 2 per thousand# The Chinese pelvis Is 
not much smaller than the European one# Although the average 
maternal height was only 60*4 Inches (154 cm*) the average 
obstetrical conjugate was 11*51 centimètres# Only one 
Caeaarean section was undertaken for diapraportion*
Taw (1966) confirms eimxlar findings from Singapore* The Chinese 
figures, illustrating as they do the safety of pregnancy end 
delivery in young women in the absmnce of cephalopelvio 
d is p r o p o r t io n  are irrelevant to the m ain argument as individual 
races or t r i b a l  g ro u p s  VBvy in genetic stature and critical 
heights r e q u ir e  to be eatablishad* The brim area in her aeries 
was proportional to the height of the patient and it could well 
be that the critical height in the Chinese Hong Hong women i s  as 
law as 4 feat B in c h e s *
An attempt has been mads to evaluate the size end shape of 
the Begends with the pravelenoe of oephalopelvic disproportion in 
that tribe by several authors* Cook (1938) end Mitchell (1938) 
argued the paint in a lively carreapondence in the East African
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Medical Journal. Both had extensive experlencB of obstetrics 
in Ouganda and both held their own views. Mitchell, from a 
study of 10 dried pelves, was of the opinion that becauBe of 
the rather anthropoid shape of these pelves the contraction 
was due to anthropological development and that the Beganda had 
not yet achieved full development in an upright position.
Cook, on the other hand, having noted that on clinical 
asBBBsment the sacral promontory could easily be reached in 
most cases, assumed that the pelvic brim was of a platypelloid 
shape and similar to that of contracted pelvis found in rickets. 
Doubt was later cast on Mitchell's specimens as at least half 
of them ware thought to be of male origin.
Allbrook (1962) end Bidthorpa and Allbrook (1959, 1961) 
have made a full study of all aspect8 of the Oegenda pelvis, both 
from radiological examination end the examination of dried 
specimens. They concluded that the pelvis is of gynaecoid shape 
end that in many ways it is a miniature of the normal European 
pelvis. This would be expected if the general contraction was 
due to a protein deficiency which would affect all aspects of 
the pelvis without altering its shape. Although they took the 
height of the women that they studied they did not relate this 
to the degree of contraction.
The Bantu people of South Africa live in a similar 
environment to those in Uganda. In 1945 and 1946 Heyns carried 
out a full survey of pelvic size, fetal head size and behaviour 
in labour of these women. The pelvie he described is similar 
in size and shape to that which occurs among the Baganda. Heyns 
set out to prove that uterine action was more efficient among the 
South African Africans than among the European community. The 
average brim area of their pelves was under 100 sq. cm. and the 
average true conjugate under 10 cm#, yet the? measurements of the
fetal heads ware not much smaller than those of European behias*
He ocmoluded from these findings that the Bantu women were email 
and had small pelves beceuae of the nutritional neglect that 
wae preeent when they were infante. Reasonable nourishment in 
adult life, however, ensured satisfactory growth of the fetus 
in utero. Most of these women dellvered normally, often at the 
expense of the baby * s life or the development of a fistula. In 
view of the ability of the uterus to expel the fetus in such 
disproportion he cradited it with outstanding efficienoy. 
Unfortunately9 the ages of hie patients were unknown end it la 
probable that most patienta were young and the uterine efficienoy 
was therefore due t o  this factor rather than to any other reason.
Radiological pelvimetry hae been carried out on 1X5 
consecutive Oaganda prlmigrevidae at the antenatal clinic who 
had reached 36 weeks gestation. The height of these woman was 
carefully measured and recorded et the same time* Two views were 
taken, an erect lateral view, to give the true conjugate along 
with other antero-poeteriar measurements and an entero-posterior 
view to measure the maximum transverse diameter of the pelvic 
brim. From these two readings the area of the pelvic brim was 
calculated. In Fig. 11/2 the true conjugate end the brim area 
are shown against maternal height. Heights are given in groups.
It is seen that the height of the mother is a fair reflection of 
the size of the pelvic brim. Of the 32 women (27.8%) who were 
under 5 feet (152 cm.) in height, 26 (81.2%) had a true conjugate 
of less than 10 centimètres end 18 (56.2%) had a brim area of less 
than 90 square centimetres# The teller women, that Is those of 
5 feet (153 cm.) and over, had similar pelvic contraction of 
19.2 and 12.0% respectively. Very few women had pelvee which 
by European standards would be oonsidered to be normal. To the
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left of the oontinuaus line are those oesae in which major pelvic 
contraction was present and to the right of the interrupted 
line are those whose pelvic eize Baird (1957) would consider to 
he normal for Boottiah women#
Pelvic flattening as defined by a hrim index of 81% or 
under was found in 31 caaaB (27.2%) but in only two oocasions 
was this of m arked dsgree. Flattening wae present in half of the 
pelves of women under 5 feet (152 cm.) in height but only in 17% 
of those of 5 feet 2 inches (159 cm#) and over# The other main 
deviation from the normal wae th e  preaence of a straight sacrum 
in almost one third of the cases# In general the pelvis is small 
gynaacoid, the dimensions improving in the lower straits.
Heyns (1945), in hie study of the Bantu pelvis in South Africa 
and Bidthorpe and Allbrook (1961) end Allbrook (1962) in their 
studies of the pelvis in Uganda daecribed similar featuree but 
their frequency of the flat or platypelloid type of pelvis was 
less.
Such pelvic contraction as exists prédisposas to o high 
rate of operative intervention unless babies are small and the 
uterine action good.
The percentage birthweight distribution of the 500 babies 
born to these women is given in Fig# 12/2. Three hundred end 
fifty nine (71#6%) babies weighed (3stween just over %  pounds 
and lyk pounds (2585 to 3410 grammes). The low birth weight 
babies, that is those babies weighing 5% pounds (2508 grammes) or 
less numbered 78 (15.6%).
The next histogram (Fig. 13/2) gives the percentage 
birthweight distribution of the 206 babies barn to the mothers who 
were sixteen years of age or lese at the time of delivery. The 
distribution is aimilar in a l l  respecta showing that birthweight
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o f  f ia z a t babies i s  n o t  dependent upon msternal age# The hletogrem$ 
F ig #  1 4 /2  ahowe th e  I 'o le t la n a h lp  o f  m a te rn a l h e ig h t  t o  b i r th w e ig h t  of the baby# Of the 139 mothers who were under 5 feet (152 cm*)68*4% had babies weighing betwaen just over 5% pounds and 7)6 pounds (2505 to 3410 gremmea)» The number of low birth weight babies was greater (22*2%)* This suggests that there Is some oo'^relation betwssn maternel height end weight of the baby* It may be a genatlo factor within the tribe but aoclo^^eoonomlo and nutritional factors cannot be s K c lu d o d * Fig# 15/2 shows the age end height e f f e c t  on 
b ir th w e ig h t  i n  g ra p h ic  farm #It was intsreating to discover t h a t  maternal age had no effect upon birthweight* It has been shown that th e s e  young mothers contain s higher percentage of e m a il women and It hae been suggested t h a t  they are not y e t  f u l l y  grown# The fact t h a t  the higher incidence of smeller women did not in t h i s  instance give 
s m a lle r  b a b ie s  provides further Indirect p r o o f  t h a t  the stated age 
ia reasonably correct*The lower birthweight of babies born to smaller women does not compQnsate f u l l y  for the smaller p e lv ic  d im e n s io n s *  In Fig-:«. 1 6 /2  percentage columns have boen c o n s t ru c te d  to show the in c id e n c e  of 
o p e ra t iv e  d e l iv e r y  In relation to maternal height and age* T h is  
t im e  all bablss weighing 4 pounds (1820 grammes) or less have been excluded* The Ceesareen section rate In the 481 such oaeee 
c o n s id e re d  was 6.8% and the o p e ra t iv e  vaginal delivery rate wae 
11*4%* When th e  p a t ie n t s  a re  d iv id e d  I n t o  tw o  g ro u p s  s c c o rd ln g  
t o  whether th e y  were under 5 f e e t  (152 era.) or 5 feet and over a s  
they have been in th e  second and t h i r d  co lum ns of Fig* 1 6 /2 *  it will be seen that the Caesarean section rate (12*9% as oompared 
w ith  4.4% ) and th e  operative vaginal d e l iv e r y  rate (21*2% as
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oompared with ?#8%) were elmast three times es greet in the 
smeller women aa they were in the teller. It must be mentioned 
here that ell patients were permitted a trial of labour and 
that operative intervention was undertaken uBually beoause of 
prlonged la b o u r  or fetal distress. In about one half of the 
umBBB heid^ was not re c o rd e d  until after delivery and it I s  
doubtful if height at this stage in the investigation played 
any part in the d a c is io n  to operate.
When age ie oonsideradj Columns IV and V (Fig# lB/2)^ a 
différence is also found in the CaBsarean section and operative 
vaginal delivery rates# This time mothers over 24 years have 
been excluded from the study in order to eliminate the possible 
effects of the ageing uterus. The Ceesarean section rata in the 
young mothers was B% as compared with e 3.5% Oaesaraan section 
rate in the alder mothers, wheraaa the o p e ra t iv e  vaginal delivery 
r a te s  were 1 4 .5  and 9.8% respectively. In the final column the 
203 mothers whose ages were between 17 and 24 years and whose 
heights were over 4 feet 11 inches are considered# In this 
selected, group the Caesarean section rata was ae low as 2.0% and 
the operative vaginal delivery rate was 5.4% .
In Fig« 17/2 similar percentage columns have been constructed 
to relate maternal height and age with the condition of the babies 
at birth if they survived or to perinatal mortality. In Uganda 
each baby is given one of the letters 8, C or D according to 
its condition at birth. A Glees A baby i s  one who crias 
ImmediatBly and requires no resouaaitetion. Class 0 b a b ie s  are 
fairly active at birth but need minor resouaeitative msasures*
Class G babies a re  ilimp at birth but respond to more active 
procedures within 10 minutes; whereas Glass D babies either die
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within 8 short period of time, fail to breathe spontaneously 
within 10 minutes or requlre intubation# A c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  of 
this type, although subject to individual variation, is 
easily made end is possible under most canditians even by a 
midwife who works alone.
Out of the 481 b a b ie s  under consideration 8*5% died and 
another 7.6% were either Class C or D at b i r t h #  The e f f e c t  of 
maternal height is striking (Columns II and III, Fig# 17/2).
In the mothers whose height was lees than 5 feet (152 cm.) the 
perinatal mortality (14.4%) wae over 4 times greater than in the 
mothers whose height was 5 feet (153 cm#) end over (3.2%) 
and there were twice as many poor condition babies# This time age 
showed little or no effect (Columns IV end V, Fig# 17/2) and 
the baby condition of those mothers between the ages of 17 and 24 
inclusive who were 5 feet 0 inches and over and those who were 
5 feet 0 inches and over irreepective of age shows a similar
distribution in all respects#
The relevant data ia tabulated in T a b le s  1 /2  and 2 /2 .
It follows from this study that among Cantu primigrevidee,
*ae represented by the Baganda, the most favourable outcome in 
pregnancy is to foe expected in those patients who are over 
16 years of age end who are 5 feet (152 cm#) or aver in height* 
Height, however, is of greater importance then age.
The meeeurement of maternal height may be the most 
important inveatigation to be undertaken at the antenatal clinic 
in many areas of Africa# It gives e fair estimation of the
pelvic size and an excellent guide as to the outcome of pregnancy
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ae far es operative Intervention@ fetal mortality end poor 
birth conditions are ooncernad# It s h o u ld  never be overlooked#
It Is the quickest 3 Baslest and perhaps the moat accurate way 
to su s p e c t pelvic contraction and therefore potential 
cBphalopelvic disproportion* Even in the moat experienoed 
hands the detection of such disproportion by clinical means is 
not easy# The fetal heed rarely engages within the pelvic 
brim in most African patients before labour has been Bstabliahed 
for some time and attempts at various abdominal manoeuvres to 
make it engage have proved in Africa, where the need is greatest 
to be ünrelieblBô In experienced hands the measurement of the 
diagonal conjugate by yaginal Examination may be eocurate end 
satisfactory but because of the shallow pelvis the fatal head may 
be felt with ease from the vagina and a falsa sense of adequacy 
between fetal head and pelvic brim may be obtained# Radiology may 
give an accurete estimation of pelvic size but it cannot prove 
disproportion u n le s s  labour ia well established# Such radiology 
ia expensive and a t  the moment only available in the larger 
centres#
With BO much disproportion from contracted pelvis to be 
found among the women^ elective OaeBereart section would at first 
seem to be the best way to deal with many of these women# It 
will be shown in the next Chapter that such practice is not 
entirely justifiable as CaBserean section in Uganda brings with 
it its own peculiar problems and dangers#
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C H A P T E R  3
CAESAREAN SECTION IN UGANDA
carG must be taken that the art of surgery 
does not replace the art of veglnsal delivery"
"The justification for caesarean sBctiDn, and 
particularly for its extension in the obstetric 
field5, must finally rest upon the maternai résulta"
HAMILTON
(1963)
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CAE8AREAN SECTION IN UGANDA
The early history of Caesarean section in Uganda has been 
referred to in Chapter 2* It was another five years before 
Albert Cook undertook his second opération on a living mother3 
although in the intarvaning years there had been e few post 
mortem operations performed# Thereafter its performance became 
more frequent# Cook (1935) admitted that he found much difficulty 
with the practice of Midwifery in Uganda in the early years at 
Mengp Hospital# He had been trained in England in the deys when 
Caesarean section meant almost certain death to the mother end 
when high forceps delivery was common practice# He soon found 
that the latter deliveries ware often impossible to perform and 
that craniotomy and other destructive operations were nacesseryg 
even on the living child# The fetal mortality was appalling and 
maternal mortality and morbidity were little better# CanBoquently 
he became more and more convinced that Caesarean section was often 
obligatory in spite of the dangers of heemorrhagg and sepsis. 
Ruptured membranes were no deterrent to undertaking Caesarean 
section even at e time when the presence of ruptured membranes 
was a contra indication in Britain# Hie plea was that the and, 
a lowering of the death rate of both mother and child, justified 
the meene#
The obstetric environment of Uganda has changed little 
in the intervening years# Today, antibiotics and blood 
transfusion counteract sepsis and haemorrhage but the basic 
problem remains in spite of sixty years of progress and 
civilisation#
There can be no doubt that Ceeeex^ Ban section is the
operetian of chaioe far dealing with caphalo-pelvie disproportion 
in the civilised world# It carries with it such good results 
that it hae become acoapted by patient and doctor alike# Claye 
(1961), addreaaing the Glasgow Obstetric and Gynaecological 
Society in a William Hunter Memox’ial Lecture, warned against too 
much complacency# Reviewing CaoBarean section and its associated 
maternal mortality he painted out the dangers which existed#
Lack of skill and experienca of the surgeon or the anaesthetlGt, 
performance of the operation in an ill-equipped environment, 
wrong indication end delay in undertaking the operation, all 
contributed to maternal death* In most parts of Uganda ell these 
factors exist. Added to this list, which is mentioned but not 
streaeed by 01aya, is maternal health at the time of the operation. 
It should be passible in Britain to ensure that every pregnant 
woman who approaches the birth of her child is in the best possible 
state of physical health, so that aha may be able to withstand the 
physiolagicel adjustments which are necessary when major operative 
intervention ie required. This is not true in Uganda. Chronic 
anaemia, due to hookworm, malaria, folio acid deficiency, 
debilitating disBaae and sub-standard nutrition is common. The 
antenatal services are not yet adequate to eradicate these factors, 
nor will they ba for many years to come. It will be appreciated 
that any operativa prooedura undertaken in these circumstances 
must carry with it a high risk to the patient. There are only a 
few centres in Uganda such as Malaga Hospital which can hope to 
achieve a standard approaching that obtaining in Britain, but even 
this falls short. In the years 1952 to 1957 inclusive, the 
mortality rate aasociatad with Ceeaerean section in England and 
Wales was 3.5 per 1,000, although this was as law as 1.2 per 1000 
in same areas (Clays, 1961). Table 1/3 has been constructed to 
show the maternal mortality from Caesarean section in Mulago 
Hospital in the ten year period from 1956 to 1965 inclusive. Out
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of the 2,961 CaeearBen sections which were undertaken, 39 mothers 
died, El maternel mortality rate of 14*1 per 1,00D« Over the years 
the mortality rate has decreased from 31 to 7 per 1,000 taut .this is 
still twice the reported British figure aver ten years ago* It 
would not be surprising if the rate in the country as a whole was 
ten.times as great# Carr (1962) gave a figure of 110 per 1,000 
in Mtaale Hospital which is situated 137 miles East of Hampela#
At B recent seminar on Obstetrics end the Newborn in East 
Africa, one of the subjects discussed was maternal deaths. Each 
delegate stated the causes of death in his area* Over 200 deaths 
were mentioned although only a small proportion of the doctors 
practicing obstetrics in East Africa were present# It soon 
became apparent that in a significant proportion of these women, 
death followed Caesarean section. It is apprecietad that these 
operations were often performed on ill patients who might have died 
anyway, the operation being incidental, taut many other deaths were 
due to lack of blood, inadequate antibiotic therapy, pre-existing 
debility and to lack of skill and experience on the part of the 
surgeon or anaesthetist*
At this point it may be said that Caesarean section ia an 
operation primarily for a developed end civilised community. Yet 
in Uganda, no matter how poor the results may seem, it is still a 
very necessary operation even although it were only performed to 
prevent uterine rupture, the most tragic of all abetatric 
catastrophiBB which carries with it a much greater mortality*
Rendle Short (1960) has discussed uterine rupture in Uganda. She 
pointed out that this condition may be more common in South West 
Uganda than anywhere else in the world® In the 7 year period from 
1952 to 1958 inclusive there were 171 cases out of 15,908 deliveries
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in Mulego Hospital, a frsquency of 1 in 93# The maternal 
mortality was 36#9%. The death rata was higher in apontanaoue 
and traumatic rupture than it wee in rupture through a previous 
Bcar# Uterine rupture is the cause of just over one third of all 
maternal deaths in Mulego Hospital (Randle Short, 1961)# Here 
again, this hospital with its hatter facilities and trained staff 
should have better résulté than the remainder of the country#
It will be seen from Table 1/3 that Caesarean section 
does not guarantee a living child# In the ten year period under 
review, the fetal mortality was just under 10%, Again the 
results have improved over the years but the perinatal mortality 
is etill appreciable# This figura is to a certain extent 
misleading as no attempt has been made to correct for such things 
BB prematurity, toxaemia or antepartum haemorrhage, in 
circumstances where the operation was conducted more in the 
interest of the mother than of the child; but neither has it 
bean corrected for slantive GaeaaraBn section where fetal 
mortality should be low# It has proved impractical to carry 
out these corrections ratroepectively but exparience has shown 
that the operation, undertaken to relieve obstructed labour, 
when the baby was still alive, has often been followed by a 
disappointing neonatal death.
Although the prognoais from Gaeearean section leaves much 
to be desired, the dangers from the opération do not end there# 
Most of these women become pregnant again and present their own 
particular problem, that of the previous Caesarean scar# 
Mitford-Barberton and Sidthorpe (1964) have diecussed pregnancy 
end labour in the presence of a previous Oaesaraen section scar 
es it occurs in Uganda# Eight hundred and one coses were admitted 
to Mulago Hospital in the seven year period from 1953 to 1959 
inclusive# Out of these, 312 (39%) had received no antenatal
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supervlalan et all and many of the others had appeered only once 
or twice to ensure a hospital booking. Most of the patients' 
went into labour at home and 3 patients died before any operation 
could be started. The overall maternal mortslity was 2#4%, the 
uterine rupture rate was 5.6%, and the stillbirth rate was 
10*7%. No figures are given for the neonatal death rate.
Table 2/3 gives e more recent picture of the outcome of pregnancy 
following previous Ceesareen section. The numbers increase each 
year and although both fetal and maternal mortality rates are 
decreaeing there is no corresponding satisfactory reduction in 
the actual number of ruptursîd u t e r i ,  maternal d e a th s  or fetal 
deaths» It is estimated (Gobble, 1966) that by the late 1970's 
at the present rate of increase in number of cases of previous 
Caesarean section admitted to Malaga Hospital each year, there 
will be over 1,000 to be dealt with per annum. At the moment, 
the problem of the previous CaesEirean section scar is difficult 
to solve; by then it may well be insoluble unless more hospitals, 
more obstetric beds and more trained staff become available.
Table 3/3 illustrates the number of ruptured uteri which 
were dealt with at Mulego Hospital in the ten year period from 
1956 to 1965. Four hundred and seven cases were admitted. The 
maternal mortality was almost 25%. It will be noted that the 
numbers dealt with each year have varied little, the mortality is 
dropping slightly but what is the most importent fact of all is 
that the incidence of rupture in the presence of a previous 
Caesarean section scar remains fairly constant and accountb for 
over one quarter of all cases. The maternal mortality in this 
group is less but still remains a serious contribution at 1 in 8 
oases. The fetal mortality is not given in this Table but is
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YEARS; NUMBER UTERINE MATERNAL PERCENTAGE
OF RUPTURE; MORTALITY; FETAL
CASES; MORTALITY:
2.956 » 1958 41.1 26 (6 .3 % ) 5 (1 .2 % ) 1 4 .8
1961 604 43 (7 .1 % ) 10 (1 .6 % ) 1 2 .5
1962 -  1964 965 3.3 (3 .4 % ) 7 (0 .7 % ) 11
1965 333 7 (2 .1 % ) 1 (0 .3 % ) 7 ,8
TOTAL; 2313 109 (4 .7 % ) 23 (1 .0 % ) 12.7%
NOTE; The m a te rn a l d e a th s  In c lu d s  some p a t ie n t s  who d ie d
o f  c o n d i t io n s  o th e r  th a n  u té r in s  r u p tu r e ,  c o n d i t io n s  
w h ich  RIBY o r  may n o t have been a s s o c ia te d  w ith  th e  
p re v io u s  Caesarean s e c t io n .
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epproxirnetely 50% where rupture hee ooourred through the previous 
Boer (Randle Short, 1960, 1961)*
Gerr (1962) attemptsd to present a less serious picture 
of tli£i dangers of Geesereen section in Uganda* He was stationed 
at Mb ale for a short time as a Governnient Medical Officer# The 
proportion of people of Nilotic extraction 1b greater in that area 
but the number of Bantu who live there is sufficiant to make the 
obstatric environment similar to that which exista in Harnpele*
He tried to defend Caesarean section in spite of the fact that the 
maternel mortality aaaociated with the operation was 11%® Most of 
the deaths were attributad to other conditions such as haemorrhage 
and pre-existing morbidity and ha attempted to correct the 
mortality to 4*6% by the elimination of these cases# To do this is 
wrong as these are the conditions under which obstetrics is 
generally undertaken in Uganda* Later in his paper Carr discussed 
maternal mortality in patients with previous Caesarean section 
scars# There were 92 patients in his series# Two of these women 
were so ill on admission that death took place before any 
operative intervention was passible® These 2 women were 
conveniently omitted from the maternal mortality rate, if they 
ere included, 6 rnothere died (6*5%)*
His comments on the incidence of uterine rupture may also 
be misleading* Two cases are presumed, which were confirmed at 
laparotomyo Neither of the cases who died before operation were 
considerad to be possible uterine rupture nor were the three cases 
of incomplète rupture which were found at the time of repeat 
Gaesarean section* Furthermore, he describes one patient who died 
following internal podalle version and breech extraction, another 
who died after the forceps delivery of a stillborn infant and a 
third who died of an unexplained post partum haemorrhage two 
hours after normal delivery* It is extremely likely that ell of
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theee patients had uterine rupture* Thus the total number may 
have been 10 and not 2, an incidenoe of 1G#9%. No poet morterne 
were undertaken end no vaginal examinations were performed to 
eeoertein whether the uterus was intent or not#
Such criticism may appear harsh but Carr was not e trained 
obstetrician and he did not work long enough in Uganda to fully 
epprsciete the conditions which exist and their influence on 
obstetrics# His comments are on the whole dangerous both to the 
patients and their babies and to those who may come to practice 
obstetrics in Uganda after him#
A much more practical approach to Caesarean section in 
Africa was given by Vsrzin (19S4) who reported from Khartoum in 
the Sudan, a country which borders Uganda# In the teaching unit 
12% of the patienta were delivered by Caesarean section# One 
quarter of the operations were undertaken for disproportion#
There was a 1#5% maternal mortality rate and the perinatal 
mortality rate was 13*5%# He deduced from the records of the 
hospital that many of these operations were undertaken 
unnecessarily g that the dangers of ruptured uterus in subsequent 
pregnancy were paramount when considaring the operation as a 
whole and that every effort should be made to avoid a Caesarean 
section in a young primigravide because of the wish for large 
families among the population*
Ashworth (1963) in Rhodesia, writing of his experiences 
of obstetrics in an under-developed area, had 5 maternal and 26 
perinatal deaths in his series of 71 successive Caesarean sections. 
Describing this as "a grim record" he blamed "the unenviable 
position where infection and maternal and fatal distress are 
combined, and Caesarean section is performed in e desperate 
attempt to save at least the life of the mother".
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îharB can be no doubt that maaa performance of elective 
Caeearean eection for disproportion would have an immediate 
bénéficiai effect on périnatal mortality# Such operation would 
be necessary in approximately one quarter of all patients who 
present themselves far delivery# In primigrevidee alone in 
Mulago Hospital aome 500 would tm undertaken each year* Under 
present condltlona, 5 of these patients would die, another 5 
would die in e subsequent pregnancy, 25 would present later 
with uterine rupture and approximately 60 babies would be lost 
in each subséquent pregnancy.
Trial of labour ia therefore usually undertaken in most 
cases unless the pelvis is so small or so deformed that e 
successful outcome of labour is remote# Because of the patiente 
youth, labour is not unduly prolonged end inco-ordinate uterine 
action is rare. The first stage of labour is mainly concerned with 
cervical dilatation rather than with descent of the fetal head. 
Towards the end of the first stage the head begins to negotiate 
the pelvic brim and It is only now that the preaence or absence 
of cephalopelvie disproportion can be diagnosed with certainty#
From this point onward moulding of the fetal heed will take place 
end the extent will be related to the degree of disproportion. 
Severe fetal heed moulding and prolongation of the second stage of 
labour have m more serious effect an fetal mortality than delay 
in the first stage by itself. Proof of this will become apparent 
when symphysiotomy is disouBaed,
From now onward the mother too will be affected by the 
obstruction. Infection is more then likely, dévitalisation of 
the anterior vaginal well and bladder neck with subsequent 
V8siCO-vaginal fistula is by no means rare and prassure of the 
disproportionately large head on the sacral nerve roots which
leads to lower limb peresis and foot dro p  Is frequently seen.
In the multlperouB patient uterine rupture will take place taut 
in primigravidaBj in whom uterine rupture is extremely rare, 
th e re  will be se co nd a ry  i n e r t i a ,  th e  u te ru s  re m a in in g  in  a 
semitonic state without exhibiting regular c o n t r a c t io n s *
IhsBB are the things that are to be avoided in trial of 
labour end sometimes Oaesareen section will be required® Too 
many ceseB are admitted annually in which the baby is either 
already dead, enterior v a g in a l wall necrasis p3:Bsent or 
pareels already esteta11shed to condone an ultra conservative 
attitude to trial of labour® A time limit must be set which is 
contrary to ell abetatric teaching* Whan labour has been in 
progress for 30 hours in e primigravidee or far 20 hours in a 
multiparous patient an excellent reason  must be presented if 
labour is t o  he permitted to continue* If delivery is not 
within eight at this stage the chances of a live baby will 
diminish and it is unlikely that the mother will escape some 
farm of morbidity# Caeaeraen section thus has its place in 
the management of trial of labour when the uterus is intact taut 
only if there is no better alternative and only when it is 
essential that the baby be delivered*
It is the first Caesarean section that is the most 
important one in Uganda* Often it is performed with full 
justification but i t  should never be undertaken lightly. The 
patientas future has also to be considerad*
When one Caesarean section has already been performed an 
entirely different attitude is neoessery* Uterine rupture will 
occur in 5% of these patients and it is possible for this rupture 
to take place in hospital almost as easily as it is in the 
patient ^ s home. Each case should be regarded as a potential
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ruptured uterus, no matter the intervening history ainoe the 
operation was performed* A succBaaion of normal deliverlBS 
following the Caesareen section is no guarantee of uncarnplicetBd 
vaginal delivery on this anoasioru Labour and delivery cannot 
strengthen the seer of previaue Caesarean section, they can only 
leave it unchanged or weaken it® Smell unreoognised and 
non haemorrhagic tears of the scar are by no means uncommon 
after vaginal delivery which may precipitate further rupture 
a t  a later date® The reason far the previous CaeaarBan section 
is seldom known unless the patient hee been delivered in the 
Bome hospital, has retained the same name or has safely kept 
the discherga note® Often too, the experience and skill of the 
operator is uncertain as is the puerperal progress. At the most, 
careful questioning about the length of labour, the s iz e  of the 
baby, the birth condition of the baby and an accurate aasassiaent 
of maternai height end pelvic size may lead to the correct diagnosis, 
The p re sen ce  of an even rnadarately contraoted pelvis prBcludee an 
attempt at vaginal delivery®
Fmrtunatsly, Classical Caesarean sections are rarities in 
Uganda® They are usually recognisad by the site of the abdominal 
s c a r  but somstimes the aubumbilinal midline incision hides even 
a classical scar which may pass unrBCognieBd,
If trial of labour or t e s t  of uterine scar is mmbmrkad 
upon there must be a time limit which i s  even more rigid than 
that set for trial of labour when the u te ru s  le intact. Twelve 
hours of good uterine action la sufficient befare interférence 
i s  undsrtaksn. The addition of enothex^  uterine scar to the one 
elraedy présent carries with it little extra danger to the 
patient in the future. In fact it may augur a better prognosis 
as future labour i s  not worth contemplâting. Two or more
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previous Caeîsarean oeation eoera should mean an alsotlve 
operation on this occasion* Most patienta will accept this 
policy end within recent years there has been en actual demand 
for eterilisation after the third operation if all babies are 
alive# Many other patienta, however, will not give permission 
for tubal ligation and there la the prospect of repeated 
Ceeearsan eection to be considered# If one remembers that 
almost half of the woman have their first baby before their 
17th birthday and that pregnancy suooeede pregnancy at 2 
yearly intervals, unless gonococcal salpingitis or puerperal 
sepsis produces a similar effect to tubal ligation, the number of 
Caesarean sections in the one patient could easily be as high 
BS 14#
Caesarean section has a well established place in 
obstetrics in Africa# It will be many years before that place 
will be similar to that which it has in a more developed 
community® Many women are not fit enough to have a Caesarean 
section undertaken in an emergency, but the main danger lies 
in subsequent pregnancy# Any alternative warrants careful 
investigation#
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C H A P T E R  4
OPERATIVE VAGINAL DELIVERY IN UGANDA
"It hoe been well said that some 
forceps operations are no better than 
craniotomies in disguise".
LANCET(1894)
"When I left Englad in 1896 it was 
with the firm belief in the efficiency of 
extraction by forceps in difficult labour
 ..... .Greater experience has taught me
the folly end danger of this course".
SIR ALBERT COOH
(1935)
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OPERATIVE VAGINAL DELIVERY IN UGANDA
The records of Mango Hospital from 1896 to 1901, although 
in many ways full of detail and interesting in context, are of 
little benefit for atatisticel and comparative purpoaea* It is 
seldom clear how long labour has been in progress before forceps 
delivery was attempted, nor is it always certain whether the baby 
was alive at the time# What is obvious however is that neither 
Albert Cook nor his CDlleagues in those days found such delivery 
easy# There were many instances of repeated application of the 
obstetric forceps and e resort to the cranioolast when efforts to 
delivery by other means had failed# Of the first 100 attempted 
forceps deliveries an babies which may have been alive at the time, 
the evidence suggests that only 28 babies survived although this 
figura is by no means accurate# Before decrying Cook and his 
colleagues it must be remembered that the patients were in the 
main emergency admissions after prolonged labours at home#
Caesarean section was considered dangerous to the mother and, as 
will be shown later, the British teaching of the day, to which 
Cook and his colleagues had bean subjected, recommended a 
conservative attitude to obstetrics*
Cephelopelvic dieproportion la not necessarily a cause of 
prolongation of the first stage of labour* In most cases full 
cervical dilatation will be reached, often after a relatively 
short period of time# It la at this time or shortly befare that 
the fetal head begins to negotiate the pelvic brim end it is then 
that moulding begins to take place. Until this happens it is 
impoBsible to be certain of the true extent of the disproportion# 
In moat Ouganda pelves, and preaumably in those of similar tribes
ai"
as uiellg it is the pelvic brim which ie most contracted end if 
uterine action is good enough considérable moulding may taka place 
to enable the head to pass through this plane of least dimensions* 
Once through the brim further difficulty is not to be expected.
It therefore should follow that in cases where there ia 
no disproportion the second stage is short. This ie borna out by 
clinical experience. Out of the 1,000 casee of attempted operative 
vaginal delivery which ia the main subject of this thesie only 78 
(7.8%) were undertaken with the heed in the lower part of the 
pelvic cavity. Most of the interference was necessary with the 
fetal head in mid or high cavity. The presence of a straight 
secrusj, which is met with in many pelves, tends to prevent internal 
rotation of the fptal head until it has descended well into the 
pelvis. This is particularly true if it ia association with 
contraction, as the moulding of the head when it negotiates the 
pelvic brim will by itself discourage rotation* Delay with the 
occiput posteriorly end high traverse arrest are therefore often 
encoynterBd* It is difficult for the inexperienced to detect the 
position of the fetal head. In Uganda this is made even more 
difficult by the presence of a large caput suGcadaneuoi and 
overlapping of the skull bones which together obliterate the 
suture lines and fontanelles. It is important, when applying 
forceps, to be certain cf the position of the fetal head. When 
in doubt e search for the baby*a ear is recommended and the 
position confirmed by the direction of the pinna. In cases where 
there is disproportion this is not possible unless the head is 
dieimpacted, a procedure which is undesirable.
Forceps delivery in Africa can be very difficult, more 
difficult in fact than Caesarean section. A great deal of
experience and skill is re q u ire d  but svan than th e  r é s u l t a  ere 
n o t always good. When second etege intervention ie naoasaery 
and the baby ia alive one of three d e c io io n e  has to bo m ed o ;-
(1) That vaginal delivery ie not poesihle.
(2) That v a g in a l d e l iv e r y  may be possible#
(3) That vaginal delivery ia probable.
I n  th e  pest Caeearemn aBotion was th e  method o f  dealing 
with the f i r s t  alternative. Those I n  the aaoood g ro up  ware 
taken to theatre for a trial of foroaps u n d e r g e n e ra l 
aneestheeiei w ith  eq u ipm e n t and personnel p re p a re d  t o  u n d e rta k e  
Caoaareen seatIon if th e  t r i a l  failed. The necessity of ever 
h a v in g  to p e r fo rm  trial of forcepa at all ia proof that olinicel 
ju dg m en t i e  unreliable and o f te n  erronoous. I n  many xnetenoee, 
f o l lo w in g  th e  a p p l ic a t io n  of foraepa an easy d e l iv e r y  was 
aohiaved# On th e  other hand m is ta k e s  w ere j u s t  ae readily made 
in the third group when vaginal delivery was th o u g h t p ro b a b le  and 
the opereti0n u n d e rta k e n  In  the labour suite u n d e r local 
a n a e s th e s ia *  U n fo re se e n  d i f f i c u l t i e s  a ro s e  end the n a tu r a l  
reaction was to pull w ith  extra fo rc e #  This ia of course 
damaging to  th e  intracranial c o n te n ts #  I n  the prassnca of 
varying d e g re e s  of oephalopelvic d is p r o p o r t io n ,  u n de r w h ich  
most o p e ra t iv e  vaginal delivery i n  Kampala has t o  be undertaken,, 
the fatal head i s  im p a c te d  w i t h in  th e  p e lv is #  Howaver s le n d e r  
the forceps blades may be , s l ip p in g  them between the m oulded 
skull o f  the baby end the rigid p e lv is  o f  the mother can only 
cause inoreaaad co m p re ss io n  o f  the fatal head . Often this does not 
matter but in cassa  where the te n to r iu m ,  the falx cerebrum  and the 
Intracraniol v e s s e ls  era a tre tc h e d  to e maximum by th e  p r e - e x is t in g  
m o u ld in g , the e x t r a  co m p re ss io n  due t o  fo rc e p s  a p p l ic a t io n  i s  
enough t o  oauae rupture#
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Table 1/4 gives the r e s u l t s  of forceps delivery in Mulego 
HoBpitel from 1956 to 1961 inclusive. All of these babies were 
alive at the time of delivery# Eight hundred and seventy six 
caeee were undertaken with a perinatal mortality rate of 21.9%.
It will be noted that stillbirths outnumbered neonatal deaths.
Much of this mortality may be explained by the condition of the 
baby at the time of application of the forceps. Many were
emergency admissions after many hours of labour and several hours
in the second stage at home or in other institutions. Yet such a 
high mortality can hardly be acceptable as inevitable and it is 
thought that trauma at delivery also played some part in the high 
mortality rate.
The vacuum extractor was introduced to Mulego Hospital 
in 1962. In that year the instrument was under trial. Because 
of the reports from Britain (Chalmers and Fothergill, 1960, 
Uilloocke, 1962)3 it wea asBumad that wholesale replacement of 
obstetric forceps by the vacuum extractor would not be passible to 
any great extent as it had been shown that the instrument was of 
little use in the presence of cephalopelvio disproportion. In 
1962 the instrument was used in a haphazard fashion (Table 2/4).
Most operators were keen to try its effects but exparlenoB was
lacking and on occasion it was applied for top long a period, 
reapplied too often or ueed in unsuitable cases. This resulted 
in a perinatal mortality (14.1%) which was little better than 
that from forceps delivery (16.2%). Stillbirths still outnumbered 
neonatal deaths. The following year (1963) it became more popular 
and its use was attempted in 114 cases out of 274 (41.6%). The 
failure rate was high (21.1%). In this year a fairly definite 
pattern emerged (Table 3/4). When vaginal delivery was
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eucaaasfully aaaompllshed by the instrument elanej as it was in 
90 cases, the fetal mortality was low (4*4%)# Whereee the 24 
cases in which there was failure to deliver end forceps had to 
be applied thereafter the fetal mortality rose to 41*7%» In 
these 24 cases more then moderate caphelopelvic disproportion 
was presumably present* Some of these babies were already doomed 
and the method of delivery immaterial to their ultimate fate, 
but there were undoubtedly others who died as the result of 
operative intervention and the trauma aseoaieted with difficult 
vaginal delivery* At present it is not possible to detect 
beforehand the baby that will survive the effects of prolonged 
labour and severe moulding from the one in whom cerebral injury 
and annoxia have progressed to a stags incompatible with life*
In mmmj instances the fetal heart may beat smtiafactorily although 
meconium is nearly always present in the liquor* Often, too, the 
liquor is infected* There may be e temptation to undertake 
craniotomy even although the baby is alive but such decisian is 
difficult to make (and even^-abhorrent to many obstetricians)*
In many oases Caesarean section is out of the question because of 
the mother’s condition and the likelihood of a live baby remote* 
Live babies are born under theae circumstances but only too often, 
although the heart may beat strongly and continua to do so for 
some hours, apontaneoue respiration is not established*
Wo matter the method chosen to assist delivery under these 
conditions the fetal mortality will be high; reducing it to an 
Bbaolute minimum should be the aim*
It is evident that in both 1962 and 1963, the introduction 
of the vacuum extractor had little effect in the overall 
reduction of perinatal mortality* When all caeee which had vacuum
extraction, either alone or followed by forceps, are considered 
the percentage perinatal mortality ia little different from 
that of the cases which had forceps delivery alone# Thus the 
instrument by itself can offer little in the improved 
management of cases* However the relatively low perinatal 
mortality which followed eucDessful vacuum extraction 
in 1963 is encouraging. From this it may be deduced that the 
vacuum extractor may be used far two distinct purposes# The 
first is in the delivery of babies when there is little or no 
disproportion present and the aaoond is in the detection of 
disproportion when it is présent# The latter may be the most 
useful and important function#
It has been shown earlier in this Chapter that forceps 
delivery following vacuum extraction is accompEmied by a high 
perinatal martelity rate. Thus this type of delivery ie 
undesirable# It was also pointed out in the previous Chapter 
that Caesarean section should be avoided wherever possible. 
Neither of these alternatives la canaidered satisfactory in 
Uganda and for this reason symphyalatomy has been introduced. 
This operation was not new in Mulago Hospital. It had been 
performed on selected cases in the past, usually along with 
forceps under general enaBethasia* The numbers undertaken 
were small and did not alter the general pattern of 
obstetric praoticG.
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C H A P T E R  5
THE VACUUM EXTRACTOR
“The offBctlvaneae of the vacuum extractor** « 
end the safety of the mother and baby do not lie 
in the instrument itself$ but in the hands of the 
doctor who uses it“«
S m m  PORAPAHHHAM
(1962)
“The advent of the Ventouse should be regarded 
88 m major advance in operative obstetrics”*
IAN DONALD(1964)
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THE VACUUM EXTRACTOR
Chalmers (1963) has raviewed the early history of the use 
of suction traction as a method of aeeiBting vaginal delivery.
To James^Rnga in 1649 goes the credit for the first recorded use 
of such instrurnentetion in an attempt to deliver a baby. The 
attempt failed and was followed by craniotomy. From that time 
other devices have bean deaoribed, none of which was successful.
In 1029 Neil Arnott suggested an adaptation of a plaything 
beloved of smell boys in Scotland. This consisted of a circular 
piecB of leather attached to e string which, when wet, was 
applied to flat stones and other objects and kept in place by 
suction* He suggested that a modification of such a device 
could be adapted for use in obstetrics* It was not until 1849 
howBver that James Young Simpson proved that delivery by this 
method was feasible. The history of suction traction is much less 
complicated than that of symphysiotomy but nonB«the-less 
fascinating in that it provides en example of dissatisfaction 
in existing instruments and methods and an attempt to improve 
upon them.
The modern history of vacuum extraction began in 1954 when 
Tage Malstrom in Sweden described an instrument which he finally 
perfected in 1957« It is upon this instrument that the present 
day Vacuum Extractor is based. Bu g c b b s  has been due to the 
recurvature of the suction cap to give better adhesion to the 
fetal scalp end to the flexibility of its component parts*
Since that time the vacuum extractor has been used in 
moat parte of the world and there can be no doubt that it has an 
established place in present day obstetric practice although there
ai'
is widBBpreed oontroysrsy as to its usefulnasa# The instrument 
was deBlgnad as an alternative to the obstetric forceps but since 
then it has also been used as an alternative to CasBarean eection 
and ae a method to acoelerate the first s ta g e  of labour#
Most enthusiasm has come from the Continent of Europe,
Riqaux and Price (1956), Bnoek (1960), Orandatop and Lange (1961) 
end Malstrom (1961), have shown that it has replaced forceps 
altogether in their practice# Others, Dexeria and Dexana (1961), 
Hammeratein (1963) and Bradt (1965) have also reported large 
aeries to demonstrate that i n  their experlence the need for 
forceps delivery becomes less as time passes. None of these 
authors regret the passing of the obstetric forceps and all 
report a subséquent reduction in maternal morbidity and fetal 
mortality.
The more caneervative British abstetricienB have shown a 
more cautious approach. Chalmers (1959), introduced the 
instrument to British practice end subsequently alone (1960,
1961, 1964 end 1965), or with Farthergill (1960, 1961), has done 
much t o  encourage its use. Only Willocks (1962, 1963) has 
written much in support of Chalmers from Britain but there have 
been many other less extensive reports which suggest that there 
ia a widespread interest if not enthusiasm.
Lillie (I960, 1961) from Ireland was leaa favourable about 
the use of the vacuum extrector as an alternative to forceps 
but welcorned it as a complementary instrument to be used mainly 
before full cervical dilatation to avoid CaBsarean section.
Editorial comment in the Lancet (1961) was at first 
favourable. This was mainly due to the reports from the Royal
Sonlety of MocliGlne (1960) at which British and Continental 
speakere presented encouraging views# One year' later (1962) 
however9 Editoriel comment was lees encouraging# By then there 
had been reports (Boon, 1961, and Huntingford, 1961) of 
extenBivB damage to the baby from the use of the instrument#
Caution was suggested before the instrument was sGoleimed as 
a definite progress in obstetric practice# The controversy 
was further stirred by an Editorial in the British Medical 
Journal in 1967, sparked off by an American report (Bhenken 
and Serr, 1967), in which the use of the vacuum extractor was 
shown to be limited but the lively correepandenoB which 
ensued proved that there were many who atill favoured the: 
instrument in Britain and that the controversy had by no means 
been settled#
American experienoe has not been favourable# In spite of 
some good reporte (Tricon! and Amoreei, 1961, Guardlno and 
O’Brien, 1962, and Berth and Newton, 1965) the experiance of 
Mishell and Molly (1962) and of Nyerjeey et al* (1963) as well 
as the unfavourable paediatric report of, Aquero and Alveras (1962) 
have mede American obstetricians unwilling to accept the 
widespread use of the instrument, although few obstetricians 
in other countries would accept the statement of Eastman (1960) 
that ###*'the state of the baby's scalp after delivery toy the 
vacuum extractor is not a thing which you would want to show to 
a new mother^# Nor would ell accept the Peer of litigation 
as a deterrent to the use of vacuum extraction which is Grsenhill's 
condemnation of the instrument (1961)*
Cunningham (1958) has shown that the instrument is in use in
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Australia, Porapekkham (19S2) has reported on a large series 
in Thailand, Lancet (1963) from Israel, Hassim end Lucas (1966) 
from Zambia, Ashworth (1963) from Rhodesia, Hathout and 
Tanner (1963) from Egypt and Monteglio Springer (i960) from 
South America9 ell provide evidance of the world wide use of 
vacuum extraction# Tan years after the introduction of hie 
instrument, Malmstroni (1964), was able to collect over 200 
referenoea from world literature from at least forty difference 
countries.
In some areas of the world vacuum extraction has come to 
s ta y ,  in others it is either condemned or finds the occasional 
USB where it alone can affect delivery at a given time under 
given circumerkancsB#
There is no reason why there should be any maternal 
mortality associated with the use of the vacuum extractor. If 
the instrument is used with care, delivery will follow an 
entirely physiological pattern with the result that the 
incidence of injury t o  the maternai soft parts should be no 
greater than that which follows normal delivery. When the vagina 
is lax end the head high a portion of the vagina may be sucked 
into the cup which may result in a vaginal laceration. Frequent 
checks should eliminate this. Cervical laceration is possible 
when the cup is applied before full dilatation* Eÿandstrpp 
and Lange (1961) have found this to occur i n  1% of cases but 
suggest that it is not encountered often enough to be a contra 
indication, No cases of cervical incompetence have been proved 
(Chalmers, 1967) in spite of this theoretical suggestion by 
Huntingford (1961),
There are three main objections and disadvantages to the
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usG of the vacuum extractor:-
1 . That it is of little use in the presenGB of disproportion*
2 * That it takes time to apply and is therafore of little
value, if not da n g e ro u s , in cases of fatal distress*
3* That It may be the cause of fetal injury*
Fothargill end Chalmers (1 9 6 1 ) end tüillocks (1962) 
considered t h a t  disproportion was the main causa of failure t o  
deliver w ith  the vacuum extractor in their series. The failure
rate of Willocke (18%) hEîs been the highest recorded in Europe#
This tends to confirm that cephalapelvic disproportion still 
exists in Glasgow, whereas the Swedish and other Continental 
reports with their low failure rates would suggest that such 
disproportion no longer occurs# The farmer authors considered 
that the presence of disproportion of moderate degree was no 
deterrent tp the use of the instrument.
"When a moderate degree of disproportion occurs the ventouse 
is BUCDeeaful. If, however, assessm ent of the extent of the 
d is p r o p o r t io n  i s  incomplete experimental application of the 
ventouse may provide final evidence for decision as to the mode 
of delivery in such cassa"*
Such 'trial of vacuum extraction’ is almost certainly the most 
beneficial feature of the use of the instrument in Africa*
The time f a c t o r ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  in  cases of fetal distress, 
has led many to  prefer the use o f  obstetric forceps. Most authors 
recommend t h a t  8 minutes be a llow G d to elapse between the 
preliminary application of the auction cup and the start of 
t r a c t i o n ,  and it has been suggested that this period of time is 
too long in some cases of fatal distress. There can be little 
argument that this is so, yet if l o c a l  a n a e s th e s ia  ia used the
,9 5 .
VBGuum extractor may be applied before b pudendal block is 
undertaken with minimal upset to the patient* By the time 
the local anaesthetlo has been given end has benome effective 
traction may start immediately* It is the author's view that 
there is little delay and in fact the time factor is similar 
in both forceps end vacuum extraction* If the alternative ie 
forceps delivery under general aneBstheeia the preliminary 
manipulations of the enaesthBtiBt take much longer than 
application of suction cup and pudendal block#
It is in the sphere of fetal mortality end morbidity that 
there should be more caution in the appraisal of the vacuum 
extractor*
Rose (1955) and later Snoek (1960) put forward mathematical 
evidence which auggaeted that thase is lass intracranial 
compressive force with the use of vacuum extraction bb compered 
with the use of forceps# De Boer (I960, 1961) disputing this, 
presented equally convincing mathematical evidence to prove the 
opposite, concluding that "#.#the forceps are quicker, safer 
and more efficient"# Eiaundera (I960) monitored the fatal 
heart rate by means of a phonocariogram during delivery by 
vacuum extraction end found that there was neither Blowing nor 
acceleratian of the fetal heart# Fothergill and Ghalrnere (1961) 
confirmed this* Awon (1964) using a fresh stillbirth showed 
radiologically that the vacuum extractor does produce compression 
of the fetal head when traction is made against resistance.
For many years it has been taught that the obstetric forceps 
acts as a cage into which the fetal skull is fitted# This cage 
will protect the fatal head b b  it descende through the maternal 
pelvis. All traction will be transmitted through the more solid 
facial bones where the blades have maximum grip. There can be no
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doubt that this ia true provided the baby'a head ia small and the 
pelvis CBpacious# When the obstetric forceps are locked, b b  
they must always be during delivery, there ia e fixed diameter 
between the most widely separated aspect of the cephalic curve* 
Large babies have larger cephalic diameters than this and when 
the bladee are applied some compresalon is bound to occur* In 
most cases little harm will be done, atherwiaa no baby would 
survive the comprasaion of natural moulding* If, on the other 
hand, ne'bural moulding is already present any increase caused 
toy the application of forceps may toe sufficient to cause 
irreparable cerebral damage* When disproportion is present 
there ia usually considerable moulding and the fetal head will 
occupy all the available space within the pelvis* Application 
of obstetric forceps, no matter how slender the blades may be, 
must surely compete for some of that space end compress the fetal 
head as they can hardly be expected to enlarge the maternal pelvis, 
Although the vacuum extractor may also increase compression 
within the fetal skull, it will only do so to the extent of the 
résistance which is present* In other words it will further 
increase the moulding that would naturally occur were labour 
allowed to proceed* In the absence of resistance, due to 
disproportion, to a rigid cervix or to certain types of 
malpresentatian and meXpoaition cerebral compreeaion will be 
minimal* In their presence the vacuum extractor will either 
become detached if the pressure exerted ia too greet or there 
will be delay in delivery* It has been shown previously that in 
Uganda where disproportion is frequently present, when assisted 
delivery toecomes naoeeaary, the baby will survive vacuum 
extraction better than it will survive forceps dalivery, provided 
that the dispraportion, whenirreeent, is relieved toy sympliyeiotomy&
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INTRACRANIAL INJURY
The vacuum extractor may cause all forme of intracranial 
injury# The main damage ia either tearing of the falx cerebri, 
the tentorium cereballurn or rupture of an intracranial veasal* 
Huntingford (1961) has reported a case in full as has 
bJillocka (1962). In the former a 23 year old primigravldae 
had been in labour for 41 hours at b maturity of 41 weeks#
The cervix was 4 fingertoreedths dilated# A auction cup was 
applied to the fatal heed, through the cervix, and traction 
was undertaken for 30 minutes before delivery was achieved*
They baby, which was severely asphyxiated at birth, died within 
24 hours# Postmortem revealed a large scalp haematama, a 
cephalhaematoma and a tear within the falx cerebri, associated 
with intracranial haeniorrhage# That the vacuum extractor 
contributed to these injuries there can be no doubt# However 
if the associated factors are caneidered it ia not difficult to 
underEstand why those injuries took place# In many cases of 
cervical dystocia, which seems to have been present in this case, 
there ie a large caput succadaneum projecting through the rigid 
cervix# Often too, if the bones of the fetal skull are niallBatole, 
the fetal vertex will endeavour to negotiate the narrow opening 
which to it is a résistance. Moulding will occur and distortion 
of the tissues within the cranium will take place# When a auction 
cup is applied it will increase the extent of the natural caput 
and the moulding# Thera will come a point in time when the vassals 
within the caput and the tissues within the cranium will no 
longer be able to withstand the strain of both natural and 
artificial distortion, particularly when there is resistance to 
descent of the fetal head# Similar injuxlee occur naturally 
when resistance to descent of the fetal head causes prolonged 
labour and excessive moulding.
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The post mortem findings in Willock*s rase were eamewhat 
similar. This time disproportion was the cause of the reaistanoa.
EXTRACRANIAL INJURY
The artificiel caput in the shape of m * chignon' which is a 
mould of the inside of the suction cup hae been variously dasoribed 
as either IneignifiGant (Martius et.al* 1963) or as a serious injury 
(Aquaro and Alvarez, 1962)# At most it might be compared with the 
forceps marks which appear on the cheeks of babies delivered in that 
way. The chignon rapidly subsides within a few hours and all that is 
left ie a circuler area of email petechial haemorrhages denoting the 
site of the original application.
Boon (1961) was the first to draw attention to extrecrenial 
haemorrhages. He described them os large oephalhaematamata which 
transcended the suture lines. Theaa may ba the cause of immediate 
death? of neonatal anaemia or of jaundice due to the absorption of 
blood pigment. Distinction must be made between true cephal- 
heemotoma and scalp haemorrhage which is either bleeding into the 
Bubgaleal space or eubcutanaaue bleeding. (Malmstrom? 1964).
Thera ia a variable incidence of both types. Nyirjesy (1963) has 
reported that 25.7% of all cases of vacuum extraction show 
caphalhaemotome but in the s e r ie s  reviewed in Kampala it was as low 
as 1.5% (Chapter 7). Thera is certainly an increased incidence 
of this condition in babies born after vacuum extraction. Becauaa 
of the nature of e true oephalhaemotoma it seldom causes much concern 
Bleeding will be limited when the pressure within the haematome 
exceeds that of the veasale which have ruptured. No death due to 
this type of bleeding has been reported. Of more importance is the 
other type of haemorrhega which is in the scalp rather then under the 
periosteum. When this occura the bleeding will not be self- 
limiting and fatal death will occur if the lesion is not recognised 
at an early stage. Two farms of scalp haemorrhage era scan. The
first consists of blBsding Into the chignon and is fairly easily 
raoognisad as a fluctuant, boggy swelling at the site of the 
artificial caput* The second type of haemorrhage is much more 
difficult to reoogniee ee there are few obvious signs* The 
bleeding consists of a confluent'haamatama which extends over 
most of the scalp which causes the baby's head to enlarge.
Unless accurate'measuraments are taken, this enlargement will 
not be noticed* It has been reported that the formation of a 
cephmlhaematoma is not dependent upon the length of time of 
application of the suction cup but it is generally believed that 
the other types of haemorrhage ere probably,due to prolonged 
traction, particularly against résistance*
Laceration of the fatal scalp is also frequently encountered 
after vacuum extraction* This varies from a few minor vBsiclee 
at. the edge of the chignon to sloughing of large areas of the 
scalp* Grafting has been necessary on occasion and alopecia 
has been reported as a later comp11cation# Secondary infection 
of these lesions is possible and care ie always essential in ■ 
their management «
NEONATAL JAUNDICE
The occurrence of otherwise unsxplained neonatal jaundice in 
a baby fallowing vacuum axt3?Eiction euggasta that there has been 
absorption of pigment from haematcma formation* The extant of 
the jEwndice will vary according to the size of the haematome* 
Hernictarue ia e theoretical possibility but it is doubtful 
whether this will often occur* The jaundice ie usually 
transient#
OTHER INJURIES
Depressed fracture of the skull and retinal hasmorrhage have
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eleo been reported taut their true significence in relation to 
vacuum extraction is doubtful.
TIME OF APPLICATION
Chalmers and Fothergill (1960) suggested that it would be 
safe to allow application of a suction cup for one hour. Later 
Chalmers (1984) reduced the period of time to 40 minutes. Other 
authors (Roloff, 1959 and Rosataoth? 1959) state that a 
maximum of 30 minutes la permiesatalB if fetal injury is to be 
avoided. A time limit ie certainly advisable and it is thought 
that this limit will vary from place to place and according to 
the length of time that labour has been in pragrass, the size of 
the naturel caput end the extent of moulding. In the two cases 
of intracranial damage that have already been referred to 
traction had been in progress for at least 30 minutes before the 
babies were delivered. Under the circumatancee in which delivery 
was undertaken, against resistance after prolonged labour, it ie 
poeeible that some degree of cerebral injury already existed.
The aeries of Huntingford (1981) of 11 cases undertaken before 
full cervical dilatation of the cervix ia often quoted by those 
who deplore the use of the vacuum extractor. This ia not 
surprising as the bmtaiee oxhibited much in the way of delivery 
trauma. The indications for delivery were either cervical dystocia 
or incoordinate uterine action. Two babies died and four had 
neonatal cerebral irritation. Four babies had some form of scalp 
injury. Only one baby was entirely normal. It is interesting to 
note that labour had been in progress for an average of 55 hours 
(range 28 to 08 houra) before the vacuum extractor was used and 
that the application to delivery time averaged 41 minutes 
(range 13 to 72 minutes). Such a series requires a control study
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tout it might be very difficult to find over a short period of 
time in most hospitals a series of primigravldae whose labour 
averaged 55 hours* Butler and Bonham (1963) in 'Perinatal 
Mortality Survey' have shown that in labours of that length of 
time in primigravldae, the perinatal mortality ie over 1% times 
the average and over twine that of those who labour for less than 
24 hours# Huntingford'a series ehould be used not as a 
candamnation of the instrument but rather as a warning to others 
of the limitations of its oapabilities# It is oases like these 
which prompted Porapakkham (1962) to write the words which 
prefacB this Chapter*
It has always been a principle in otoetetrios that there should 
toe no unnacessary interference with the course of labour unless 
it is in the interest of either the mother or child* Whan a 
decision to inte3?fere ie made it should toe final and delivery 
should take place within b reaeanetolB space of time without 
heroic measursB or ecDPuohnient force* P3?alangad application of 
the vacuum extractor is injurious to the fetus, Juat as prolonged 
traction with forceps# The latter is no longer practiced, why 
should the former?
Gaeserean section and vacuum extraction are complementary* 
Experience has taught most authorities (Malmstrom, 1964) that only 
a few Caesarean sections can be avoided with the use of this 
instrument# Fetal distreee, lets in the first stage of labour, 
in a multiperouB patient is often an ideal indication for applioatii’ 
of the suction cup instead of undertaking OaeserBen section or 
anxiously awaiting full cervical dilatation# Bo, too, may toe 
incoordinate uterine action if gentle traction produces rapid 
cervical dilatation* In such cix'cumstancea the ixbb of the
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instrument ea a trial procedure has much to commend it, but 
persistence against reeistanoe will only discredit what may 
yet prove to be one of the greatest Bdvanoea in modern 
operative obstetrics*
In Uganday os indeed in many developing communities, 
pertiouiar care ia necessary# Many patients are admitted in 
obstructed labour from oephalapelvic dieproportiono By then 
the fetal scalp is OBdematDus end often deveacularlsed*
Many of the injuries which have been reported as being clue 
to vacuum extraction are seen even after spontaneous delivery 
The time limit under these olrcumstencBB must ba very short, 
recent practice has bean 10 minutes, eind if there is no 
progress than an alternative method of delivery roust be 
sought* That alternative la symphysiotomy#
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C H A P T E R  S
SYMPHYSIOTOMY
"The operation of symphysiotomy has had a most 
chequered career".
J* MUNRO HERR
(1954)
"Symphysiotomy.. has followed an 
eventful course before reaching its present perfection".
ENRIQUE ZARATE
(1955)
"The main barriers against symphysiatomy remain in 
the minds of obstetricians".
ALAN D.H. BROWNE
(1968)
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SYMPHYSIOTOMY
THE EARLY HISTORY
Until well into the 16th Century it wee believed that the 
eymphyeie pubis, along with the other joints of the pelvis, 
opened up during labour to allow the fetus to acramble out from 
the uterus and vagina* Such was the teaching of Hippocrates 
end Galen and their doctrines remained unquestioned for 
centuries. Under such ciraumatancea there was no need for 
symphysiotomy, Nature herself was providing its effect*
There is however aorne evidence to suggest that symphysiotomy 
ia a much older operation than is generally appreciated.
At the and of this thesis there is an extract from a poem, 
which was written in the 14th Century by Arnold of Villenova 
in which division of the symphysis pubis is recommended as an 
alternative to Ceeseraan section* If this poem is authentic 
then the operation was being undertaken at that time, despite 
the influence of Hippocrates end Galen*
Pereira (1964), in e study of obstetric practice in primitive 
communities, discussed some of the operations which have been 
handed down from generation to generation. One of these was 
undertaken from the vagina in which an incision was made "... 
from back to front and from above downwards"* This operation 
was, and probably still is frequently performed among the 
coastal tribes of Mozambique and similar operations have been 
recorded in the islands of the South Pacific and in Ghana. 
(Bowesman, I960). They were formerly described as a type 
of extraperitoneal Caesarean section but from their description 
and from the complications of vaginal haemorrhage end urinary
incantinence, it ie more likely that they were attempts at 
eymphyeiotomy* In the North of Nigeria, obstructed labour ie 
often dealt with by inserting a sharp knife into the vagina and 
making a out into the anterior wall* The pubic symphysis ie 
seldom divided tout veeico-vaginal fistula ia a common eequella, 
(Mess, 1962). The Hauea who inhabit Northern Nigeria are 
travellers and era found all over West Africa. It is paBslble 
that this operation is an attempt to copy the more successful one 
undertaken in Ghana#
Most texttoook8 dealing with the history of otoatetrics credit 
Jakob or Jaques Nufer, e Swiss sow-gelder, as being the first 
man to undertake a aucoeseful CaeBarean section on a living woman 
with the delivery of a living child. In the early part of the 
16th Century he carried out an opération on his wife after 
the midwives and lithotomiste had failed". Frau Nufer 
subsequently delivered six babies normally. Because of the 
success in the following pregnanciBB it is unlikely that this was 
a Caesarean section as it is known today. Mettler and Mettler 
(1947) appreciate this point and suggest that the pregnancy was 
an advanced extrauterine one. This is more plausible tout the 
alternative suggestion of Pereira (1964) that it was a 
symphysiotomy is even more likely. Nufer, she argues, in view 
of his trade as a Bow-gelder, would most likely have some 
anatomical knowledge of the genetalia and pelvis.
THE SIGAULTEN ERA
By most accounts (Mettler and Mettler, 1947), (Speert, 1950), 
(Wright St. Clair, 1963) and (Cutter and Viets, 1964), the first 
authentic symphysiotomy undertaken on a living woman was performed 
during the night of September 30th - October 1st, 1777* The
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patient was a rachitic Parieienne dwarf, Madame Gouchet # Her 
height was 3 feet 8 inches (112 cm.) end Levret, the premier 
obstetrician in Paris at that time had estimated the diagonal 
conjugate to be just over 2% inches (7 cm*). MademeSouchBt 
had a bad obstetric history; all four previous pregnancies had 
ended with craniotomies, at least one of which had been undertaken 
on a living child* Her accoucheur this time was Jeen-Rene 
Bigault assisted by Alphonee-Louis-Vincent la Roi although 
Gould and Pyle (1900) in their textbook 'Anomalies and 
Curiosities of Medicine’, whilst they agreed to the name of the 
patient, suggest that the surgeon was Ferrarar.
Nine years earlier, in 1768, Sigeult had outlined the 
operation to the Faculty of Medicine in Paris and had spent the 
intervening years searching for a suitable case.
There was apparently much consultation in the home of Madame 
Bouohet that evening among Bigault and the leading obatatriciane of 
Peris* None of them had the courage to recommend or perform 
symphysiotomy* After the experts had left, Bigault divided the 
symphysis pubis and with it a large portion of the clitoris, 
vagina and uretha as well# Le Roi deliverad the baby which was 
a breech presentation* The baby survived*
Ten weeks later, at a meeting of the Faculty of Medicine of 
Fax’ie, Bigault presented hia case* He was given a standing 
ovation, a silver medal inscribed with the dates 1758 and 1777, 
bearing the wards ’Nova Lucinia’, and a life pension from 
Louie XVI* Madame Souchet walked into the meeting on two sticks 
which were not discarded during the rest of her life* She also 
had a large utero-veginal prolapse, numerous abscGBses around 
the vulva end Dr. Richard Dennison who witneseed the proceedings 
is quoted to have eaid "I would have considered hex* quite healthy
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had not my nose Informed me that she could not retain her 
urine". (Wright St* Clair, 1963)»
It ia not ppsBible today to aay whether Bigault deeerved 
the acclaim# Symphyeiotomy haa been described ae a mutilating 
operation (Wright St# Glair, 1963) and no one would dispute 
that Madame Souchet had been mutilated» But we have little idea 
of the state of obstetrics in those days» Caesarean section 
meant almost certain death and there must have been many women 
with ambulation difficulty end veeina-vaginal fietulee following 
childbirth with no living children to compensate for their 
morbidity# Almost 100 years later, in 1864, J# Marion Sims wee 
fully occupied in Parle, demonstrating his repair of vesico­
vaginal fistula (Lancet, 1864); by then no symphysiotomies were 
being done and he seems to have had no lack of patients. What ia 
certain however is that the doctors in Paris were aware of the 
appalling maternal and fetal mortality and morbidity which 
accompanied contracted pelvis# The need for a new approach to 
the management of delivery in its presence was there# Bigault 
had demonstrated that in symphysiotomy he had a paseible solution 
and in undertaking it he had done so for the correct reason; as 
an alternative to difficult or destructive vaginal operation.
There was immédiate widespread interest in the operation 
throughout Europe# William Hunter in 1778 attacked the Faculty 
of Medicine of Paris for embracing this innovation in Surgery,
".##.with unbounded approbation, and by their public testimony 
end honours publicly oonferred, give credit and splendour to an 
opinion, which should be put in practice with greet circumspection, 
and finally judged by much axperience, a door may thereby be 
opened to greet and irréparable mischief, by letting loose upon 
mankind, the most mischievous members of society, the ignorant 
and rash practicioners". Hunter carried out soma experimants 
upon cadavers whereby he divided the symphysis pubis to show that
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there wee very little pelvic anlargement. Whan the pubic bunas 
ware separetad to an extant that would permit the passage of m 
baby, the sacroiliac joints were torn* The pelves ha used ware 
those of woman who had died following Oaeearean section and as 
this operation wee never undertaken unless the disproportion was 
absolute from grossly oontracted pelvis and vaginal delivery 
therefore impassible toy any means it is email wonder that he 
obtained the r e s u l t s  that he did# Hie argument that vaginal 
delivery in these cases would just have been as impracticable 
if a symphysiotomy had been undertaken, was probably true but 
Bigault did not claim hie operation to be an alternative to 
Caesarean section* Hunter was like most of hie British colleagues, 
then and afterwards, an extremely conservative obstetrician, 
believing that ".* *#the fo rc e p s  (Midwifery instruments in general 
I fear) upon the whole has done more harm than good". He 
advocated the crochet with which he had fair skill end experience 
toesause he believed that it was safer for the mother and gave 
less Buffering then "..«.to have the strongest joints of the 
pelvis cut and torn assurider, to secure e chEinoa only of a 
living child". Hunter too was not averea to the destruction o f  
a live baby, believing that the life and health of the mother 
were "#...of incomparably greater value than that of an unborn 
child".
In this one relatively small paper Hunter gave 3 points 
which were going to be of great importance in the succeeding 
two hundred years in the history of symphysiotomy•
1. He foresaw that the operation would fail in the hands 
of the unskilled. Harris (1894), reviewing the history 
of aymphysiotomy from 177? to 1858, was able to trace 
150 operations and obtain details of 114. Forty mothers
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end 73 InfEmta died, e maternel mortality of 34*67% 
and a fetal mortality of 63#6%. With auoh disastrous 
results it ie not surprising that the operation had to 
be abandoned and for the reasana given by Hunter, 
inexperienoBj, lack of skill and the bed selaction of oaeeB*
2. He compared the operation with Caesarean section. The 
latter had a mortality of almost 100% at the time end was 
never undertaken in the Interests of the fetus, but rather 
as 8 last resort on women who were dying in obstructed 
labour, when vaginal delivery was impossible. He 
speculated theit in these cases division of the eymphyaia 
pubis would not aid vaginal delivery unless the pelvis was 
rent asunder. Bigault et no time conaidered the operation 
to be an alternative to Gaeserean section and undertook the 
first case in the interests of the child. It will be shown 
later that the comparison of the two operations prevented 
the spread of Bymphysiotomy in Britain and elsewhere and 
has bean used on many occasions ee ill judged proof of its 
inadequacy.
3* He advocated the destruction of the child in the interest 
of the mother# This practios persisted in Britain for 
another 150 years. In Gethalio areas of Europe, where the 
life of the mother and her aa yet unborn baby were equally 
importamt, such practice could not be condoned. It ie 
only within racant yBare, with the introduction of anti­
biotic therapy, blood transfusion ans safer anaesthesia, 
that both views have at last begun to coincide. Operative 
intervention is now undertaken in the interests of both 
mother and child and it ia part of the argument of this 
thesis that symphysiotomy fulfils this dual rale.
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In spite of the loud aoolaim given to Sigault in the early 
days, symphysiotomy had a very brief period of popularity. Only 
one operation was performed in Britain, by Welchman in 1780# It 
was not long before it was abandoned and it is interesting to 
record that another Parisien, the great Beudeloque, was chiefly 
reaponsiblB far the decline# He oandemned the operation as 
"A murderoue and unphilosophical procedure"*
THE HDRIBANX REVIVAL
In I860, the first revival of symphysiotomy began* At his 
Clinic in Naples, unbeknown to the rest of the world, Moriseni 
and his assistant Novi started to practice the operation again* 
Although they are rightly credited with this revival, Piccinini 
e rival from Asti was first to preaa* In 1074 at the Turin 
Medical Congress he described one euooBssful case of symphyaiotomy 
end his paper, rapubliehed in 1878, is intereating in that it 
described an operation which is almost exactly that which is 
practiced today* He also gave his reasons for the abandonment of 
the operation in the previoue century which to him ware of greater 
practical importance than the maternel morbidity b o  often quoted*
1. The favoured practice of destroying the child in the 
interests of the mother*
The invention by Baudeloque of the oephalotrobe for 
that purpoee*
3* The tendency to induce premature delivery in the 
management of cephelopalvie disproportion from 
contracted pelvis*
In his opinion none of these practices was over justified and 
resulted in a far greater mortality than symphysiotomy*
Morieani'a first Beries of 50 cases was published in 1881*
The maternal mortality was 20% and the fetal mortality 18%.
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At that time results of this nature from any opBretivG procodura 
were goad but little notice wee taken* When the paper was 
repeated at the 3rd International Congress of Medicine in London 
later that year, the eudienoe was astoniehed at the temerity 
of anyone who could undertake any operation which had been oandemned 
□nee and for ell, by Baudaloque fifty years previously# Horiseni 
was dismissed as a crank# Undismayed, he returned to Naples and 
continued to perfect the opération. Notice was at lest taken in 
1890 whem one of hia assistants, Bpinelli, was asked to Paris to 
demonstrat8 the operation to Pinard et the Clinique Baudeloque*
In November of that year the opération returned to its birthplace* 
(British Medical Journal, 1891). Fate had it that this clinic, 
named after the man who had bean most responsible for the 
abandonment of the operation was to play a leading part in the 
spread of symphyelotomy over the following thirty yeara* France 
was the id e a l  country for symphysiotomy. It had been conceived, 
born and had died there only now to be revived. So much was the 
enthusiasmengandered by Pinard end his colleagues that two years 
later, in 1893, Champantier in an address to the Académie de 
Medicine stated: "Da not abandon to the foreigner the benefits of 
an operation which was first successful in our country» Try once 
more eymphy&iiotomy which, while avoiding the evil results o f  
embryotomy and Gaaeareen section, will allow you to save almost 
certainly the lives entrusted to your care# Remember that in this 
respect you hold in your hands a means of diminishing infantile 
mortality, an aim towards which all your efforts ought to tend, 
for now more than amer France has need for all her children"#
There was an element of e m o tio n  prevailing amongst the 
French tout a ls o  an enthusiasm which is pa?eiseworthy ae minute 
details were studied, the technique improved and the true
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indications for thfâ opération were establiahed* The spread of the 
operation was encouraged by Bpinalli (1892) who claimed 24 living 
mothers and 23 infanta out of his most recent 24 casea# Marisani 
(1892) presented the results of his second series of 50 cases#
This time the maternal mortality had dropped to 4% and the 
fetal mortality to 12%# The reason for this was the introduction 
of an eeeptio and antiseptic technique along with attention to 
detail, rigid indications end experienoe*
Pinard published the résulté o f  his first 29 cases in 1893#
All mothers survived, with the lo s s  of three babies. These figures 
WB3:e remarkably good particularly as ha used the seme patients ms a 
control. In all, there had been thirty previous pragnancles,with 
the survival of only two children#
In the same year (1693), Verniar oolleated m sérias of 124 
cases that had bean undertaken outside Italy from 1890 to 1893#
One hundred end twelve mothers were alive (90.3%) and 92 babies 
survived (74.2%)# When an antiseptic technique had been used on 
non-infacted patiente (117.eaBea), only one mother died, and 
when the eeriee was corrected for intrauterine death, fetal 
abnormelity and syphilis, (101 oases), only nine babies were lost# 
From Italy end France, the operation spread to other parte of 
Continental Europe and many series of cases were published during 
the HBxt fifteen years# P in a rd  remained its most devoted exponent 
end he reported his résulta annually in the Annales de Oymmaologie 
et d'Obstetrics until early in the 20th Century# In 1896, when he 
raviowed the 69 cases which had been undertaken at his clinic with 
an 89.9% maternal and BG.4% fetal survival, he was able to reply to 
all critiae of the operation# Pelvic stability, he? stressed, was 
not affected, end he warned against any direct compa3?ison with 
other methods of dealing with disproportion. The rseulta pbteined
from elective Geeeerean section, ha agreed, were just as good 
for the mother and better for the child# But Bymphysiotomy was 
not an operation of election, nor was it performed in early 
labour when the condition of the mother end the baby were 
favourable# Induction of prématuré labour wee diamissed es a 
procedure which carried with it almost certain death to the fetus, 
if not immediately then certainly within the first year of life 
end also was associated with a high risk of maternal infection#
He concluded by statings "In any future history of symphysiotomy,
B very important place will have to be assigned to the work done 
et the Clinique Baudeloque"# Pinard was a devout Catholic and 
the idea of any destructive opération on a living child was 
abhorrent to him. He steadfastly maintained that no matter how 
supposedly poor the condition of the child might appear before 
delivery, it deserved a chance of separate existence. In 1894 
he summed up his attitude by sayings "The Physician must never 
kill"#'
By the end of the 19th Century, symphysiotomy had became 
common practice in some areas of Europe. It wee discussed at the 
3rd International Congress of Gynaeoology and Obstetrics in 
Amsterdam in 1899 (Lancet, 1899). Argument was Bometimes heated 
and bitter and often, by modern standards, quite unfounded.
Pinard, who opened the proceedings, was supported by delegates 
from Italy, France, Spain and Germany and opposed by the dalegates 
from Denmark, Finland, Britain and Holland# Already the 
operation was connected with the religious views of those who 
practice obstetrics.
Bymphysiotomy was not popular in Britain# At this time 
Ireland was part of Britain and it is significant that the first 
operation which was done in the British Isles during the revival 
wee undertaken in Catholic Dublin by Bmyly (1892), Master of the
Rotunda* It hae never been adequately explained why the 
operation found little favour in Britain# The reason is not 
difficult to find* It has already bean shown how William Hunter 
in the late 18th Century preached e very oonBoi’vetive attitude to 
operative midwifery of all types* Osborn (1792) was even more 
oonaervetive and actually criticised Hunter for conceding that 
symphysiotomy might rarely toe indicated* Fifty years later in 
1827 this attitude was still prevalent and was expressed in a 
series of lectures given to medical students in Buy's Hospital 
Medical School by Dr* Blundell* His subject was laborious 
labours* Caesarean section was a most dangerous operation et 
that time* Contracted pelvis was frequently assn and the edvice 
given to those women with small pelves was that they should 
"avoid intercDurae with the opposite sex"* If this were not 
possible then a portion of each Fallopian tube ehould be removed 
and the woman "for aver rendered sterile"* Even this was not a 
simple operEition* "The abdominal incision - that is bad* True, 
but the Caesarean incision, that ia worse* Is not that true 
also* AgainI" Therapeutic abortion was also recommended on 
woman with grossly cantrested pelves* If these were common 
practicae in Britain and in other places in the world, it is 
little wander that the more romantic Italians and French looked 
elsewhere for their management of disproportion*
"Observe", Blundell went on to any, "it is a rule - an axiom 
of British Midwifery, that we ere never to deliver by the Caesarean 
opération, providing we may deliver by the natural passages"*
It might be thought that with that axiom there would be e piece 
for symphysiotomy on occasion* This was not Blundell's view*
Simple division of the pubic eymphyaie was believed to enlarge the 
pelvic capacity "but little" and mannual separation of the joints to 
the extent of "one, two perhaps I may say three or four inches#**** 
but if moreover the bones be separated from each other to this
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axtent, then In consequence of the injury done to the saorailieo 
synchondroBle emd the lealon of th e  Bciatic n e rv e s , and the strains 
of the soft viaoera, which a re  oonnected with the pelvis, the 
o p e ra t io n  becomes of oonaiderablB pain end is perhaps aoareoely 
Ibbb dangerous than Oeeeerean incisions themselves even in the 
présent condition of that mode of delivary"*
Neither Caesarean section nor symphysiotomy therefore were 
recommended but in further discussion Blundell suggested that 
the letter might be an alternative to craniotomy of the living 
child.
"Why is it not the eection of th e  pubic symphysis 
substituted for the operation of embryotomy? Whyi, for this 
reason; it is an axiom of British Midwifery to sacrifice the 
child to the safety of the mother, and, in these cesse without 
injury to the parent the child may bo brought awey toy laying 
open the head".
In the widest sense Blundell was correct, eymphyeiotomy was 
not an alternative to Caeearean section tout he was wrong in his 
contention that the operation could never toe an alternative to 
oreniotamy of a living child or even m difficult forceps delivery* 
Routh (1911)? quoting Churchill, Munz^ o Herr and Blocker, pointed 
out that the maternal mortality after craniotomy, fifty years 
laterp was over 20%. It is moat likely that in Blundell's day 
the mortality was even worse end certainiy not much better then 
the 34*75% which caused the abandonment of symphysiotomy* At 
least the Bymphysiotomiets had some living toabiee.
The rigid conservatism adopted toy Blundell and presumably 
by his Goil8agues ie aummed up in his final paragraph.
"In the morning you apply the farospe, tout cannot extract 
the cranium* Neill, no dangerous symptoms manifesting thernsslvea 
you wait till evening, and try the forceps again".
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In 1894 when the revival of Bymphysiotomy was taking place 
in mast cauntries other than Britain, Herria, who was doing much 
to popularise the operation in America, was invited to address 
the O b s te t r ic a l  Society of London. The overall maternal 
mortality from the o p e ra t io n  in America was Just over 9% end the 
fetal mortality was 38%. Fifteen doctorb had undertaken the 
operation, many for the first time* Better results were being 
obtained from the larger centres such as New York where the 
BXperiencB was greatest. Hie audience was not impreseed# By 
then fairly good résulta were obtained from elective CaBsareen 
section, performed either just before or juet after onset of 
labour. The maternal mortality from this type of Caeearean 
section was approximately equal to that of eymphyBiatomy but the 
fetal mortality was negligible. Gaeseraen section was tharefore 
the safer and the b e t t e r  opération. Such comparison was unfair.
The a1active Geesarean sections ware being undertaken on patients 
who ware fit end uninfected end not "performed on patienta 
already exhausted by protracted labour, injured, and infected with 
septic poison," which was often the case when symphysiotomy was 
done.
Although Harris had been careful to point out that when 
symphyeiotamy wee performed by mn exparlanced person on a 
suitable case there was no residual ambulation difficulty, this 
point worried the London obstetricians. Hax*racke (1894) 
described a case which had been performed by a colleague for the 
first time and who was in an Infirmary, unable to walk, six months 
after the operation. The continued conservatism of the London 
Dbstetriciene was evidenced by Napier (1894) who gave same 
ineight into abatatric practice in London at that time. He stated 
that in the eeverel years he had been working in the Royal Maternity
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Char it of London, there had boon no need to perform either 
Caesaraan Beotian or symphysiotomy although over 4,000 women 
were delivered annually* He could understand the nacBBBity of 
undertaking Gaasarean sectian if the true conjugate measured 
leas then 3 inches (7*5 cm,), but if it were greater, forceps, 
version, or craniotomy were preferable. He gave neither 
maternal nor fetal mortality. They would have made interssting 
GDmparison with the mortalities from symphysiotomy as practiced 
elsewhere.
At this time the management of cephalopBlvic disproportion 
was threefolds-
lo Elective Caesarean section,
2. Induction of premature labour at about 32 weeks 
gestation:
3, Trial of labour followed by operative vaginal delivery. 
The maternel mortality from the first alternative was
between 5 and 10%, This wee ecceptable at the time as, in cases 
of gross disproportion when labour was permitted, the mother was 
almost certain to die.
In 1894, the Lancet, in what can only be described as a 
bitter attack and indictment on the obstetricians of the day, 
published an Editorial in favour of symphyeiatamy end against 
induction of premature labour end operative vaginal delivery in 
the prBBsnoa of disproportion. It recognised the need for 
Caesarean section if the disproportion was gross but pointed out 
that the maternal mortality was no less than that of symphysiotomy 
undertaken on infected and exhausted patienta. It was argued that 
in view of the better results obtained by florieani in his second 
series of fifty cnees, the operation must be based on sound 
principles '®,,.,for no improvement in the results of an operation 
unsound in itself is likely to be produced by experience, however 
considerable”•
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The prectioG of induction of prematura labour was then 
attacked* Hr was doubted if any baby dallvered at 32 weeks 
gestation was alive one year later* This point was taken up by 
Bulat In 19035, who undertook e aeries of symphysiotomies in 
general prectioa in Industrial Dundee* Gantraated pelvis, he 
maintaîned, was met with almost solely among the working cIbbsbb 
and the environment in which they lived was not conducive to the 
rearing of premature infanta* Faehlonabla obstetricians 
he contended were never concerned with the baby after it had been 
born, nor had they much experience of obstetrloe among the poor.
The Lancet was also not impressed with the methods in current 
use for operative vaginal delivery,
"Then, as to delivery with forceps, there appears to us to 
be no antagonism between symphysiatomy and the use of forceps; 
rather the contrary, for they occupy different parts of the 
obstetric field. When reasonable efforts to deliver by forceps 
have failed in a case where the pelvis is only slightly 
contracted we have the most valuable indication for symphysiotomy. 
We say * reasonable efforts* becauBB it has been well said that some 
forceps operations are no better than craniotomies in disguise; 
and in forceps cases it should foe remembered that * force* (beyond 
what can be used without fetal injury to the child) ie no remedy”.
There was no reliable reference to the fetal results from 
craniotomy on the living child, difficult forceps delivery, 
internal podalic version end breech extraction which were the 
operations in vogue in the late 19th Gentury in cases of 
disproportion once the second stage had been reeched. One can 
only assume that they were so toed that no one dared to publish.
The Lancet concluded by stating that ”...all th o s e  with experience 
(of these operations) in cases of contracted pelvis know that this 
mode of delivery is attended with conaidarafole risk to the child”.
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Hirst and B o r la n d  (1896), i n  the American Year Book of 
Medicine and Surgery, a ls o  took the London abetatriclans to task. 
They pointed out that Enyrnphysiotorny and elective Caesarean 
section were not comparable operations. If the maternel mortality 
of all oases of Oaesaraen section undertaken in London between 
1885 end 1893 was taken, which was as high as 38%, this would give 
a more Just comparison with the 9% maternel mortality following 
symphysiotomy in the United States* This mortality wee equal to 
that which had caused the atoandonment of symphysiotomy 100 years 
e a r l ie r #
Mot all British obstetricians were against symphysiotomy.
Lewes (1893) had presented a most successful case in which the 
mother was perfectly normal and the baby alive three months 
afterwards. This was the first opération of its kind undertaken 
in England at this time* In 1900, Herman, who had been eo 
critical six years previously, described seven cases with complete 
success, and Bulat from Dundee wrote several paper© in its praise.
In spite of these favourable reports, there was much criticism and 
few operationB were in fact undertaken. Most of those who 
condemned the operation had never performed it or even seen it done. 
Their grounds were purely theoretical.
At a meeting of the obstetric section o f  the 75th Annual 
Conference of the British Medical AeBocietian in 1908, 
eymphyeiotorny was again disousaed. The theme was Caesarean 
section versus other methods of delivery in contracted pelvis.
This meeting took place at the height of the revival of 
symphysiotomy in Europe and Amerioe end also at the time when 
Caesarean section wee becoming e much safer oparatian although 
sterilisation was recommsnded et the same time. Jardine opened 
the prooBBdings. He had little to say in favour of symphysiotomy 
in hie opening remarks yet proceeded to describe several which he
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had perfornied with eminently sucaeBsful results# There had been 
no regrets at undertaking any of these operations which included 
one case an whom symphysiotomy had been done in three successive 
pregnanciee Eind another in which a living baby was delivered 
following failed forceps both et home and in hospital# Normal 
delivery took place in the next pregnancy# Thm new 
axtrapBidtoneal approach to Gbosersan section had however 
revolutionised obstetric practice in Glasgow to such an extent 
that such pelvic operations, in his opinion, were no longer required* 
The invited speakers, Zweifal and von Hronig, from Germany, who 
had taken over from Pinard as the most enthusiastic exponents of 
symphyoiotomy in Europe, replied# The maternal results were now 
extremely good end it was rare to expect any maternal death.
Fatal mortality was howaver in the region of 10%. This point wes 
immediately taken up by most of the delegates in the discussion 
which fallowed# Symphysiotomy, they claimed, wee being undertaken 
in the interests of the fetus, and if 1 in 10 died the operation 
could not be Justified. Mo one however was prepared to undertake 
CoBsarBen section late in the first stage of labour or in the second 
stage, particularly if labour had been in progress far same time and 
the membranes ruptured. Craniotomy, internal podalic version and 
breech extraction and high forceps delivery were still preferred.
Mo comparison toEitwean the fetal results from these operations and 
the fetal results from symphysiotomy was forthcoming. The true 
Bignificence of the operation was again missed. Mo one realised 
that symphysiotomy might be the alternative to these operations#
Three years later, Routh (1911) carried out an extensive survey of 
Caesarean section in Great Britain. He collBOtad a series of 1272 
cases which bed bean undertaken in 1910. The maternal mortality 
was 12%. The series contained a high proportion of elective 
opérations. If it can be assumed that the mortality in these
patients was negligible, as avsryona cj^ aimsd it to be, then the maternel mortality aeaoclated with prolonged labour must have bean ooneidermble* Even as late as 1921» Caaeerean eaction'wee not without risk# Holland oollaotsd 4,192 oaeee 
which had been performed in Great Britain and Ireland between 
1912 and 1921# Most of thesa (3,792) had been unclortakcn for oontractad pelvia» The maternal mortality was 1*9% when the operation was performed either eleotlvely or in early labour*When the operation wae undertaken lots in labour, the maternal mortality rose to 10*9% and when it wma dona after a failed forceps it was as high as 29%. In the letter patients the fatal mortality was 39*9%* Holland commantsd on this .deplorable state of affairs..*” but could offer no solution other than the abandonment of forceps delivery in the patient*e home* In the same year he reviewed the outooma of pregnancy following Caesarean section. 
Sterility of both voluntary and involuntary types was common. Of the 486 caees that he was able to trace who had beooms pregnant again, almost 80% required a repeat Caaearean section and 4.6% had uterine rupture. The ratio of normal vaginal delivery to uterine rupture was 4.3 : 1. In 1929 Miller disousead the management of failed forceps. He prseented a series of 88 cases which had been 
admitted to hoapltal In Edinburgh to the 95th Annual Conference of the British Medical Association. The 19% maternal and the 52% fetal mortality rates repreesnted higher mortality rates than from 
any other type of obstetric opération or condition* More mothers died after Caesarean section than after craniotomy but he doubted 1 the letter operation was even justifiable on a living beby. He had solution to offer to the problem but the Irish delegates, led by Bsthal Solomons, were In no doubt that these ware the cases for 
mymphyaiotomy or publotomy*
So much interest was engendered by Miller*s paper that one
year later he enlarged upon his series by colleoting oases from 
Birmingham, Edinburgh, Glasgow and Manchester# In all SGG casBS 
of failed forceps were presented# Fifty-four mothers died (9.2%) 
and 367 bebies were lost (64%). In almost one quarter of the 
surviving mothers there had been a morbid puarperium. Henry, 
who took part in the discussion, admitted that even he himself 
had had the ^mortification” of performing a Gaesarean section in 
a failed forcepa case with the delivery of a atillborn child with 
a fractured akuXl and both cheeks very badly tarn by forceps^
Surely theee were ideal cases for aymphymiotomy yet although all 
participants were horrified at these results, no one suggeeted 
this as an alternative. As late ms 1949 Stabler colleated a 
BBriee of 376 cases of embryotomy from Edinburgh, Leeds,
Liverpool, Glasgow, Manchester and Newcastle. There were 78 
maternal deaths (20*7%). Some of these cases had apprBciable 
intra-uterina manipulation* Ae a comparison, of the 153 cases 
of Ceeaarean section undertaken on similar ciroumBtancBB, 31 
mothers had died (20.0%)# At least a few babies survived the 
Caaeareen section* Gould the results have been worse with 
eymphyBiotamy? In 1950, Freeth, when reviewing 100 cases of 
the still present problem of failed forceps between 1941 and 1940 
showed that the maternal mortality had dropped conalderebly to 2%. 
This he attributed mainly to the advent of antibiotics* There were 
38 f^tal deaths and only 30 of the remaining 62 babies had a birth 
condition which could be described as good. Five facial palsies,
2 fractured skulls and 6 oases of scalp injury and haematoma 
ware recorded. Over one third of the mothers had notifiable puerpar 
pyrexia, four bed third degree tears end there was one vesico­
vaginal and one recto-vaginal fistula.
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At last Millei’, Stabler and Freeth had accumulated some 
statistics which could be compared with thoee following symphysiotom' 
In 1913, some fifteen years before Miller'a work, Frank from 
Germany published what is generally regarded as one of the l a s t  
major European contributions to symphysiotomy before the operation 
returned for the second time from South America# He gave the 
results of 117 cases. One mother died and 11 babies were lost. All
of the operations had been performed lets in labour end many had beer 
undertaken after a failed forceps. When the results are compared 
with those quoted above, which are fairly comparable, there can be 
no doubt as to which was the preferable management.
Symphysiotomy did not die out in Germany. As late es 1934 
Haupt presented 32 cases from Bonn and collected a series of 
424 cases which had been performed in Germany between 1922 end 1930. 
There were 11 maternal deaths in the longer series (2*6%) whereaa 
the maternal death rate from the 4,450 Caesarean sections over the 
same period of time was 4.2% (185). Peritonitis wee the cammonest 
oauee of death in the patienta after Caesarean section whilst this 
complication hardly existed after symphysiotomy. Haupt was able 
to quote 12 references on the subject from the German literature
of the late 1920's end early 1930*b.
There can be no doubt that aymphysiotomy has been a miaJudged 
operation in Britain. Misjudged and maligned by those with no 
experience of its use and benefits.
At the turn of the Century meanwhile, in America, a much more 
logical approach to the whole problem of disproportion was being 
carried out. Harris (1694) had done much to popularise symphysiotomy 
in that Continent. In 1896 Hirst and Borland collected a series of
212 cases which had been performed in America since 1080. The
overall maternal mortality was 12.75% and the fatal mortality 20%.
Jewett (1901) put forward a strong cese for undertaking 
the opération in neglected patients whatever the results. He 
believed that in inexperienced hands it was much safer than any 
attempt at abdominal surgery# Raynolds (1901) p re s e n te d  a most 
thoughtful, precise and extremely clear approach to delivery in 
the presence of cephalopalvic disproportion* Hie three points are 
worth repeating as they apply equally wall today in many a poorly 
developed country*
1* Caesarean section, as en elective procedure, carries with 
it little danger either to the mother or her child*
2. Caesarean section in late labour or in the presence of 
infection or other complicating constitutional condition 
is dangerous, with such maternal mortality end morbidity as 
to be unjustifiable*
3* Bymphyeiotamy is not a direct alternative to Caesarean
section in the widest sanae but it may be used in neglected 
' caams or when the extraction of a living child by other 
means is difficult or impossible. Done in such 
circumstances it cerrlea with it no higher a maternal 
mortality than craniotomy, high forceps delivery or other 
opération and will in these cases reduce the fetal 
mortality considerably,
None of the enthusiasts were well known obstétriciens and 
although their arguments were sound they carried little weight.
The revival wee only temporary. Whitridge Williams, the most 
honoured and famous obstetrician of his day, whose writings and 
teaching were most followed, was not impressed. In the first 
edition of his book ”Obstetrics”, published in 1903, he wrote,
”Personally I do not expect to perform symphysiotomy under any 
circumetenoe and consider the present enthusiasm for it will 
eventually disappear”.
It did*
The paeeege of time has a habit of mellowing thought as 
just before he died, Whitridge Williams (1930) admitted that 
there was a definite place for operations undertaken to enlarge 
the pelvis particularly when there was a contracted outlet in a 
funnel shaped pelvis, ”****,the operation will not only permit 
the delivery of the child, but quite probably will lead to such 
permanent enlargement of the outlot that epontaneouB labour will 
be paeeiblB in the future# In such cases it is preferable to 
Ceeseraen aectlon”.
It is doubtful whether anyone in America was by this time 
able to take such sound advice*
THE SOUTH AMERICAN ERA
Although enthusiasts like Frank (1 9 1 4) end Haupt (1 9 3 4 ) 
endeavoured to keep symphysiotomy alive in Europe until the early 
1 9 3 0 *e, the operation was no longer undertaken to any great 
extent* It hes always bean believed that Caesarean section, 
particularly the lower segment operation, killed it completely. 
This is only partially true as this period of time coincides with 
the beginning of a social revolution. It also coincides with 
the development of improved methods of communication. Proper roadi 
mechsnised transport and the telephone have all contributed their 
share to improved obstetrical facilities. Patients began to 
accept hoepitEilisation if the prognosis for the outcome of their 
pregnancy wes unfavourable and not bb e lest resort. Less and 
less heroic obatstrios were being undertaken at home and although 
naglected labour was still found the cesea were few in number and 
symphysiotomy was seldom indicated even if it had been considered* 
An increase in the number of Ceeearean sections brough with 
it problems of its own. How many could reasonably be done on
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one patient? How serious was the threat of uterine rupture in 
subsequent pregnancy? In non-Cetholio countries the dangers 
were relatively minor# On the advice of her doctor a patient 
would readily accept s t e r i l i s a t i o n  or contraception end in most 
instances she was only too eager to limit her family# Most women 
were educated enough to realise that a pregnancy after a 
Caesarean section meant haspitalieatian for a few weeks before 
the expected data of delivery or if labour began prematurely 
they knew that an ambulance could quickly be summoned and they 
could be under skilled care within the hour* Such was not 
entirely the case in predominantly Roman Catholic countrisB 
but it took soma time for the full significance of Spain * e (1949)
”bogey of the repeat eection” to became fully eppreciated#
Many doctora were leaving Europe, whore they had been 
trained, to work in the leas developed areas* South America wes 
developing rapidly and like moat pieces in similar evolution it 
Boon had two separate communities, the educated rich minority and 
the masBBS who ware poor, undernourished and ignorant# It was not 
long before the more enlightened obstetricians began to recognieB 
that Caesarean eeotion, the operation for the sophisticated 
whenever a eerioua problem arose, was not so successful among the 
poor# üJhsrever there has been poverty, overcrowding and 
malnutrition, disproportion has fallowed in its wake# Urbanisation 
of the populace in search of work has created this type of society 
and brought with it aeriauo obstetric problems# Coupled with 
this in South America was the strict Getholiciem of the populace 
and their medical attendants# Disease, anaemia and poor 
rasistance to illness increased the mortality from major surgery 
and Caesarean section was no exception (Chamorro, 1916)#
Ignorance and lack of raeponaibility on the part of the patient 
forbade proper antenatal care in subsequent pregnancy and few
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p a t ie n ts  c o u ld  h m  made to  r e a l i s e  t h a t  h o s p i ta l  s u p e rv is io n  was 
a s e e n t ia l  i f  u te r in e  r u p tu r e  was to  be a v o id e d *  Even i f  th e  
p a t ie n t  was w i l l i n g  to  a c c e p t th e  c a re  t h a t  was n B c e s s e ry , i t  
was o f te n  im p o s s ib le  f o r  h e r  to  do so ea th e re  were no ro a d s , 
no p ro p e r  t r a n s p o r t  end no way to  summon a id *  The c o n d it io n s  
were s im i la r  to  th o s e  w h ich  e x is t  in  many a re a s  o f  A f r ic a  
today»  C ham orro , (1 9 1 6 ) and Z a ra te ,  (19 16 ) w ere f i r s t  to  
a p p re c ia te  th e  v a lu e  o f  sym physio tom y in  such c o n d it io n s »  B o th  
tio rk a d  i n  th e  A rg e n t in e *  From U raguay, i n  1921 , Pou O r f i l a  
gave a r e t io n a l is e d  a c c o u n t o f  th e  o p e ra t io n  i n  w h ic h  he 
c o n s id e re d  t h a t  i t  may be w o r th  w h ile  n o t  to  c a r r y  o u t  
C aesarean S e c t io n  i n  th e  f i r s t  s ta g e  o f  la b o u r  in  m odera te  to  
ee ve re  cases o f  d is p r o p o r t io n  b u t  to  a w a it  u n t i l  sym physio tom y 
was p o s s ib le  i n  l a t e r  la b o u r *  Any in c re a s e d  f e t a l  m o r t a l i t y  
f o l lo w in g  such p r a c t ic e  m ig h t be J u s t i f i e d  by a le s s e n e d  f e t a l  
and m a te rn a l m o r t a l i t y  fro m  an e a s ie r  d e l iv e r y  i n  subsequen t 
p re g n a n c ie s *  He a d m it te d  t h a t  such p r a c t ic e  was som etim ee 
d i f f i c u l t  to  j u s t i f y  b u t ,  ee m ost cessa were a d m it te d  la t e  i n  
la b o u r  anyway, such  a d e c is io n  was seldom  re q u ire d »
F o r  th e  n e x t  40 y e a rs  sym physio tom y c o n t in u e d  t o  be 
w id e ly  p r a c t ic e d  i n  S o u th  A m e rica * I t  i s  n o t  p o s s ib le  to  re v ie w  
e l l  o f  th e  l i t e r a t u r e  in  v ie w  o f  th e  number o f  p u b l ic a t io n s  
in v o lv e d #  Z a ra te  was th e  c h ie f  exp on en t o f  th e  o p e ra t io n  and 
i t  was h ie  te a c h in g  w h ich  d id  much to  p o p u la r is e  th e  o p e ra t io n  
i n  m ost S o u th  A m erican  c o u n t r ie s *  Between 1915 end 1954 he 
c o n t r ib u te d  a t  le a s t  11 d i f f e r e n t  p a p e rs  on th e  s u b je c t  as w e l l  
as b e in g  th e  a u th o r  o f  a com prahens ive  te x tb o o k ,  "S ubcu taneous 
P a r t i a l  S ym phys io tom y" i n  1953* H is  m ain i n t e r e s t  was in  h is  own 
te c h n iq u e  w h ich  became th e  ty p e  o f  o p e ra t io n  p e rfo rm e d  
u n iv e r s a l ly  i n  S o u th  Amerie g *
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M a te rn a l m o r t a l i t y  and m o r b id i t y  had now bean re d uce d  to  
a minimum (Bazan and E s c a le  had no m a te rn a l d e a th s  in  t h e i r  a e r ie s  
o f  264 cases u n d e rta k e n  betw een 1931 and 1948) and m ost d is c u s s io n  
re v o lv e d  a ro un d  th e  in d lc a t io n a  f o r  th e  o p e r a t io n ,  th e  re d u c t io n  o f  
f e t a l  m o r t a l i t y  end m o r b id i t y  end th e  m a te rn a l c o m p lic a t io n s #
Z a ra te  (19 25 ) su g g e s te d  t h a t  a t r u e  c o n ju g a te  o f  6 cm» o r  
le a s  re p re s e n te d  an a b s o lu te  c o n t r a in d ic a t io n  and t h a t  Caesarean 
s a o t io n  was in d ic a te d  i n  th o s e  v e ry  s m a ll p e lv e s #  W h i ls t  a g re e in g  
w i th  t h i s  i n  th e o r y ,  V a u t r in  (1947 ) p o in te d  o u t  th e  dangers  o f  
r e ly in g  on e x a c t p e lv i c  m easurem ents aa th e  s iz e  o f  th e  baby end 
i t s  p o s i t io n  w ere a ls o  r e le v a n t *  I n  many cases to o  i t  wes 
im p o s s ib le  to  o b ta in  a c c u ra te  p e lv ic  m easurem ents, p a r t i c u l a r l y  
when th e  p a t ie n t  was a d m it te d  i n  advanced la b o u r *  He sug g e s te d  
t h a t  th e  f e t a l  head m ust be engaged in  p r im ig ra v id a e  b u t  t h a t  
non engagement wes n o t  n e c e s s a r i ly  a c o n t r a in d ic a t io n  in  
m u lt ip a ro u a  p a t ie n ts #  I r a e te  how ever was n o t  i n  fa v o u r  o f  th e  
b p a rm tio n  b e in g  p e rfo rm e d  in  p r im ig ra v id a e  a t  a l l  and wes a g a in s t  
u n t ra in e d  a b e t e t r ic ia n s  d o in g  i t  o u ts id e  th e  la r g e  m a te rn ity  h o s p i ta ls ,  
Z a ra te ,  on num erous o c c a s io n s  and V a u t r in  (1 9 4 7 ) to o k  th e  o p p o s ite  v im  
I n  t h e i r  o p in io n ,  sym ph ys io to m y, i f  i t  were to  have any w o r th w h ile  
a f f e c t  in  o b s t e t r i c  p r a c t ic e  in  S ou th  A m e ric a , was needed m ost i n  
th e  young p r im ig ra v id a e  and in  p a t ie n ts  who l i v e d  f a r  fro m  th e  la r g e r  
c e n tra s #
The p la c e  o f  sym physio tom y in  m a lp ro s e n te t io n  was a ls o  
d iscu B se d  end m ost a u th o rs  ag reed  t h a t  i n  b re e ch  and in  fa c e  
p re s e n ta t io n  th e  r e s u l t s  w ere good b u t  in  b row  and s h o u ld e r  
p ré s e n ta t io n  when i t  was u n d e rta k e n  p re p a ra to ry  to  in t e r n a l  
v e rs io n  and b re e ch  e x t r a c t io n , th e  r e s u l t s  w ere so bad t h a t  th e s e  
p re s B n ta t io n e  s h o u ld  be c o n s id e re d  t o  be a b s o lu te  a o n tra in d ic a t io n B #
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There wee very little support far symphyslotomy early 
in the first stage of labour although Vautrin commented that if 
the cervix was three quarters dilated at the time of operation, 
division of the pubic eymphyslB might be followed by immediate 
descent of the fetal heed and subsequent full dilatation# In 
cases such as this the opération was strongly indicated, 
particularly if the uterus was active# Ha warned of the dangers 
of haeniorrhega from the site of operation end disruption of the 
sacroiliac joints if eymphyeiotomy wee undertaken too early and 
the patient parmltted ta labour for some time thereafter*
Bymphysiotorny was usually followed by normal delivery 
which wee eometimea encouraged by the intramuscular injection 
of small doses of pituitrin# Gazan and Rossi Escale preferred 
this to the use of the obstetric forceps ae they had found that 
application of forceps could be fallowed by vesico-vaginal 
fistula and stress incontinence of urine# None of these 
Gomplioations were found in patiente who delivered normally*
By the mid 1940’e the number of symphyaiotamies which were 
beîing undertaken in the larger centres had begun to fall* The 
operation wes still re c o g n is e d  as being useful in many instances 
hut Duek (1948), when he reviewed the history of the operation 
in Brazil, pointed out that in 1931 the incidence of its 
performance had been 0*55% of all deliverias whereas in 1945 
the incidence had fallen t o  0*OS%* Over the seme period of 
time the Gaesarean sec'ion rate heid risen in proportion* He 
foresaw that by the early 1960’s, it would have fallen out of 
favour altagethsro The d e c lin e  in popularity he took to be due 
to Gaesarean section being a better opération but it is equally 
possible that an improved standard of living in South America, 
oaupled with improved communications had lessened the incidence
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of contracted pelvie end éliminéted most cases of obstructed 
labour which had formerly led to the need for symphysiotomy#
From South Americe, symphysiotomy returned to Europe* It 
is not surprising that the first cases were undertaken in Spain 
in 1931* Spain still had many links with the South American 
continent and in many respects conditions were similar. Poverty, 
malnutrition, overcrowding end Imrge families made disproportion 
common and its treatment by Caesarean section hazardous. In 
1949 Torrents published an account of the 67 cases which had 
been undertaken by him in OarcBlona from 1931 to 1949. Most of 
his cases were primigravidae (85%). At first the résulta had 
been disappointing, 3 mothers and 9 babies were lost in the 
earlier part of the series, but in the last 37 cases, all mothers 
end babies survived. The improvement was attributable to earlier 
recourse to the operation, either at the and of the first stage 
of labour or early in the second stage* To await two hours of 
full cervical dilatation and failure to deliver by forceps 
he considered to be unjustified. Symphyseotomy, he argued, 
was unlikely to be in itself the cause of fatal death ae this 
operation relieved disproportion, therefore mortality was 
probably due to the severe moulding and cérébral compression 
which accompanied a prolonged second stage. To avoid this 
early intervention was essential*
In 1949, Spain presented his experience of 49 cases of 
symphysiotomy undertaken at the National Maternity Hospital, 
Dublin. Sporadic cases had been performed in Dublin for many 
years but with little enthusiasm until the late 1930*b. Barry 
continued with this work end in 1952 was able to report on e 
further 42 cases and McVey (1956) described his experience of a 
small series.
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All were agreed that there wee b  great need for the 
operation in Roman Catholic Ireland where disproportion remained 
m frequent prob lem » Young primigravidae in their teens, on 
whom CaeaarGan section was undesrbaken in their first pregnancy 
faced a .«lifetime of repeat operation with ell the hazards 
of uterine rupture, adhésion and bladder injury».»#” (McVey), 
They could not choose to limit their families because 
”»«..eteriliaation and oontraoaption were repugnant.#* (Barry),
It wee realised that the timing of the operation was all 
importent» Spain initially waited until the end of the first 
stage of labour before interfering but Barry, realising the 
possible ill effects to the child from prolonged labour bsgen 
to undertake the operation when the cervix was two finger 
breadths dilated. Often labour would be allowed to proceed for 
up to 24 hours thereafter. On the other hand McVey, fearing 
that such premature symphyseal division of the pubic symphysis 
might result in injury to the bladder neck or the sacroiliac 
joints, undertook Geesereen section end divided the symphysis a t  
the same timeo "Why not unite the age-old enemies»..», end 
let them rest in peace under the one abdominal scar”» By eo 
doing, he argued, the fetal mortality in the present piegnancy 
would be low and the permanent enlargement of the pelvis would 
ensure subsequent vaginal delivery.
An attempt was made in 1949 to popularise the operation in 
Scotland* Greig (1954) described 11 cases which he had 
undertaken in Dundee. His paper wes mainly concerned with the 
mechanism of pelvic enlargemont» Unfortunetely one of his 
patienta developed e large veeloo-vaginel fistula which wee 
difficult to repair. Such a paper could hardly be an 
encouragement to others.
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Fbw aymjahyaiDtomies will ever be undertaken in Britain 
again but there ia seme evidence to auggeat that another revival 
is on ita way in view of the recent influx of immigrante to the 
large cities bringing with them their own special obstetric 
problems (Best, 1967)*
SYMPHYSIOTOMY IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD TODAY
The African continent ia large and conteine many people*
Most of it is poo3?ly developed and the population increesea year hi 
year to add to the numerous social and medical problemr which 
abound* Some of the factors which influence obstetrics have 
been dealt with in an earliar chapter* Conditions vary from 
place to piece but there ia a solid background of malnutrition, 
anaemia end disproportion, which have to be coneiderad before 
etandardiead Western obstetric practice is undertaken* The first 
doctors who worked in these areas ware medical mlBslonariBs and 
today much of the abetatric practice is still carried on by them* 
Often these people have no apscialiaed training in obstetrics 
with the result they have bBcome more adaptable to the 
conditions which a re  encountered* Often too these missionaries 
have been brought up in the poorer European oauntries such as 
Ireland, Bpein end Italy where during their yeere as medical 
students they were able to witness operations which were under­
taken to enlarge the capacity of the pelvie* These doctors soon 
began to realise that symphysiotorny was often preferable to 
other aparationa in the management of certain cases of 
disproportion and obstructed labour*
For BBverel years aymphysiotomy has been precticBd 
throughout Africa receiving little publicity as it was often 
undertaken without report and proper appraieal*
In St.» Luke’a Hoepital, Arua, Eastern Nigeria,
Bymphyaiotomy has been performed since the early 1940’s. In 
the 12th Annual Report (1958) 73 cases ere deecribad which 
made up 15*5% of all deliveries. To the Ibo of Eastern Nigeria 
GaesareEm sectian is an operation which is disliked and avoided 
wherever passible* ParmiBsiori Is not readily given and the 
mention of the aperation is often enough to make the patient 
discharge heremlf from hospital no matter the stage of labour 
or how ill she may be* On the other hand symphysiotomy 1b 
welcomed and the simplicity of the operation and the good résulté 
that it gave prompted the comment "we still find symphyeiatamy 
the answer to the Obstétricien’s commonest dilemma in Eastern 
Nigeria, l.e* ofostructed labour”*
It is believed that the risk to the baby from permitting 
trial of labour to proceed to full or almost full cervical 
dilatation is less than the risk to the mother of GaeeerBan 
section as the women on whom this opération has been undertaken 
are seldom seen again*
In henya, the Roman Oethalic Maternity Hospital at Thike 
has no resident doctor* When the midwife is certain that there 
is disproportion, no matter the stage of labour, she summons the 
doctor who lives 15 miles awey and the pubic symphysis is divided. 
Labour i s  permitted to continue and either normal delivery 
results or the sister in charge applies the vacuum extractor: 
a t full cervical dilatation* Such pi-actice may well be 
condemned by lileatarn standards but it is claimed by thoee who 
work there that it is preferable to awaiting confirmation of 
the disproportion in lata labour and then summoning the doctor 
who may be engaged a t  a n o th e r hospital in th e  n e ig h b o u r in g  
50 mile radius*
Bonté (1965) raparted that symphysiotomy has bean regularly 
practiced in the former Belgian countries, the Congo, Rwanda 
and Burundi, for many years# There its incidence is sometimes 
greater than Caesarean section* Women in that part of the 
world will not accept Caesarean section ea the inability to 
deliver vaginslly prevents their re-entry into society.
In Booth Africa, Crichton (1958) first alluded to the 
need for a reappraisal of eymphysiotomy in Natal where the 
predominately African population were poor, malnourished, small 
and often unwilling or unable to attend hospital until labour 
WB8 well advanced. By 1962, he and Beedat had collected 505 caeeE 
This hes bean the largest series ever published from a single 
institution and, apart from initial difficulties with technique, 
timing and the selection of cases, their results have more than 
justified its introduction.
Most of their cases were undertaken after a properly 
conducted trial of labour and if labour was prolonged an 
intravenous infusion of oxytocin was given in order to correct 
incoordinate uterine action. Bymphysiotorny was not undertaken 
unless the cervix was at least 3 fingerbreadths dilatation, 
unless uterine action with or without oxytocin was good, or unless 
one fifth of the head had entered the pelvic brim. Symphysiotomy 
was also not considered in cases with e previous Caesarean 
section ecar, brow presentation, transverse lie, or in breech 
presentation when the pelvis was small. The fetal mortality 
was 5.6%. In emergency cases the fetal mortality was 
considerably higher, few babies surviving. A dead baby was no 
contraindication to performance of the operation if a 
Caesarean section or a difficult craniotomy were the alternatives. 
Neither was breech presentation nor previous Caesarean section if 
the patient was admitted as an emergency.
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Lasbrey (1963) made an effort to follow up 110 cases of 
symphyBiotomy which she had undertaken in South Africa. She 
was able to show that there were no lasting after effects and 
that symptoms of pelvic pain, stress incontinence and general 
debility were no greater than in a matched serise of patiente 
who had normal deliveries#
From Henya (1966), Bird and Bal have reported on their 
experience of symphysiotomy. Many of the cassa were under­
taken in the first stage of labour# They were unable to 
reduce the overall fetal mortality rate but the hospital 
CaeBarsen section rate deolined#
Cox (1966) made an extonsivs review of symphysiotomy in 
Nigeria where the operation is undertaken in at least 11 
hospitals# He had no difficulty in concluding that the 
operation was a valuable procedure in the circuFnstericee 
pertaining in Nigeria#
In spite of the favourable results from most pieces in 
Africa, there is some criticism of the operation* Gannon 
and Hartfield (1964) working in Ilasha in Northern Nigeria 
were not, without trying the operation, certain whether it 
could offer anything better than the mare traditional methods 
of dealing with disproportion# They went on to admit that 
forceps delivery can be extremely difficult with a fetal 
mortality of 39*5%# An enthusiast would claim that this 
alone reprasented a need far symphysiotomy.
At the University Hospital, Ibadan, Nigeria, symphysiotomy 
is not often performed® Lawson (1965) admitted to its 
usefulness occasionally but went on to say ”###.e balanced decisic 
to perform a aymphysiotomy requires just ae much obstetric skill
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and expEirinncB ea the declsian to do a OoBaarean section, and 
it ia in ereae whare obatructad labour ie commonsat that 
obstetric skill is most rare. The opération undoubtedly hae 
B place in the relief of obstructed labour but not in my 
opinion, in the planned management of labour oompllcated by 
disprapartion* In this it is rather like domioilliary 
midwifery; who ever heard of an obstetrician’s wife having 
a Bymphysiotorny?” The first part of this statement is in 
many ways a balanced criticism of mass symphysiotomy and an 
attempt will be made later to answer it# The second part ie 
quite irrelevant: whoever heard of an obstetrician’s wife 
dying of a ruptured uterus through a previous Gaesarean section 
scar? If anyone hea (end this ie not unlikely), would it not 
have been better if she had had a symphysiotomy the first time?
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C H A P T E R  7
VACUUM EXTRACTION AND BVMPHVSIOTQHY 
IN UGANDA
"The greatest majority of the world’s population 
belongs to countriee which, to speak frankly, we can 
consider ea backward» Africa, Asia, a good part of 
South America end some areas of Europe* It is there 
where symphysiotomy has its greatest value* It is the 
general prectitioner occasionally faced with obstetrical 
problemsj who mast appreciates the new method# It will 
give him solutions where no other course would offer an 
adequate solution* Simple symphysiotomy, with the minimum 
of complications, that is what we must teach them”*
ENRIQUE ZARATE
(1961)
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VACUUM EXTRACTION AND SYMPHYSIOTOMY IN UGANDA
At the beginning of 1964 it woe suggeeted to the medical 
staff of the Department, of Obstetrics end Gynaecology at Mulego 
Hospital, Hampala, Uganda, that the vacuum extractor should 
replace the obstetric forceps as the instrument of choice 
when operative vaginal delivery of a living child was 
contempleted. If the vacuum extractor failed to deliver the 
baby, symphysiotomy was to be employed. It was appreciated 
that if an initial trial of vacuum extraction seemed unwarranted 
or, if the baby presented by the face, symphysiotomy could be 
undertaken and the vacuum applied subsequently or the patient 
allowed to deliver spontaneously#
There was not completo acceptence of this proposed policy# 
Some obstetricians were reluotent to abandon the forceps 
altogE?ther, particularly in cases when fetal distress was present# 
It was also realised that junior doctors in training required 
some experience in this method of delivery end that Medical 
students too had to be shown the forceps in usa# Notwithstanding 
these objections, by the 1st May, 1964, the number of forceps 
deliveries had declined rapidly end almost 95% of all operative 
vaginal deliveries were being undertaken by vacuum extraction. 
Symphysiotomy was not so readily accepted# Within a few months, 
however, well over 75% of all failed vacuum extractions were 
being dealt with in the recommended manner.
The technique was explained to the straff and the operation 
of aymphysiotomy wee demonstrated in order to ensure standard 
practice# Minor variatlana became necessary as the time passed, 
mainly because experience widened the indications for eymphyaiotoF
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and empbaa.laad the dangers of and contraindications to vacuum 
extraction.
No attempt has been made to présent a personal eariee, 
although the author was respanaible for over one half of the 
symphysiotomies that were undertaken# In a busy obstetric unit, 
such as exists in Mulego H o s p i ta l ,  it i s  impasBlhle to be present 
in person at each aperative delivery* Young doctors have to be 
trained rapidly to as high a standard aa is possible in the S 
months that they spend as interns* After their re s id e n c y  they 
are posted to the more remote h o s p i ta ls  in Uganda where they are 
expected to work on their own. Before this happens they must 
obtain as much practical experienoe under supervision as possible* 
Twenty-four operators were involved in the eeriea, ranging from 
senior conaultanta to junior doctors, often in their f i r s t  pre- 
registretion post* All symphysiotomias were undertaken by the 
more s e n io r  staff which included R e g is t r a r s  undergoing the two 
y e a r qualifying period for m em bership of the Royal Callage of 
Obstetricians end G y n a e c o lo g is ts *
It was d e c id e d  to omit all patients who were delivered in 
the paying wing of the Hospitml where woman of all races belonging 
to the higher Bocio-econornic groupe are looked after. The 
management of these patients is similar to that undertaken in e 
mare developed community* The study was thus confined to African 
patiente in the non-pmying part of the Hospital* Only those 
cases in which the baby was alive at the time of operation have 
been considered*
By the 24th July, 1966, a lm o s t 27 months after the starting 
point of the aeriee, 1,00D deliveries had been attempted by 
vacuum extraction, syniphyaiotomy or both. Over the same period 
of time there were 55 attempted forceps deliveries an living 
infante and the total number of dsliveriGs in the nan-paying part
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of the obstetric unit was 20,400* This represents an operative 
vaginal delivery rate of 5*2%, a figure which is slightly higher 
than it had been in previous years. This increeee may have been 
due to three factors:-
1# The vacuum e x t r a c to r  is easier to use than forceps*
There ie therefore a tendency on occasion to interfere 
early instead of waiting for a short period of time in 
the hope that spontaneous delivery may take place* It 
hes the added adventâges that e proportion of cases can 
be undertaken without moving the patient to a s p e c ia l 
room end that general Bneethesie is seldom neceesax'y*
2* Full cervical dilatation is not always oompulsory. Many 
cases can be dealt with late in the first stage of labour* 
This is of particular advantage in some cases of fetal 
distress occurring in parous patients* In these instances 
r a p id  delivery is possible without performing Gaesarean 
section or anxiously awaiting full cervical dilatation*
In the present aeries intervention was undertaken in 
the first stage of labour in 9.1% of oases.
3* In same cases symphysiotomy was undertaken as a direct 
alternative to Geaearean sectIon*
It is impoBsiblo to détermina how often the performance of 
either vacuum extraction or symphysiotomy prevented Gaasarean 
section* I t  is interesting however to record that in 1965 the 
upward trend in the number of Oeeearean sections which were under­
taken in the Hospital fall for the first time, (Fig. 1/7) in 
spite of the continued increase in the total number of deliveries. 
The number undertaken in 1962 is misleading es in that year the 
Department was transferred from the old Mulego Hospital to the new 
one and many patients were delivered elsewhere* It is hoped that if 
this trend continues the number of patienta who are admitted in the 
future with previous Gaesarean section scare will also decrease*
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Trial of vacuum extraction, followed by symphysiotomy, 
also eliminated the neceesity to undertake trial of forcepa under 
general aneeBtheeie in theatre*
The final method of delivery of the 1,055 ceaes ie shown 
in Table 1/7* It ie aeon that 968 (91*8%) patients, in whom 
operative vaginal delivery was attempted, were dealt with in the 
recommended manner* Of the 998 cases in which vacuum extraction 
was attempted initially 160 failed to be delivered, a vacuum 
extraction failure rate of 16%« This figure is considerably 
lower than expected in view of the prevalence of disproportion 
end in no way représente the proportion of caeee with signifioant 
disproportion which was present in the aeriaB* Good uterine action 
end fetal head moulding often by theraaelvBs eliminate part of the 
disproportion which is present# Although these factors contribute 
to the relative success of the instrument, they elao cantribute 
considerably to fetal mortality#
It was recommended that failure to deliver by vacuum 
extraction was to be dealt with by aymphyaiotamy# This was 
undertaken on 128 occasions (80%).
Thus, most of the operative vaginal delivery was undertaken 
by a new technique. Failure to comply with the recommended 
method has provided a few cases far contrast#
The perinatal mortality for each combination is shown in 
Table 2/7. Along with the mortality the birth condition of the 
babies, if they survived, ie given. The method of classification 
of babies at birth in Uganda hue already been explained (page 58 ).
FORCEPS DELIVERY
Fifty-five forceps deliveries were atternpted# Of these,
47 babies were successfully delivered (85.5%), five required
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OPERATIVE VAGÏÏÏAL DELIVERY 
MULAGO HOSPITAL 1st May 1964 - 24th July I966
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Vacuum Extraction alone 
Symplijj'siotoray alone 
Vacuum Extraction and. Syoipbyaiotomy 
Vacuum Extraction, Symphysiotomy and Caesarean Section 1 
Vacuuoî Extraction and Forceps 16
Vacuum Extraction, Forceps and Symphysiotomy 8
Vacuum Extraction and Caesarean Section 7
TOTAL 1,000
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Forceps alone. 47
Forceps and Symphyaiotoiay 5
Forceps and Gae^sarean Section 3
2# 9 6 8
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TOTAL 5Ç
Operative Vaginal Delivery Rate 5«2%
Table 1/7
Birth Condition of Babies and Perinatal Deaths 
Operative Vaginal Deliver^ '^
Mulago Hospital 1st May 1964 - 24th July 1966
Type of Delivery
B*ilESS3BEa3ZK,^œSE5e
Classification
B
Vacuum Extraction
12.9%
Symp hy sio tomy
:'h and Syinpiiyaiotomy
25.0% ]L]L*
V^K.emd Other Methods
28.1%
41.7% 20.0%
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gymphyslotomy In addition (9#1%) and the remaining three were 
eventually delivered by CeaBsreen section*
The perinatal mortEiIity among the farcepe delivaries 
ae B whole was 30*9% (17 babies)* This is a much higher rate 
than that of previous years and is probably due to selection of 
cases* The number of Btillbirtha almost equalled the number of 
neonatal deaths end the number of toebies born in satisfactory 
condition (Glass A and 0) was less than half (47*2%)* One 
mother died* A difficult forcepa delivery was attempted, 
abandoned and followed by gymphysiotomy* Death was due to a large 
pericervical haemetonia* Although symphysiotomy, if badly performed, 
might give rise to such bleeding the findlnge at post mortem 
suggested that the trauma was more likely to have been due to the 
initial attempt at forceps delivery ea there was no connection 
between the eymphysiotoniy inciaion and the haematoma*
As the number of forcepa deliveries was small in comparison 
with the number of vacuum extractions it cannot be used ae 
a comparative group, yet the results emphasise once again that 
fetal condition after forcepa delivery is not good and that the 
obstetric forceps ia not the ideal instrument far use in this type 
of obstetrics*
THE PATIENTS ON WHOM VACUUM EXTRACTION OR SYMPHYSIOTOMY WAS ATTEMPTEE
Of the 1,000 patienta in the series 417 were primigrevidae.
In decreasing incidence the parity fell until pare 13 (one case)#
The parity distribution is shown in Fig* 2/7; mil abortions 
have been ignored* In general, this distribution follows the 
Hospital pattern for parity except that, ms expected, there are 
almost twice the number of primigravidee quoted by Hamilton and 
Anderson in 1965* They gave a figure of 25*6%* The number of 
multiparEG is greater then is found in operative vaginal delivery 
in Britain*
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One hundred and sixty"three (27#8%) of the 583 multiparou8 
patients admitted to a history of either Ceeearaan section (obvious 
from the abdominal soar) or operative vaginal delivery which could 
not always be proved# There had been 1,863 previous deliveries 
over 28 weeks gestation, 223 had been operative deliveries
end 317 (17%) perinatal deaths had occurred# It is probable that 
the number of Dperetive vaginal deliveries and the number of deaths 
are under^astimetions ea many patiente omit mentioning perinetel 
deaths end some are unaware of operative intervention#
VACUUM EXTRACTION ALONE
Many of the cases in which vacuum extraction was successful 
by itself were relatively straightforward and the baby was born 
showing little evidence of operative intervention# Several however, 
particularly in the earlier part of the series before symphysiotomy 
became more acceptable, required prolonged traction and raapplicatic 
of the auction cup# It was in thaee oases that most of the neonatal 
morbidity was found# Fifty^two babies did not survive, a mortality 
rate of 6#2%, which is the lowest mortality rate in the whole series 
It is freely admitted that many of these cases could equally well 
have been dealt with by forceps delivery end the mortality would 
have been similar# However, these cases are the anas in which 
disproportion was minimal and it was the use of the vacuum extractos 
rather then clinical observation or judgment which demonstrated this
SYMPHYSIOTOMY ALONE
Two BymphyeiDtomies were undertaken for delay in the 
second stage of labour due to face présentation# It is not 
possible to apply the suction cup when the face présenta# Both 
were menta^tranoverse at the time of operation# Spontaneous 
rotation nnd delivery fallowed within five minutes in both cases#BThe babies survived#
VACUUM EXTRACTION AND SYMPHYSIOTOMY
Out of the 126 casse in which the combination of vacuum 
extraction and syrnphyaiatomy wee undertaken all but tan had a 
preliminary trial of vacuum extraction before the eymphyeie 
was divided# (Symphysiotomy may be performed with the vacuum 
extractor in position or the auction cup may be removed and 
reapplied after the operation)# In the othera an initial 
eymphysiotamy was performed and the vacuum extractor used to 
deliver the baby# Fifteen babiea died, a perinatal mortality 
of 11#?%# This mortality was almost twice that of those cases 
in which the vacuum extractor wee euocesBful by Itself#
This group was made up of those patiente in whom 
disproportion was greatest# Labour had often been In progress 
outside hospital for a prolonged period before delivery was 
attempted and on ocoasion the patient hEid been in the second stage 
of labour for some hours before admission# Under these conditions 
the baby is often ennoxic end the degree of moulding is such that 
irrevex’^sible cerebral damage has already taken place# Provided 
that the initial trial of vacuum extraction is not prolonged, 
there should be no further effect from the trauma of delivery#
A high fetal mortality should not act as a detarrent to the 
performance of symphysiotomy# Gsasarean eectian, one of the 
alternatives, is unlikely to reduce the fatal mortality and has 
the added dieedvantagaB of major surgery on an ill patient and 
the permanancB of a uterine scar* Forceps delivery, whilst it 
may be successful in completing the delivery, will increase the 
perinatal mortality*
Prolonged attempts to deliver by vacuum extraction are 
futile and may cause trauma to the fetus* In view of this, eince 
this series was completed, many more av/mphyslotomias are being 
undertaken without preliminary attempts at vacuum extraction*
This hee been done in an attempt to reduce the fetal morbidity
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end mortality still further but it can in no way Bliminete death 
in babies already injured by the effects of prolonged, obstructed 
labour#
VACUUM EXTRACTION, SYMPHYSIOTOMY AMD CAESAREAN SECTION
The single case in which Caesarean section was necessary 
following failure to effect vaginal delivery with a combination 
of vacuum extraction end eymphyeiatomy is interesting and deserves 
full comment.
The patient, a young primigravida, reached full cervical 
dilatation after e fairly short labour. There was no disproportion 
at the pelvic brim and the fetal head had desoended well into the 
pelvis. After one and one half hours in the second stage of labour 
there was no progress* The head was visible et the vaginal 
introituB in the LOA poeitiaru Moulding was minimal and only a 
small caput was présent* A tentative attempt to deliver the baby 
by vacuum extraction failed and it was only then that it was 
realised that a contracted pelvic outlet was présent. Outlet 
disproportion is rare in Uganda, particularly when the other pelvic 
measurementB are satisfactory and it was far this reason that it 
was at first not appreciated. Symphysiotomy was performed and 
although a satisfactory division was obtained the pelvic outlet 
did not enlarge and vaginal delivery was not poasible* Caesarean 
section followed* It ie notable that British Obstetric teaching, 
if it mentions symphysiotomy at all, recommends it solely in oases 
of this nature (Moir, 1956).
VACUUM EXTRACTION AND FORCEPS
Although this combination has proved in the past to be 
dangerous to the health of the baby and was not reoommendBd, sixteen 
patlent8 were dealt with in this way* Most were undertaken because
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of the aparotor's reluDtanoe to  perform eymphysiotomv/# Little 
conclusion may be drawn fro m  the small number of cases in this 
group but one quarter o f  the babies did not survive, helping 
again to confirm the unsuitability o f  the combination*
VACUUM EXTRACTION, FORCEPS AND SYMPHYSIOTOMY
There were 6 cases in which this combination was used#
In 3 the sequenoe was vacuum extracts on, forceps, symphysiotomy 
and vacuum extraction again* Four of the others required vacuum 
extraction, eyniphy si atomy and then forceps and in the l a s t  case 
the sequence was vacuum extraction, symphyaiotamy, forceps and 
then vacuum extraction again* It is not surprising that 3 babies 
(37.5%) died*
In most instances in which vaginal delivery cannot be 
achieved with a combination of vacuum extraction and symphysiotomy 
it is almost certain that the fault lies in incomplète division of 
the pubic symphysis and consequent non-relief of the disproportion# 
All of these cases were done in the e a r l i e r  part of the series 
when there, was initial reluctance to undertake symphysiotomy 
except 08 a last resort#
VACUUM EXTRACTION AND CAESAREAN SECTION
To fallow up B failed trial of vacuum extraction with 
Caesarean eection is gaining in popularity in certain centres in 
Europe (Malmstrom, 196&)# It is a good policy and suits the 
conditions met with in these areas. The results are favourable, 
provided that there is not over zealous persiBtencB with the 
trial o f  vacuum, extraction just for the sake of trying to achieve 
vaginal delivery# In Uganda, where there is always the potential 
danger from pravioue GaoBaraan section in subséquent pregnency, such 
policy has lees in its favour# It was undertaken 7 times in this
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series* One baby died, which means very little in such a small 
aeries* But one mother died* This was e patient who was 
admitted to hospital after a prolonged labour at home# The 
membranes had been ruptured for 3 days end intrauterine infection 
was preeent# The cervix was almost fully dilated and the fetal 
head barely engaged# At attempt to deliver by vacuum extraction 
was made but within a short time it baceme evident that delivery 
was not possible and b Ceeeeraen section was performed# The baby 
survived but the mother died on the 21st poet operative day of 
SBvara peritonitis accompanied by a large sub-phrenic abscess.
Death in this Instance was unfortunate perhaps but it emphasisee 
the dangers of Ceesarean section in the presence of pre-existing 
infection even when powerful antibiotic therapy ia available#
It ia tempting to syggaat retraspectively that t h i s  patient might 
have survived if a symphysiotomy, which would have been 
practicable in this case, had been performed#
It is doubtful whether Caesarean section has to offer 
anything in Uganda as the alternative to symphysiotomy when the 
condition8 era favourable for the performance of that opération# 
This is particularly true when the patient has bean in labour for 
many hours# A strictly controlled series in such cases would 
however be difficult to obtain#
Not all the Caesarean sections were undertaken for 
disproportion# In 2 cases the vacuum cup was applied at a 
cervical dilatation of 3 fingerbreadths in prirnigravidae# No 
further progress was noted after 10 minutes traction# It is 
likely that the prolonged labour which was present in these cases 
wee due to incoordinate uterine action#
On one occasion the vacuum extractor failed to deliver a 
brow presentation which was initially unrecogniBed# When diagnosed 
early in labour, brow présentation is best dealt with by 
Caesarean section as there is a high rate of uterine rupture if the
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patient ia multiparaus# In late labour, on the other hand, brow 
presentation is no deterrent to the performance of symphysiotomy# 
Three cases heva been successfully dealt with# A tense uterus 
often prevents auspioion of brow presentation on abdominal 
palpation and e large coput BUocedenBum end marked fetel head 
moulding obliterate the landmarks on vaginal examination# Two 
of the successful cesse were not diagnosed before delivery and the 
third wee undertaken in view of the previous euccesses#
PERINATAL MORTALITY
The perinatal mortality In the eeriee was 7*5%# This ie 
8 significant reduction from perinatal mortality from operative 
vaginal delivery perteining up to 1954# It is bIsd worthwhile 
noting that there has been an even greater reBduotian in the number 
of Btillbirths* In the years from 1957 to 1963 inclusive, when 
forceps was the instrument of choice for assisted vaginal delivery, 
stillbirths always outnumbered neonatal deaths# Of the 75 babies, 
who died in this Beriee 13 (17.3%) were stillborn and of those 4 
had forceps delivery ee well es vacuum extraction# It is claimed 
that by using the vacuum extractor and symphysiotomy when necessary 
a baby may be b o rn  in  a s im i la r  condition t o  t h a t  w h ich  e x is te d  
a t  the t im e  when delivery was a tte m p te d#  This otm tem ent has 
r e s e r v a t io n s  in  t h a t  m isuse of th e  in s tru m e n t makes i t s  own 
c o n t r ib u t io n  to f e t a l  m o r t a l i t y  and m o r b id i t y ,  j u s t  as m isuse o f  
any o p e ra t iv e  p ro c e d u re  p ro du ce s  p o o r r e s u lts #  There has been 
d is p u te  in  recent ye a rs  as to  th e  m e r i ts  o f  vacuum e x t r a c t io n  
compared w i th  forceps delivery* I t  w ou ld  appear that i n  Uganda, 
a lth o u g h  th e  fo rc e p s  may be more e f f e c t i v e  in  d e l iv e r in g  b a b ie s , i f  
f e t a l  mortality i s  t o  be the f i r s t  c o n s id e ra t io n  then the vacuum 
e x t r a c to r  i s  p r e fe r a b le ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  i f  the d is p r o p o r t io n  can be 
overcame by e n la rg e m e n t of th e  m a te rn a l p e lv is ,  r a th e r  th a n  by
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cmnpreseion of the fatal skull# If this ie true in Uganda 
it is equally true in many other countriee in the developing 
world*
Ugandan parent a era reluctant to permit post mortem 
examinations on their deed babies# Aooardingly few were done and 
the results bear little ralationship to the series as a whole* It 
can only be presumed that many of the babies died as a result of 
cérébral annoxia due to prolonged labour and to cerebral 
compression due to extreme moulding end distortion#
There ere several factors which lead up to the final death 
of the baby# These will be discussed in full*
THE INFLUENCE OF MATERNAL HEIGHT■miMiminu inwm#giir#irlAawmmwMmmmmi#   .
It has been demonstrated serlier in this thesie that many 
mothers in Uganda are of short stature and that operative delivery 
and fetal mortality and morbidity ia related to maternal height. 
Malnutrition in childhood has been put forward ae the ceuas 
of this* Pelvic brim size ae repreaentad by the true conjugate and 
tha area of the pelvic brim has been shown to be roughly 
proportional to maternal stature, among the Baganda et least*
During most of the time coversd by this series an attempt was 
made to ensure that an accurate measurement of maternel height 
was taken on all patiente who were delivered in the hospital.
Of the 1,000 women covered in the saries there was no height 
recorded in 193* The perinatal mortality wee 7*2% (14 babies)#
This figure ia comparable with the fetal mortality in the series as 
a whole C7#5%)« Of the others, 513 were 5 fast (152 cm.) or over 
in heighto Thirty babies died, a perinatal mortality of 5*8%.
Tha remaining 294 mothers were under 5 feet (152 cm.) in height. 
Thirty-one babies died, giving a perinatal mortality of 10.1%, 
which is almost double the figure for the larger women.
No DorrsDtian has been made for parity or tribe which 
does not give exact patient comparison with the Baganda primigravida 
d e s c r ib e d  in Chapter 2# In 1965, when the study of maternal height 
was being undertaken on almost every patient, 115 SegandB 
primigravidae had attempted delivery by vacuum extraction. The 
height distribution of these women is given in Fig. 3/7, along 
with the height distribution of the first 500 0agenda 
primigraviüBB who were delivered in that year. Sixty-four of 
thBse women were under 5 f e e t  (152 cm.) in height (55*7%), which 
is twice the incidence in the control group of 500 (2?«8%).
Eleven babies died among the smell women (a perinatal mortality of 
17.2%) whereas the perinatal mortality among the taller women was 
three babies (5*9%.) From this evidence it may foe assumed that 
much of the fetal mortality was due to either disproportion Itself 
or to operative delivery in the presence of such disproportion.
THE INFLUENCE OF ANTENATAL CARE
Strict division of patienta into booked and emergency 
cases is not as significant as it is elaBwhere. Many patienta 
will a t te n d  in early pragnamcy for one visit and not be seen 
Êîgain until labour la well eetebllshed* Other patienta, whilst 
intending to came to hospital in early labour, will fail to do so 
because of difficultlas of traneportetion and distance. T here  
ere eleo many patients who, although they may have attended an 
antenatal clinic regularly, omit to bring evidence of this to 
hospital when labour starts* Clasalf1oat ion into booked and 
Bmargency oasee is therefore often e rro n e o u s . Tha ratic3 o f  those 
patients known to have attended the clinics to those in which there 
was no evidence of antenatal attendance was 504:496, which is 
almost Isl* The perinatal mortality in the former group was 5.6%
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and in the lattex* It might have been more significant to
relate the length of time between admission end delivery to the 
mortality but this was not appraniated at the time of analysis.
PROLONGED LABOUR AND PROLONGED SECOND STAGE
Butler and Bonham (1962)5 in the "Psrlnatal Mortality 
Survey in Britain**, showed that many mare babiea were lost after 
long labours than if the labour was short. This was equally true 
of the second stage of labour. Precise calculation of labour 
length in Uganda ia n o t so easy as it is in Sriteiiï^  but 
approximations can be made end broad differentiation is possible. 
The length of the second stage can be gauged more accurately if the 
patient has undergone most of her labour in hospital. Far present 
purposes a labour which has la s te d  longer than forty hours and a 
second stage which has la s te d  over three hours have been 
considered to have been prolonged. Two hundred end ten cases 
(21.0%) came into these catégories. Of these 109 had a prolonged 
first stage end a short second stage^ 72 had a short first stage 
and a prolonged second stage and 29 had both a prolonged first and 
second stage.
The fetal birth oonditian and fatal mortality rates are 
shwon in percentage columns (Fig. 4/7). In ell group si the fetal 
mortality and poor birth condition la high but they are 
appreciably higher in the cases where the aeoond stage was prolongée 
In ally 37 b a b ie s  d ie d ,  which ia just under one half of the 75 babie 
who died in the whole series, although prolonged labour of this 
type was present in only 21% of all c a se s .
Delay in the second stage of lobour ia therefore 
apparently more dangerous to the baby than prolonged labour itself# 
There is e logical explenatian in that the fetal head in most 
African patients does not engage within the pelvic brim until labou:
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ha8 been establiehed for some time and often not until the second 
stage is reechad# During the first stage of labour any ennoxie 
that the baby will suffer will be placental in origin and provided 
that placental function remains good and that there is no infection, 
the condition of the baby will remain favourable* As soon aa the 
baby’s head has entered the pelvic brim, however, moulding will 
commence and with it cerebral oedema, comprBeeian and rupture of 
vesselB and memingeel folds will te n d  to occur* The longer the 
second stage the greater will be the damage* The vital centres 
will become affected and the annoxia will be central. This factor 
is more important than placental annoxia as it is more sudden, more 
irreversible and therefore more fatal.
In order to illustrate this point even more effectively, 
the 128 cases of symphysiotomy have been considered* They have 
been divided into two groups according to the station of the head 
at the time of delivery. It is aesumed that if the head was 
either above the pelvic brim or just engaged little or no moulding 
would have occurred* On the other hand if the head was fully 
engaged within the pelvis cansiderable moulding would be present* 
There were 78 cases in the ’high’ eymphysiotamy group and fifty in 
the othero The condition of the babies at birth is shown in 
(Fig. 5/7) in the form of percentage columns. The perinatal 
mortality is over twice ae greet in the ceaes in which the head 
was engaged and tha number of babies born in good condition 
(Glass A and B babies) was greater when the head was high (74*3% 
compared with 46%). Thus, with symphysiotomy, the onomaloua 
situation may well exist whereby the greater the extent of the 
disproportion and the ’higher’ the station of the head the less 
the fetal mortality will be. From this it should follow that early 
intervention ia justifiable* This would increase the number of 
aeeiBtsd deliveriee and more symphysiotomies would be undertaken
-159-
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end by aa doing a further reduction in fetal mortality might take 
place.
FETAL DISTRESS
Clinical diagnosie of dangerous fetal dietresa ie aeldom 
straightforward. The praeenoe of a rapid or a alow fatal heart or 
an irregular one combined with meconium etaining of the liquor 
amnii are very common findings in Uganda. Their presence does 
not necessarily mean that the baby is going to be deliversd in an 
asphyxiated state, nor doee their absence guarantee the delivery 
of a good baby, with the result absolute reliance cannot be placed 
on these findings alone. In this thesis, fetal distress has been 
considered to be present if the fetal heart was recorded at either 
less than 110 or more than 160 beets a minute accompanied by 
meconium stained liquor. Out of the 1,000 cases under 
consideration, 198 showed signs of such fetal distress and the 
mortality in this group wee 41 babies (23.2%) which represents 
61*3% of the 75 babies lost.
Short maternel stature, prolonged labour end fetal distress 
are all inter-related end together they are the greatest cause, 
through cephalapelvic disproportion, of fetal mortality and 
morbidity in Uganda and other countries with similar obstetric 
problems* Gabble (1966) has pointed out, in a study of 
primigravidae of ell tribes who delivered in Mulego Hospital in 
1965, that maternai stature ia closely raleted to prolonged labour, 
operative intervention and fetal mortality and morbidity. The 
relevant percentage columns are reproduced in Figs. 6/7, 7/7 and 
8/7. To superimpose any form of operative delivery upon these 
conditions cannot but be associated with a high fatal wastage even 
if the possibility of delivery trauma ia ignored.
PROLAPSE OF THE CORD
In 13 casaa delivery was undertaken for cord prolapse. Five
•ISl-
ïn the following 3 figures:
Column 1 refers to women of under 4* 9" (145 cm.)
Column 2 refera to women of 4* 9" to 6’11" (145*•151 cm.)
Column 3 refera to women of 51 0 » to 5 » 2» (152-159 cm.)
Column k refera to women of 51 31Î to 5 * 5» (160*■166 cm.)
Column 5 refera to women of over !5’ :51Î (167 cm.)
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bobiee did not survive * Four of these 5 cases were edrnitted with 
the cord already prolapsed and in 3 pulsation was hardly 
perceptible*
SEVERE PRE-ECLAMPSIA AND ECLAMPSIA
The pre-eclarnptic state ie not so common in East Africa as 
it is in Europe* There are aome noteible exceptions to this rule, 
particularly et the Kenyan and Tanzanian Coast end in Zanzibar.
A sudden rise in blood pressura may however occur in labour, 
which is often accompanied by proteinuria and eclampsia may 
supervene with little warning. Most cases of eclampsie are 
admitted as emergencies after e s e r ie s  of fits at home and intra­
uterine death ie quite common in theee circumstances.
Thirty patients in this series had either eclampsia o r  
pre-eclampsia of suffioient severity to warrant management along 
similar lines. Five babies died (IS.7%).
CONGENITAL MALFORMATION
Major congenital abnormality is not often met with in 
Uganda although minor anomalies such as polydactyly, talipes 
and genu recurvatum are fairly common. Two of the fetal deaths 
in this series were due to congenital malformation incompatible 
with life. The absence of post mortem examinâtion precludee the 
proper diagnosis of the less obvious conditions and some may have 
been m is s e d .
UTERINE RUPTURE
There were three ruptured uteri in this aeries. All were 
diagnosed after delivery and it is likely that rupture took 
piece at the time of delivery. One of the babies did not survive. 
Two followed simple vacuum extraction and the third was associated 
with symphysiotomy. It ia doubtful if the type of delivery in any
J.G6'
Way contributed to tha rupture.
FORCEPS DELIVERY
Out of the 24 babies who required forceps after the 
vacuum extractor had failed to effect delivery seven babies died, 
a perinatal mortellty of 29.2%# It can only be repeated at this 
point that forceps delivery has little place in the management 
after tha initial attempt at vacuum extraction has failed#
MISCELLANEOUS
Five deaths occurred in circumstances which were not 
entirely related to the mode of delivery. Two of these babies 
died during reeouesitetion when oxygen at uncontrolled pressure 
was passed into their lunge through an ondotrecheel tube. BurgicsJ 
emphysema developed over the anterior part of the thorax* Both 
of these babies were Claes D at birth and may not have survived 
but ill-dirsctad ovar-snthueiaem was directly responsible for 
their deaths*
One baby was accidentally overlaid in bed by its mother. 
Another developed severe kernicterue as the result of an ABO 
inccmpatability which was diagnosed too late. The fifth baby was 
found dead one morning in its cat from severe umbilical stump 
haemorrhage.
BABY WEIGHT
Of the sixtean babiea who were delivered by the vacuum 
extractor and who weighed 4% pounds (2040 grammes) or leas at 
birth, eight died (50%)# This may be compared with the 46»2% 
perinatal mortality in babiee of such weight in Mulego Hospital 
as a whole (Hegwe, 196B).
It might be expectad, in view of the prevolence of pelvic 
contraction, that a high fatal mortality would exist among the 
larger babieu. One hundred and sixty-one babiee weighing over
IS?"
1% pounde (3400 grammes) mere delivered# TVie mortality rate 
ims 13% (21 babies) mhioh ie almost twice the total mortality rate. Out of 135 symphysiotomies» which were eventually under*» 
taken, forty (29#G%) were undertaken in cases where the babies 
were large# From this it may fallow that the large baby ia elao 
relevant ae a cauBetiv© factor in the etiology of disproportion, 
the need for operative delivery and associated fatal death*
THE VACUUM EXTRACTOR
Three bataiee died as a direct reeult of vacuum extraction#
In each instance death was due to haemorrhage into the scalp# In 
two cesGB the auction cup had been in place for longer then thirty 
minutes end in the other the cup had been reapplied several times. 
This type of injury was pressât on several other occasions and it 
will be discussed in greater detail under fatal morbidity.
In two cases where scalp haamorrhege was the causa of 
death aymphyeiotamy was eventually undertaken, demanetrating that 
traction on the auction oup must have been undertaken against 
considérable résistance# If the symphysiotomy had been undertaken 
earlier fetel death may have been avoided.
The factors leading up to fetal death heve bean tabulated 
in Table 3/7.
FETAL MORBIDITY
All but a of the neonatal deaths in the serlee took place 
among babies who were either Glass 0 or D at birth* Death among 
the Glass A or B babies was due either to immaturity or accident, 
circumstances quite unrelated to delivery. Similarly;,: most of the 
neonetal morbidity occurred among those babies whose condition at 
birth was poor. Many of these babies showed signs of intrapartum 
asphyxia due to prolonged labour, disproportion or both. It is 
again impoeaibla to separate pre-existing factors from possible
C -' se I 
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delivery trauma# Of the Class C and D babies at birth, 149 
survived» Moat of them recovered rapidly and were able to join their 
mothers within 48 hours# Others required more prolonged nursing in 
the Speoial Care PaadlatriD Unit attmahed to the obstetric wards* All 
were eventually discharged home with their mothers# Some would 
perhaps die end add to the cpneidarable infant mortality which exists 
in Uganda today» Others might survive only to exhibit permanent 
cerebral damage and reduoad intelligence, ending their lives in 
ovarorowded mental institutions# No reliable follow-up of these babiae 
was poBsible# It is to be hoped that the findings of di Francesco 
and Acoordi (1963) who were unable to demonstrate la s t i n g  effects from 
vacuum extraction in 127 bebies at the age of 2 years would apply to 
the babies in this seriae end that any pormenant damage imuld be due 
to the pre-natal asphyxia and not to the method of delivery.
In the earlier part of the study 200 babies delivered by vacuum 
extraction were closely studied# Sixteen (8%) died. Of the survivors, 
159 (79#S%) were either Class A or B at birth and 25 (12#5?0 were 
either Class C or D# There was no apparent abnormality in 141 of the 
good babies and 8 of the pear ones# Thirty-five bebiee (17.5%) 
therefore showed some form of fetal morbidity (Tabla 4/7).
FACTORS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DELIVERY
Eight babies ware retained in the Paediatric Unit for conditions
w h ich  w ere not essooiated with the form o f  delivery:-
Congenital abnormality 1Infection 2ABB Inoompetability 1
Transient Jaundice 1
Immaturity 3
EXTRA CRANIAL INJURY
Total 8 babies
Sixteen b a b ie s  (B#0%) showed evidence of some breakage in scalp 
continuity, haemorrhage into the scalp, cephalhaemetome or a 
combination of two or three o f  these.
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Minor: The ertificiel caput auccadenaum which appeere 
as e mould af the inside of the auction cup has not been coneiderod 
to be an injury# All babisa born by vacuum extraction exhibit 
this to some extent# It is transient and .leaves behind ijome 
superficial bruising or b few petschie). heemarrhagaa at the most.
In 10 cases the scalp injury was of minor degree@ 
consisting of b  few veelalea et the site of application of the 
auction oup and in 6 of these babies there was no other sign of 
morbidity# These laaiona were treated by the application of 
1 per cent Gentian Violet to the affectad area after shaving 
the scalp and on discharge the abrasions had healed, leaving 
little trace# The minor scalp laalone ere comparable to the 
abrasions and cheek lacerations sometimes seen in forceps 
delivery and, provided they are treated properly and infsotion 
dose not supervene, are unlikely to cause permanent harm to the 
baby#
One baby had a oephalhaematoma by itaelf and another a 
combination of oephalhaematpma and minor scalp Xaoerations# 
Oephelhesmetomata are found after normal delivery and the 
relationship between this condition and vacuum extraction is 
obscure#
Eight babies therefore exhibited minor external head injury 
unasaacieted with other forme of morbidity*
Major: Of the other external injuries there were 5 scalp 
laceratione of more extensive degree, all of which ware 
associatad with other forms of morbidity* Two of these 
(PIat08 1/7 and 2/7) were extensive and likely to leave a permanent 
scar on the scalp* Nona became infected end all had heeled by 
the time of discharge# One lecaretion was asBocieted with a 
cephalheemstoma* Before this series etarted there was e neonatal
Vacuum Extraction 
I']xtensive but Superficial Scalp Injury
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death from eepticeamia following infection of e scalp laceration 
and another baby required e skin graft of the effacted area*
There were eix casas of extra periosteal haemorrhage, 
five of which were eeeociated with laceration of the scalp»
Two types were recognised. Most of them first appaared as a 
boggy 9 fluctuant ewelling at the site of application of the suction 
cup* The haemorrhage was superficial and most likely due to 
rupture of smell v e s s e ls  within the artificial caput, the blood 
mixing with oedema fluid. Diagnosis was made by aspiration of the 
effected area» Such aspiration, contreindicated in the case of 
caphalhaamatome, is esBsntiel in this type of haemorrhage as it is 
poBBibXe to diamisB it ae a large caput containing no blood» A 
more confluent hmemorrhage in the sub-galeal space was also found» 
This type ie extremely difficult to diagnose aa it causes a 
confluent swelling over the whole head which will lnc3?BesB in size. 
Unless accurate measurements ere taken and repeated it may Becapa 
observation» Both types of scalp haemorrhage may require transfusé 
Unlike the cephalhaematamata, bleeding of such nature is not self 
limiting*
NEONATAL JAUNDICE
Otherwiaa unexplained neonatal jaundice was found in five 
babies» In all cases there was asaodated scalp haemarrhage.
The jaundice was transient and had riiseppeared by the sixth day.
It is almost certain that jaundice in these cases was associated 
with reabsorption of pigment from reaolving heamatometa»
INTRACRANIAL INJURY
Four babies who were Gleas A or B at birth and fourteen 
of the Class 0 or D babiea showed varying dagrass of cerebral 
irritability, an incidence of 8%. The signs varied fro m  one
recording of mild twitching to a BBries of convulsions» The 
more eevere cerebral symptoma appeared in the Glass D babies. It 
is among the latter that permanent damage ie most likely. Three 
babies were signifioantly affected.
In eight babiea the signs of intracranial damage were 
alight end it ie unlikely that there will be permanent disability.
If those babisa with minor scalp injury, minor cerebral 
signe end unrelated factors are excluded (22 babies), there are 
13 babiea (6.5%) of whom it may be said that significant morbidity 
was present» Some of this would not neceaeerily be permanent 
end aome not necessmrlly related to the form of delivery. Adding 
this morbidity to the mortality a total of 29 babies (14.5%) is 
obtained. This figure is equivalent to the perinatal mortality 
found in previous years.
Much of the scalp injury is preventable by the avoidance 
of prolonged traction on the vacuum extractor and earlier use of 
symphysiotomy. In the letter part of the seriea very few severe 
lacerations or scalp heemorrhegea were seen and more recently when 
a similar management of operative vaginal delivery has been adapte 
in Nairobi, Kenya, no significant scalp laceration end only one 
scalp haemorrhmge have been found in over 200 successive cases of 
vacuum extraction.
MATERNAL MORTALITY
Two mothers died» The cause of death in the first case 
bee already been given. In the other death occurred four hours 
after an easy vacuum extraction of a third triplet. There was no 
post partum haemorrhage end in the absence of a poet mortem 
examination no comment can be made.
MATERNAL MORBIDITY
Vesicovaginal fistulas due to dévitalisation and nacrosia
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of the tiesues batwaen the fetal haed and the eymphysiB pubis, 
uterine rupture due to overstretching of the lower uterine segment 
and ambulation diffiau3,ty due to pressure of the fetal head on the 
sacral nerve roots are all features of prolonged and obstructed 
Xaibour# All of them are seen in Uganda even after the normal 
delivery of a living baby# It is unlikely that the vacuum 
extractor will contribute to much morbidity unless there has been 
prolonged traction over a considerable period of time. Delivery 
following aymphysiotomy could, however, be the cause of ouch 
morbidity» In a given case, particularly if the patient has 
been in labour for some time, it may be impossible to determine 
which factor has been the cause of the morbidity# It is certain, 
however, that if fistula formation and ambulation difficulty are 
inevitable symphysiotomy will worsen their extent# On the other 
hand, if undertaken early enough, symphysiotomy will prevent their 
occurrence#
UTERINE RUPTURE
Three cases of uterine rupture occurred in the sériés#
In 2 of them a fairly etralphtfarwerd vacuum extraction had been 
undertaken for delay in the eecond stage of labour in parous 
patients (both para 44-0)# One baby died shortly after delivery, 
but the other was Claes A et birth and remained healthy# Neither 
patient was suspected as having uterine rupture until the uterus 
was explored after delivery because of post partum haemorrhage#
The third patient wee m small woman (4 feet 9 inches in 
height)# The one previous pregnancy had ended in the delivery of 
a stillborn infant by forceps# She attended the antenatal clinic 
end in view of the history and radiological evidence of contracted 
pelvis (true conjugage 8#4 cm*) had been booked for elective 
Caesarean section* At about 36 weeks gestation she defaulted from 
the clinic and was not eeen again until she was admitted in
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abstruoted labour three weeks later# The aeoond stage had been 
in pro grease far raome time end the fetal head was impacted in the 
pelvis* An Immediate aymphyeiotomy was undertaken and the baby 
was delivered by vacuum extraction* Exploratian of the uterine 
cavity after delivery failed to reveal any abnormality, When the 
petlent collapead a few hours later it was evident that a 
heemoperitoneum was present; consequently a leporotomy was 
undertaken* There was a small complete tear on the right 
entero-letex’el aspect of the uterus* No connection between this 
and the symphysiotomy wound could be detected* The tear was 
sutured and mother and baby survived*
It ie likely that all these cases were on the point af 
spontaneous rupture when delivery took place. Such rupture is 
more usually found when a dead baby is being delivered but it is 
not rare to encounter it after normal delivery of a living child*
VESIGO VAGINAL FISTULA
Eight vesiDOvaginal fietulee were recognieed* In one; 
case the fistula was p3?aven to have occurred in a previous 
pregnancy* The patient had refused treatment end did not attend 
hospital until labour had been well eatablished* Delivery was by 
vacuum extraction and symphyaiatomy* On close inspection there wa 
no evidence of fresh disx*uption of the bladder neck* One fistula 
was almost certainly caused by symphysiotomy* There had been a 
precipitate delivery following the operation and no apisiotomy 
had been done* Numerous lacerations were present on the anterior 
vaginal wall, one of which extended into the bladder* The fistula 
closed spontaneously after fourteen days of continuous cathéter 
drainage*
Of the remaining S fistulae, 4 were almost certainly due 
to pressure necrosis* All patiente were admitted in obstructed
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labour and the eeoond stage had been in progreaa for some hours 
beforB delivery was attemptod» In two caeee vacuum extraction 
was euoceeaful by Itself and in the other two aymphysiotomy was 
undertaken in addition* Three of the babies died» Haemeturia 
was present in all ceses before delivery and the bladder was 
drained for fourteen days after operation» Several days after 
delivery the vaginal wall sloughed and ui*inery incontinence 
followed. None of these fiatulee healed spontaneously*
In two cases in which the forceps wore applied after 
aymphyaiatomy a traumatic opening from the anterior vaginal well 
into the bladder was recagnised* Primary suture was undertaken 
and both heeled with the aid of prolonged catheterisation*
INFECTION OF THE SYMPHYSIS PUBIS
Osteomyelitis of the pubic bones end infection within the 
pubic Joint are theoretical Bequellee of eymphyBiotomy* Prior to 
the introduction of antibiotics such infection caused much 
destruction of bone and chronic disability. All patients in 
this series were given prophylactic antibiotic therapy which 
usually consisted of a five day course of penicillin end 
streptomycin. Consequently little infection wss seen and the 6
cases which did occur war© due to infection of e small haematoma 
at the Bite of operation# Discharge of this haematoma and the 
continuation of thc3 appropriate antibiotic therapy was always 
BUccBBsful in curing the infection# As all patienta were 
retained in hospital for at least ten days the aymphysiotomy wound 
healed before discharge end it is therefore unlikely that 
subsequent infection would take place# One patient returned 
three days after dlscharg© from hoepital with an infected wound# 
She was readmitted for rest end a course of tetracycline which 
cured the infection#
In addition to oyatemio antibiotic therapy it has bean 
the preotica to instil 500,000 unite of cryatalline penicillin 
and 0®5 gm# streptomycin into the operation site# Whether this 
ia necoBBery or justifiable is disputable#
HAEMORRHAGE FROM THE BITE OF THE OPERATION
The area close to the base of the olitorie contains a 
plexus of veins which may bleed profusely if opened into#
Bleeding may be alarming at first but it ie easily controlled 
by pressure# The haemorrhage ia aelf-limiting and invariably 
stops when the baby has been delivered# With the combination 
of Bymphyaiotomy end vacuum extraction delivery usually follows 
within ten minutes# Consequently, bleeding ie minimal and 
in this series no patient lost more than 50 millilitres of blood 
from this site# This is in marked contrast to the loss of blood 
in the majority of Caeearean sections# There were no cessa of 
aecondary haemorrhage#
AMBULATION DIFFICULTY
Of the 135 cases of symphysiotomy which were undsrteksn 
in this series only 8 were retained in hospital for longer than 
fourteen days because of walking difficulties# Of these, 3 
patiente have been eeen subsequently after © period of eix months 
and none had any symptoms which prevented their return to normal 
life# Three patients complained of considérable pain in the 
amoral iliac joints which may heve been due to over separation 
of the pubic symphysis at the time of operation and 2 patients 
elippad and fall on the ward floor thus reopening the symphys^al 
joint» Prolonged rest and physiotherapy was required before 
pelvic stability was rastored# There were 2 patients in which a 
diagnosis of prolapsed intravertebral disc was eventually made# 
Treatment of this restored proper ambulation# The last case
dsservas full comment as it illuotratee some of the tragic 
featuree of obstructed labour that occur in Uganda today#
A 14 year old primigravida was admitted ae an emergency 
after more then sixty hours in labour and at least eight hours 
in the eecand stage. Her height was 4 feet 7 inches (140 cm*)* 
She was dehydrated, febrile and exhausted# The vulva was 
oedematous and a large caput euccedanaum preeanted at the 
vaginal introitus, though a large portion of the head was still 
palpable above the pubic symphysis* SBcarrdary uterine inertia 
was present end the bladder arose to the umbilicus. A fetal 
heart was present, beating feebly, slowly and irregularly. 
Catheterisation was difficult and the head had to be disimpected 
before 800 ml of blood-stained and infected urine were drained. 
Symphysiotomy was undertaken and a 7 lb. 4 oz. (3,290 g.) 
stillborn child was delivered by vacuum extraction. Delivery 
was followed by a large quantity of meconium stained pus. The 
patient survived the puerperal sepsis, the vesicovaginal fistula 
and the foot drop which follot^ dd* She was discharged on the 38th 
day, walking unsteadily in calipers end with a large bladder neck 
fistula which would present a formidable problem to repair et a 
later date.
All these features would have been found no matter the 
type of delivery undertaken at the time. Symphysiotomy may have 
inoreased the extent of the fistula and worsened the extent of 
ambulation difficulty, but it is unlikely that this patient would 
hove survived a CaBsareon eaction and the other alternative, 
craniotomy of the (living) child, might have had even more 
dire coneequences.
It has not been possible to follow up the patients on whome 
symphysiotomy has been performed* Requests to return, just to be
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eeen, qro usually ignored by moat patiente pertlcularly if 
they have no complaints. It ie likely that if there was residual 
morbidity of any great extent the patients would return. Only 
one, the patient with the secondary infection of the 
eymphyeiotomy wound, returned with any complaint at all* Others 
have bean seen at the post-natal clinics (which have a 5% 
attendence), beck at the ante-natal clinic in a further pregnancy 
and 8  few have been seen paraanally by the author because an 
intereat was shown in them and their babies when they were in 
the ward. Twelve have been known to deliver in a subsequent 
pragnancy. There have been ten normal deliveries, one vacuum 
extreotion and one patient required Caesareen section for 
transverse lie» The operation was discussed with two patiente of 
high intelligence, one a school teacher end the other a secretary. 
The school teacher was one of the patients in whom SBcro-iliec 
strain had prevented proper ambulation for some time# It was 
four months before she was completely better and ae she had a 
Caesarean eectian in her first pregnancy, she felt that the 
latter operation was preferable# When her third pregnancy 
ended in a fairly easy normal delivery hqwever her attitude 
changed. The secretary walked home on the tenth day after 
eymphyeiotomy and had no residual discomfort. She was 
grateful that e CeesaroBn beotion had been avoided.
C H A P T E R  a
THE TECHNIQUE OF 8YWHYSI0T0MY
'^Dramatic ia the operation of CeeBerean aection*
Out if you have witnesBed an operator making vain attempts 
to deliver the fatal head (visible et the pelvic outlet 
by aapereting the lebie) and then eeen him divide the 
Bymphyeis and extract it with eeae, you will be forced 
to admit that the operation of aymphysiotomy is just b b  
impreesiva. And it is so finished, so eminently suitable 
in the particular circumstences. It is finesse in 
operative obetatrioe of the highest quality, and quality 
is the only thing that counts*^
MUNRO HERR
William Fletcher Shew Memorial Lecture
(1948)
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THE TECHNIQUE OF BYMPHYSIOTDMY
The first attempts at aymphysiotamy in the 18th Century 
end the type of operation performed earlier by primitive peoples 
were all ill direoted ateba from the vagina in the general direction 
of the symphyaeal joint# Because of this poet-operative 
complicatione were many end most patients Buffered permanent 
disability# It was because of this and attempts to relieve gross, 
rather than moderate disproportion, that the operation fell into 
disrepute# Morisani (1881) attempted to overcame such surgical 
trauma by e caraful selection of cases and by undertaking an 
approach from tha anterior aspect of the joint, cutting from above 
downward© end displacing the urethra from the mid-line by a solid 
catheter# He used a stab inciaion over the joint and his was the 
first of a series of eubcutaneoue closed symphysiotomies# Pinard 
(1893) preferred an open method whereby the tissues were exposed 
before division of the joint was undertaken# The eubcutaneoua 
symphysiotomy has remeineri the moat popular and most writers who, 
have been interested in techniques have described variations#
Ayers (1896) inserted a bietuary knife from below and passed it 
alongside the urathre, cutting from behind forwards, whereas 
Zwiefel (19D8), no doubt Influenced by those who advocated pubiotomy, 
made hi© incision above the joint end peased e Gill saw round it, 
using this instrument for division# In 1914 Frank reverted to the 
original operation of Morisani but he was even more careful in hia 
selection of cases#
In South America most symphysiotamiBs have been undertaken by 
the technique described by Zarate# He first prasented his 
variation of subcutaneous partial symphysiotomy in 1916, maintaining 
that complete aurgicel division of the joint wes unneceeeery end 
that most of the complioationB of symphysiotomy could be alimineted
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by partiel division of the joint# The superior ligament, the 
inferior arouate ligament and part of the posterior oapeula of 
the joint were left intact* Further separation of the pubic 
bones was achieved by active abduction of the patient*© thighs 
which acted to tear any remaining fibres. It is claimed that 
the intact fibres act as a brake which prevents over separation.
This operation is fairly widely practiced in Africa today 
(Ayenia, 1963). Saedat and Crichton (1962) have reverted to a 
subcutaneous method in which the pubic symphysis is completely 
divided. The operation is similar to that of Frank* It is 
this type of operation which has been used exclusively in this 
series and it will be described later in this Chapter.
Spain (1949) end Barry (1952) introduced an open technique 
to their practice in Ireland. General enaeethssia ie necessary 
for this more complicated operation and a fairly large incision is 
required. All cutting ie made under direct vision and all bleeding 
points are identified and ligatured. They claim that this technique 
has the advantagee that the operator is aware of what he ia 
dividing, that all bleeding points may be controlled easily and 
that bladder end urethral injuries are unlikely* With experience 
such complioetians are however extremely uncommon in any type of 
opération and it is doubtful if the open method has any overall 
advantage. Furthermore it I'equires e general anaeethetic which is 
often beet avoided in an ill woman, and in same parts of Africa is 
either unavailable or takes time to procure. The choice for Africa 
therefore lies between complete or partial division, undertaken 
under local anaaethesie, through a stab incision over the joint.
Both operations are undertaken by touch rather than by direct 
vision* It is therefora uncertain how many fibres of which ligament
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©re in feet divided either by knife or by ebduotion of the thighs» 
Ayenie (1952) vieualiaes Zarate*© operation being undertaken in the 
patient*© home under the most primitive of conditione with two 
relatives as assistante# Whilst agreeing that, in the direst 
emergency, symphysiotomy may be undertaken under auoh conditions 
it ie doubtful whether through language and other difficulties 
such aeaiBtantB will prove efficient thigh ebduotors. A brake 
seems unneceaaary provided the patientas thighs remain at abduction 
of no greater than 90^*
Tha operation which will now be deacribad has the following 
advantages in African obstetrics:-
1« General eneestheaie is not required;
2* The operation ie relatively safe and quick to perform;
3» It ia easy to learn;
4# The operEitor has noniplate control over the amount of 
eymphyeeal separation which occurs. All that is 
required of the assistants is to steady the patient's legs;
5. The equipment is minimal, can be carried in e smell bag 
and be aterilised in a simple eaucepsn.
It is good practice to inject 50 milligrammes of pethidine 
intravenously before commencing the operation unless the patient is 
well relaxed or unless aha has had previous sedation which ia still 
active»
The patient is placed in the lithotomy position. Her feet 
may be put into stirrups if desired but throughout tha operation 
each leg should be held by an assistant at an angle of abduction 
of no more than* 90 degrees. (Plate 1/8)«
After cleansing the vulva and surrounding areas end applying 
sterile lithotomy towels, a raBsaeesmBnt of the situation is made 
with particular referenoa to cervical dilatation, station of the
-1 RC_
Throughout the Operation the Patient's Legs must be held and 
Maintained at an Angle of Less than Ninety Degrees.
Plate 1/8
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fatal head, its poaitlon, the degree of moulding end the extent 
of the oaput aucnedanaum# With these in mind, and also the 
Gondition of the baby, a deoision ehould then be made whether 
to undertake aymphysiotomy prior to vacuum axtraotion or to carry 
out 8 preliminary trial of vacuum extraction.
A pudendal block ie then performed (Tranevaginal is 
preferred, Plata 2/8). When part of the fetal haed has descanded 
wall into the maternal pelvis it may not be possible to undertake 
a full regional anaeathetlc block of this nature® In such 
circumstances local infiltration of the vulva will prove sufficient.
Between 10 and 15 millilitres of local anaeethetic is than 
injected aver the anterior aspect of the aymphyeie pubis (Plate 3/8). 
The injection Is made overr the middle of the anterior surface of 
the joint and should extend from under the clitoris below to 
2 centimètres above the superior border of the joint. It is the 
lower aspect of the joint that ia most sensitive end most care 
should be taken in this area.
A fairly non-reeiliant rubber catheter ie then inaerted into 
tha bladder end the urine drained. The presenoe or absence of 
hasmaturia is noted# For the remainder of the operation the 
cathéter remains in piece (Plate 4/8). The index finger of the 
left hand is placed into tha vagina between the fetal head and the 
posterior surface of the symphysis pubis, displacing the catheter, 
and with it the urethra, to one side ewey from the site of the 
operation®
Through e stab incision in the akin, a eolid-bladed scalpel 
ie inserted iota the middle of the Joint, at right angles to the 
joint and with the cutting surface towards the operator. The knife 
ia gently pushed through the joint until the point ie felt just under 
the anterior vaginal wall by the finger within tha vagina (Plate 5/8),
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A Transva^inal Pudendal Block Is UndertaZcen if Required
i
Plate 2/8
— 1. A ^ —
Local Anaesthetic Is Inflected Over and Into the S?,rn7physeal
Joint
Plate 3/3
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C a t h e t e r ! s a t i o n  b y  a F ir m  lîa x x e a D ie  C a x h e te r  i s  E s s e n t ia l  
■^he C a th e te r  R e m a in s  T n ro u g h o u t  th e  O p e r a t io n ,
Plate 4/8
The S o l id - h la d e d  S c a lp e l  i s  I n s e r t e d  T h ro u g h  a S ta b  I n c i s i o n  
TTote t h e  L e f t  In d e x  F in g e r  i n  t "  e V a g in a ,  D i s p la c in g  th e  U r e th r a
P la t e  ^/ 8
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Using the upper pert of the joint as a fulcrum, the 
knife is rotated through 90 degrees* Most of the lower half of 
the joint will now he divided (Plate 6/8 and Fig* 1/8).
The knife is then removed, rotated through 180 degrees and 
reinsertad with the cutting surface away from the operator. 
(Plate 7/G)* By bringing the handle of the knife downwards, the 
upper fibres of the joint are divided (Plata 0/8 end Fig. 2/8).
- 1 ^ 3 -
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The Scalpel is Re-introduced with the Cutting Edge l^ jwards 
The Left Index Finger Remains in the Vagina
Plate 7/8
_1 p q -
The Knire Is Rotated Downv/ards to Divide the Upper Fibres of the
Joint
/
Plate 8/8
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Disjp-nm to Illustrate D i v i s i o n  o f  the T.^per 
T I a I f _ o f S v T n p h y s i s  P^jb 1 s
Fir. 2/3
At this point the pubic bonee will begin to soparate, Ueually 
eoniB fibree remain undivided but these are easily recognised, under 
tension5, by the finger in the vagina which will guide the point of 
the knife towards them» It is never certain how much of the 
superior transverse ligament above or the ercuete ligament below 
are divided by this method but division of all fibres under tension 
is continued until the vaginal finger can be brought forward to 
enter the joint epece» Such separation of the joint space is 
sufficient for most cases*
Before delivery of the baby e wide epiaiotomy is undertaken 
(Plate 9/8) and the vacuum extractor is applied unless the fetal 
head descends rapidly« Delivery is always carefully controlled and 
the baby is brought out as near to the rectum ae poeoible to avoid 
injury to the unprotected bladder neck and urethrso (Plates lD/8 , 
ll/a* 12/8 and 13/8)*
Until the baby is born bleeding from the stab incision may 
be traubleeamQo To avoid this, pressure with a cotton swab over 
the incision is usually sufficient (Plates 9/8, 10/6 and 11/8)•
Intravenous ergometrins (0»5 milligrammes) is given routinely 
with the crowning of the head and the placenta is expressed*
The epiaiotomy is then repaired and one catgut suture is 
inserted to close the stab incision over the symphysis* The two 
assistants then bring the patient’s legs together end they are 
lowered slowly*
It has been the practice to inject 1 million units of soluble 
penicillin together with 0*9 grammas of streptomycin into the 
joint space in an attempt to avoid infection#
- 1  q q _
An Episiotomy Must be Performed#
Plate 9/8
-?nn-
The Suction Cup is Introduced 
Note that Light Pressure over the Incision Controls Bleeding
/
' /
Plate 10/8
Plate 11/8
-  V I  I V  —
Plate 12/3
_ ? r 7 _
Plate 11/3
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A thin cotton bandage Is wound around the patient’e 
thighs at the level of the greater trochanters and elastic 
strapping applied on tap of this* To prevent excessive 
movement and conséquent delay in fibrous union of the joint, 
the patient’s legs ere tied together at the ankles (Plate 14/8) 
After one hour the patient is taken to the ward* The catheter 
is allowed to drain freely. (Plate 19/8).
_ o n q _
Strapping is Applied to the Thighs and the Anicles are Tied
Together
n
Plate 14/8
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Continuous Drainage in the Ward
a
Plate 15/8
Often tie baby’s head shows appreciable moulding and. a 
large caput succadaneum as well as an artificial ’chignon* 
(treated by b e vacuum extractor (Plate 16/8).........
Plate 16/8
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but usually its birth condition is good (Plate 17/3)
Plate 17/8
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Continuous catheter drainage is undertaken for 3 days after 
the operation unless there has been haematuria when e longer 
period is neoesBary*
Most patients ere allowed up on the 4th post operative day 
to Bit by the bedside and on the 5th day they are enoeuraged to 
walk* At first a wheeled walking chair may be used (Plate 18/8) 
until the patient gains confidence when it may be diecarded*
Short, shuffling steps ere encoureged or the patient is taught 
to walk with a broad base* The help of a phyBintherapiat is 
appreciated*
Prophylactic antibiotic therapy is given for 5 days* 
Penicillin and streptomycin or tetracycline have boon found 
useful*
The strapping is removed either just before discharge on 
the 10th to 14th day, when it is no longer effective or when the 
patient complains of its presence* It should not be removed 
before the 7th day.
When the patient is able to ascend a flight of stairs, 
stand on either leg and kneel or squat unaided, she is allowed 
home* (Plates 19/0, 20/0, 21/8, 22/8 and 23/8).
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Plate 19/8
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Plate 20/3
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Plate 21/8
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Plate 22/8
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/
Plate 23/8
Same of the peinte outlined require elaboration.
The patientlags are held end maintained at an angle of 
abduotion of no greater then 90 degrees in order to avoid 
overstraining the eaoro-iliBO Joints, the stability of which is 
essential f o r  a aeoure pelvis in the future# For the same 
reason the pubic bonee a re  prevented from eeperating more than 
one fingerbraedth (2 to 3 centimetres).
Getheterisatian and the introduction of a finger between 
the fatal heed and the pubic symphysis are n e o o ssa ry  to avoid 
injury to the bladder neck and the urethra when the pubic 
aymphyeie is divided# Sometimes, when the fetal heed ia 
impacted in the pelvis, it may not be posaible to introduce 
either the catheter or the finger unless the fetal heed is 
dieimpeated end displaced upwards#
No m a tte r  how lex the perineum may seem, an episiotomy is 
always necesaary to avoid injury to the unprotected anterior 
vaginal wall when the heed ia delivared#
Continuous Datheterisation for three days after delivery is 
also not strictly neGessery# When there la hasmeturie more 
prolonged catheteriaetion ia desirable and in order that no case 
of haematurie ie overlooked in a busy maternity unit it hae becorne 
policy to inaiet an such routine* Also if this practice is n o t  
undarteken, frequent bedpans era eeaantial for those patients 
confined to bed# With a shortage of nursing staff this is 
nut easy#
To permit patients to get out of bed on the 4th poet 
operative day ia aerller than most authors recommend# Experience 
has taught that if euch-early rising ia not permitted the patients 
get up by themselves, unnatioed by the nursing s t a f f .  If this is
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too early the patients may fall whilst taking their first few 
unaided steps and dielooate en only partially healed pubic 
symphyeisA Buch injury may result in much greater aymphyeeal 
saparetion thaÉ et the time of initial symphysiotomy and delay 
full ambulation by eevaral days#
In smaller maternity units where there is more staff 
and individual attention is possible, many of these points may 
be relaxedo Many patients feel able to get out of bed on the 
day following delivery and provided that the nursing staff are 
readily available to help them, walking may be rapidly 
BstehliehBdtt
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*^ Tha ■avoreiori of obstatrloloos toward eyniphyeiotomy can 
find no juetifiootioni' it Is a rational, parfont and oonnluslve 
oparatiorif rational In that it imitetoB natura# Tha 
infiltration o f  the symphysis during pragnanny tends to permit 
dlatsntion of the ligament©., inoraaaing all the diameters of 
the inlet during delivery*
Symphyslatomy has the same effeot, although of m u m m  
In larger measure, parmitting the object of delivery to pesa 
freely end neturally# It la so rational that, with only a 
relative resting period in bed and without any oooeseory 
measures, nature can proceed to the *reoonstitutio ad 
integro^ of the region**#
3 ,  EMRCEU EWE AWDEGRADE
(1959)
- 2 1 9 "
**Tîie pybio toonae maet omoh other In the
arm aeDondery oertilaganouB joint which racalves the 
epaaial name tif the puhio eymphyele* The two hones are aonnacted 
hy a superior and en inferior puhlo ligament, and hy an inter- 
pubis diea of fibrooertllega**#
Îlîia is Orey^a Anatomy*a demorlptlon of the pubio aymphyois# 
The two opposing ourfeoeo of the pubis tones are -novered by a thin 
layer of hyaline oartilage# Qatwaan them there ie a bend of 
fihroaertilaip (the intrapublG tlieio) whloh often œntaine a oavlty# This cavity does not contain fluid nor ie it linc3d by synovial 
membrane* The stability of the publo symphysis is dépendant upon the superior ond inferior ligaments, the intrapublo riieo 
and the anterior oapeula of the joint which ie reinforaeri by the 
eriae-orossini of the oxtornml oblique eprjriouroeie and the mediel 
tendons, of the origins of the raoti abdominis» ^
Although an intaot aymphyai© publa helps to maintain a stable 
, the major control of that stability is dependent upon the 
of the ©aora-iiiao joints toich also bear the maximum 
strain of weight bearing» If the ligaments surrounding the 
aaaro-iliaa joints, sntGrlorly the aooro-llieo ligaments, the 
saoro-apinouB ligaments end the aacro-tuliaroua ligementa, 
posteriorly the long end short poaterlti.r aaora-ilimo ligaments and 
Intarnolly the iiitraoes-sous aeoro-ilieo ligementm, retain thsir 
integrity, division of the publa symphyele should have little 
affeot on ambulation mû weight bearing# Such diffloulty ae may 
b£] encountarad is almost entirely due to pain within the joint and 
to a ©ansa of loea of mnfldmnae by the patient#
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After division of the Joint, reunion will be by fibrous
tissuep and if this is allowed to proesed unchecked by either 
infactian or by movement there is no reason to believe that the 
final union will be any leae stable than It was before#
During pregnancy the ligaments of the pelvis relax and there 
is a verieble amount of play within the secro-ilieo end pubic 
joints# In the majority of women this ie limited end is hardly 
perceptablOo In the worst oasee the séparation le Bignlficent 
and quite marked eubluxetian may be anoountered# Thie causes 
considerable pain, the pelvic pataparthropethy described by James 
Young (1940) being the olinicml manifestation# It la to be noted 
that in such extremea ell three jointe are effected end the 
considerable disability which may be present ia not dependent 
upon the pubic aymphysla alone# A similar type of pubic 
separation may occur spontanaouely in labour# In such instances 
it is likely that there has been pra-exieting weakneee of the 
jointe and coneiderable diaability la the rule* The care, 
nursing attention and hospital time required to restore these 
latter patiente to health is considerable and far greater then 
that required after surgical division of the symphysis pubis* 
Pubic separation of this type Is uncontrolled, often un-noticed 
and labour may proceed for some ponsiderable time thereafter*
It has already been shown how William Hunter (1778), lAsn he 
80 vociferously attaokad symphysiotomy, took pelves from the 
cadavers of women dying after Caeearean section and demonstrated 
that eufflcient pubic aeparetion to permit free passage of the 
baby would cause serious damage to the maternel tissues around 
the vulvar vestibule and tearing of the sacro-iliac joint© and 
their ligamante# Apart from a single measurement (a diagonal 
conjugate of 3 inches (7*5 cm#)), no definite pelvic ©ize was
glvmn but it may lia ssammd that m  no Oaaearaan eeotlon 
W88 ever underteken In Britain In those deys unless there was gross
disproportion from a tiny pelvis, ell of his pelves must have been
extremely small# With enough ferae all pelves could thesratioally 
Î38 Opened sufficiently to deliver all bahiee if the maternal
tiaauea ware Ignored* Sigsult probably did this in 1777 and It
is 3LiJkiB]Lt/ Gtiali lilss saijcsofasaesorrsa i33Lcl IblSG* iazamEb# &*EHnK3W3G!mGKii; laiP enwoli 
gmsB disproportion by symphysiotomy rmulted in ©uoh major  ^
maternal trauma that the opération had to be abandoned toacayae of 
the profeaeirinaX mû publie outcry which folio wad#
Since the 19th century revival of the operation an attempt 
lias been mode to aet the lower limit of pelvic size, below which 
aymphyalotomy would be oantraindicmted# Horlsani (1881) gave 
a lower limit of 7 cm# for the true conjugate, a figure agrsBEl to 
by farahauf (18%). PlnarrJ (1893) raised the lower limit to 
7.5 cm*, Zarate (1925) to 8 cm. and Spain (1949) to 9 cm. These 
figures era arbitrary end do not taka into aomunt the size of the 
baby which has its own part to pisy in the mechanism of 
cephalopelvlc disproportion.
In 1893, Teiliar undertook a symphyelatomy In Parle* The 
woman died of fulminating aapticaBmla and he obtoined the pelvis 
at autupey* The pelvic brim was memmured and the symphysie pubis 
eaparated to distancée of S, 8 and 10 cantimatra© respectively to 
demonstrate the inoresBaa in pelvic meaeuramente ceuaad by such 
eeperationa. His dlagrsme era reproduced In figures 1/9 and 2/9* 
The original true conjugate of the pelvic brim was 10 oantlmatree 
end the brim area was 98.5 square cantimetree* A symphyseal 
saperetion of 6 cantlmetras incremsed the available true oorijygate 
to 11.8 centimetrae (16%) and the brim arse to 135.9 aquare 
œntiiiratras (37*6%). When the séparation w m  10 cantimmtres, the 
true conjugate diameter Inoreeeed by 24% end the brim area by
' 2 2 2 -
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Such BBperatîon la greatmr then would ever be ettemptad in praotics 
today but it illuatretee what may be aohieved in pelvic brim 
enlargement by symphysiotomy# Pinard (1693), using a more 
theoretical approach (Fig# 3/9) indicated diagrammatically what 
would happen to circles of various diametere if opened at one 
point on their circumference to various distances#
A most complete and thorough investigation into the mechanism 
of symphyaiatomy was undertaken in Edinburgh by the anatomist 
Bandetein in 1902# He collected 16 female pelves and divided the 
symphysis pubis in each to varying distances of symphyseal 
separation# Three distinct movements end rotations took place 
(Fig# 4/9)#
I# Movement of the pubes outward by rotation of the innominatE 
bones on a vertical axis passing through their respective 
SBcrp-iliac joints#
2# Rotation of the innominate bones on a horizontal axis
passing through the sacrum and carrying the pubis downwards 
3# Rotation of each innominate bone on its own long axis (an 
axis lying in a direction from the posterior euperior iliac 
spine to the ileo-pectineel eminence) so es to cause the 
ileum to bGOome more erect (or vertical)# That is to say 
as the pubes pass downwards, the tubera ischii relative 
to the rest of the bone, ere carried further apart while 
the iliac craste, relative to the rest of the bone 
approximate to one another# The innominate bone, as it 
were, revolves on its own axis, the upper part moving 
inwards towards the middle line, the lower part moving 
outwards#
The first movement is of little significance# It serves merely 
to point out that the shape of the pelvic brim is elliptical, and
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The Three Pelvic Rotations after Symphysioton^
Sandstein (I902)
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that the pubis, rotating transversely outwards on the eacro-iliao 
jointe ea aentres for their mavement, sweep on the niroumferenoe 
of a oirole, an or near whose most anterior point (with relation to 
the eecral promontory) they are already altueted* Consequently 
the outward rotation oen only inorease the eaoropubio diameter to 
a limited amount; for although aech pubis is carried farther from 
the sacral promontory then it was before, by every access of pubic 
séparationg yet it is not so with the line joining the two pubes, 
which indeed in some shapse of pelves may even be carried nearer the 
sacral promontory#
Sandstein's reeeoning io difficult to fallow unless each step in 
the diaasrtation is taken one by one# However if the rachitic flat 
pelvis is visualised (where the sacrum has been forced forwards 
during development) the Bacra-iliao joints will have moved closer 
together behind the sacral^promontory and the nearer they approximate 
to the midline the less anterior dleplecement there will be when 
the pubic symphysis ie divided# It ia difficult to vieualise any 
pelvis in which, when the symphyeie is divided the line joining the 
ends of the pubis, would initially come closer to the sacral 
promontary* In all pelves however this io whet happens eventually* 
For a given brim area this will happen at en earlier stage in e 
flat pelvis than in a round one# (Fig# 5/9)# Practically thie is 
of importance in that it dammietratea that the more circular the 
pelvic brim the more effective will be the aymphyslotomy end the 
less likely will there be aoft tissue damage# This might explain 
the relative ineffectiveneae of symphyaiotomy in Europe at the time 
when pelvic contraction was due to rickets#
Rinety-two patients in the present serieB had radiolagicBl 
pelvimetries undertaken before discharge from hospital# Figure 6/9 
gives the percentage true conjugate distribution^ It will be noted
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Diagram to Illustrate the Arc of Pubic Separation 
in a Hound and F3„at Pelvis of Similar Brim Areas®
The flatter -the pelvis, the sooner the 
line joining the ends of the symphyses 
pubes begins to approach the sacral promontary
Fig. 5/9
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Percentage True Conjugate Distribution
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that moat of the pelves were small, 69 of them (75%) having a true
conjugate of leae than 10 centimetres* The average true 
conjugate was 9*2 cantimetrès, with a range of 7*2 centimetree to 
11*7 centimètres* When it le ramsmhered that the pelvlmetries 
were undertaken after Bymphysiotomy and that aorae increase of all 
mBaaurementB is to he expected, it will be appreciated that the 
operation was undertaken in the preaence of fairly severe pelvic 
contraction* The wide range of true conjuga'ta readings however, 
also demonstrates that the place for the opération is in clinically 
détectable cephalopalvlc disproportion rather than on rigid 
measurements of the pelvis#
In two instances both pre-delivery end post delivery 
palvimetrieB were undertaken* Plates 1/9, 2/9, 3/9 end 4/9 
illustrate the before and after appsarancee of one oaee* The case 
history la ms follows*
Mrs* N, e 16 year old Muganda primigravida attended the 
antenatal clinic regularly# Her height wee 4 feet 10 Inches 
<147 bip*)# At 36 weeks gestation antenatal pelvimetry was carried 
out with the following measurements;- 
Anteroposterior
True Conjugate - 9*2 cm# ^
A#P* midplane - 9*8 cm*^ (Plate 1/9)
A#F* outlet - 10*2 cm,)
T ranaveree
Maximum trenaverse diameter of palvie brim - 11*0 cm* (Plate 3/S 
Brim Area
80.2 eq* cm.
Brim Index 83*6%
The pregnancy continued normally until the patient was 
admitted at 39 weeks gestation in early labour* Trial of labour was 
carried out and after 23 hours the cervix became fully dilated. The
-?n-
arect Lateral Pelvimetry before Synçphysiotomy
Plate 1/9
- 7 ^ 7 -
Erect Lateral Pelvimetry after Symphysiotomy
Plate 2/9
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Antero-posterior Pelvimetry before Syraphysioton
Plate 3/9
- 714-
Antero-posterior Pelvimetry after Symphysiotomy
Plate 4/9
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fatal head was in tha LOT position and the biparietal diameter 
had JuBt passed through the pelvic brim. The fatal head showed 
coneiderable moulding end there was e large caput Buopadensum 
present* A tentative effort to deliver with the vmouum extractor 
failed after 10 minutes traction* Accordingly, the pubic 
symphysis was divided under local anaeathesia and delivery was 
completed rapidly after reapplioatian of the auction cup* The baby 
weighed 7 lb* 3 oz*
Puerperal progrese waa SEtisfeatory end a post natal 
radiological pelvimetry was undertaken on the tenth day just prior 
to discharge* The following meeeuramentB were recorded*
Bymphyaeel separation 2 centimetres
Anteroposterior
True conjugate 9*5 cm*3
A .P . m id p la n e  1 0 .0  cm.J (Plate k/S)
A*P* outlet 10*2 cm#)
Transverse
Maximum transverse of pelvic brim - 11*8 cm# (Plate 4/9) 
Brim Area 89*1 aq* cm.
Brim Index 80#5%
An increase of 0*3 cm* (3.2%) in the true conjugate and an 
increasB of 0.6 cm* (7.2%) in the maximum transverse diameter of 
the pelvic Beam slight although the 8.9 sq. cm* (10*8%) increase 
in the brim area ie much more subetential*
In the other case the increaee in measured diematers was much 
lass (True conjugate 0.2 cm# (2.0%), maximum transveree diameter 
0*7 cm. (6.0%) and brim area 7.9 eq. cm. (8*1%).
There is probably a natural resilience in the pelvis to 
return to some extent to its original shape anti form after the 
baby has been tielivereti* The increases found in the above cases 
therefore might not represent the increase at the time of operation. 
There is eloo en extra millimetre or two increase in the 
anteroposterior pelvic diameters when the head projects slightly 
between the two bones. This cannot be measured.
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It la not possible, noi* la it desirabla to convert by 
symphysiotomy a tiny pelvis into one whiuh will aocommadata all 
sizes of fetal skulls in a future pregnancy, the aim should be 
to divide the symphysis to an extant sufficient to ralleve the 
moderate disproportion which ie px^ aaant at the time end to leave 
behind a stable pelvis whose diameters are inoreaaed permanently 
to permit epontanepus delivery of a baby of equal aize or slightly 
larger.
Perez (1938), Peiratti (1941) and Abed and Feiretti (1943) 
attempted to assess by radiological means the amount of permanent 
symphyseal separation which occurred after symphyBiotomy* The 
X-RayG ware undertaken some months after the operation. In every 
case it was possible to demonstrate that there was permanent 
separation. Over half of the cases showed a séparation of over 
2 centimètres. The remainder of the pelvis showed no disturbance 
in structure and in particular the secro-iliac joints remained 
normal. There was no residual disability in any of the patients.
To relieve disproportion it is neoBsaary to ensure that the 
symphysis is in.fact divided. Plata 5/9 is a photograph of an 
X-Ray token several days after delivery. The patient required 
forceps application and delivery following failure to deliver with 
the vacuum extractor shortly after the symphysis was presumed to 
be divided. No pubic aeparetion ie noted.
Division of the fibrocartilage is usually simple and there is 
little resistance to the knife. Bometimes, in older patients, there 
ie calcification of the joint spece and division ia not easy. More 
often however, Wien difficulty is encountered it is due to failure 
to locate the Joint space and therefore e pubiotamy is undertaken. 
This is clearly illustrated in Plates 8/g and 7/9. In both 
instances the operation was described as ’difficult*. In the SBConc
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Pelvls after A t t e m p t e d  S y m p h ysiotomy - ÎTo Symphyseal Separatior 
Follo w e d  by D i f f i c u l t  V a g i n a l  De l i v e r y
Plate 5/9
- 7 ^ 8 -
P e lv i s  a f t e r  S y m p h y s io to m y  -  P a r t i a l  D i v i s i o n  T h ro u g h  r . i g h t
P u b ic  Bone
Plate 6/9
- ? 10_
P e l v i s  a f t e r  P a r t i a l  P u b io to m y  -  S h o w in g  B one S e q u e s t r a t io n
Plate 7/9
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ceae a bony sequastrum was expelled through the original 
inciBlon on the 14th day# Neither patient showed any disability* 
There b t b  no arteriolee which cross the joint in the midline* 
Therefore such sequestration is inevitable when the division is 
not undertaken in the proper joint space* If resistance ie 
encountered it is probable that the Joint has not been properly 
lacaliaed* To avoid this Crichton and Heedat (1963) suggest that 
© needle be used to localise the Joint before carrying out the 
operation* In practice this has not been found to be valuable*
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C O N C L U S I O N
Nec jam Gaaeareum vulnua Luoirde requirats 
Bymphyeeoe pubis dlesBotia rite peraota, 
Oemnetoa talo partus Bimul etque parentes, 
Protinus at certo, Dulcee servabit ad auras.
At mitamne edao pubee divisa medalani 
MatribuB so pueris faret, era ut mitlue ullum, 
Auxllium nequeet, v b I  nonviantiua ullum,
Quod posait repeti quotiea nature jubebit?
Bohala Bel emit ana Arnold of V Ulanova 12th Century A.D,
IMo longer needs Luoirde the dread rite.
That for great Caesar oped the way to life; 
The skilful eeverenca of the pubio arch 
Will aave the mother and the child from doom. 
Shell not this means then bring delivaranoe 
To babes and mothera - such an aid ©a art 
Can find none gentler or more suitable,
That can be ueed again and yet again 
As aft as Nature makes it nbobseery?
Free translation
British Medical Journal (1905) 1*890,
CONCLUSION
In the final Chapter of this thesis a detailed end personal 
approach to the management of oephalopelvic diapraportlon ae It 
exists in Africa will be given* This is the greatest problem in 
obstetrics in Africa and it accounts for much of the martellt^ 
and morbidltv esseelated with childbirth^ Experience has bean 
gained in Nigeria» Uganda and in Henyee Each country presents 
many of its own specific variations but the overoll pattern of 
cephelopelvic disproportion is similar#
DURING THE ANTENATAL PERIOD
Measurement of maternel height is SBsential in every patient 
who attends for antenatal care# This should he displayed prominently 
on the antenatal record* Each tribal or ethnic group will have a 
critical height below which disproportion should always be suspected» 
There will be variations in that critical height from people to 
people but, with a little effort, it may hm determined#
A detailed obstetric history should always be taken#
Operetive deliveries, pmrinatal deaths and prolonged laboura are 
highly suspicious of disproportion in the pest* Accurate records 
ere not always easy to obtain unless the patient has been delivered 
previously in the same hospital or she has been given a summsEiy of 
previous deliveries and has brought this with her, but with patience 
and care e reliable history is nearly always possible# Many 
patients will often neglect to volunteer information regarding 
stillbirths and neonatal deaths# However, whan pressed by leading 
questions in a confidential etmosphare, this information is usually 
forthcoming*
A careful pelvic assessment should always be undertaken at 
the 36th week of pregnancy, no matter the previous obstetric history*
Ouch Emaeaament ie not eeay and can only be undertaken with 
accuracy after long axperianceu The findings ehauld be written 
in the antenatal records# The place of X-Ray pelvimetry ia 
limited# Only a few hospitals in Africa era equipped with 
facilities for this procedure# Whan it ie available it may be 
useful to undertake an uneelacted study of e sérias of 
patients to obtain information regarding the size» shape and 
peculiarities of the pelves which exist among the community»
X-Ray pelvimetry has its greatest use in the individual case when, 
for exampleg there has been m previous peri-netel death, e 
Caesarean section or when the patient suffers from soma maternai 
disease complicating pregnancy# I n  such circumstances trial of 
labour i n  the presence of a small pelvis is unwarranted#
Attempts to demonstrate caphalapelvio overlap end abdominal 
manipulations to  guide the fetal head Into the pelvic brim in the 
antenatal period have in practice proved unreliable and are bast 
etoandoned, although similar teste ere often useful during labour#
Thera is no natural inclination of the fetal head to engage during 
the antenetal period and efforts to  encDuraga it to do eo are 
fruitless#
It is passible during the antenatal p e r io d  to aeparata eîII 
patiente into three oatagarieas-
I# Those i n  whom ciieproportion is likely;
2# Those in whom disproportion is uncertain;
3# Those in whom dleproportlon is unlikely#
Maternal height, pelvic size and the obstetric history are the 
main features which determine into which netagory an individual 
patient ie placed# Experience has shown that in the majority of 
communities more patients belong to the second group than to the other
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two# In view of this it imuld ba preferable if all patients 
were delivered under good medieal supervision. At present the 
number of hospital bads available for obatetrios ie seriously 
limited in most areas of Africa end if gross overcrowding is to 
be avoided this ie not poBEîible# The smell woman with the small 
pelvis has thus gaatast priority along with the women with the bed 
obetetric history and previous operative delivery# The remainder 
ara best looked after at a maternity centra, provided that the 
maternity centre is in constant communication with its parent 
hospital, that rigid rules ere set end that an ambulance is 
readily available if and whan the progress of labour is 
unsatisfactory.
ELECTIVE CAESAREAN SECTION
The extensive practice of this form of delivery is to be 
discouraged, particularly in young iprimigravidae* Absolute 
disproportion is not often encountered unless the pelvia has been 
deformed by tuberculosia or poliomyelitis when the distortion and 
contraction ere obvious* There ore however absolute indications 
for elective Caesarean section in tnultiparoe and on occasion medical 
complications rule out trial of labour.
1. The presence of two or more Caesarean section scars.
Risk of uterine rupture in these cases ie so great that to 
attempt to teat the strength of the multiple soar is foolhardy. In 
spits of this such patients are still permitted to labour. The 
results may be disastrous. It ie admitted that there have been 
patients who have had successful vaginal delivery after more than 
one Caesarean section but such delivery is only parmissebls when the 
patient arrives in hospital in advanced labour, or tdien the baby 
is extremely smell.
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2. The p r e a e n c e  of a  V B s i c o v a g i n a l  f i s t u l a  w h e t h e r  t h a t  
f i s t u l a  h a s  b e a n  r e p a i r e d  o r  n o t .
One of the diaappointmente of obstetrics and gynaecology in 
Africa is to witness the breakdown of a successfully repaired 
vesicovaginal fistule during labour. Similarly, unrepaired fistules 
are never made easier to repair by further trauma.
3. Two or more perinatal deaths, provided that there are 
no other surviving children and providing that those 
perinatal deaths are known to have been caused by 
disproportion.
It ie often difficult to determine why previous perinatal 
deaths have taken place. A carefully taken obstetric history will 
often help. If the patient has e small pelvis then it ie likely 
that the deaths have been due to diaproportion.
4. One previous Caesarean section when the true conjugate 
measures 9.5 centimetres or less.
If accurate measurement by radiological pelvimetry is not 
possible B clinical estimation of the diagonal cnnjugate to be
11.0 centimetres or less ie the alternative.
5. One stillbirth or neonatal death in the past, provided 
there are no other surviving children and providing that
the death has been shown to have been ettributele to
disproportion if similar pelvic measurements are present.
6» Disproportion along with other complications of pregnancy.
These rules for elective Caesarean section are attributable 
only when the pregnancy is reasonably mature. When the baby ie 
thought to be email the case has to be judged on its own merits
and it may be permieeoble to allow vaginal delivery. In many
instances it is préférable to await the onset of labour before 
embarking on the elective Caesarean section as the estimated 
pregnancy maturity ie often inaccurate. Antenatal hospital beds
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are o f te n  et a premium and wlieraver pDaeitola a waiting area s h o u ld  
be conetrueted a d ja c e n t to  the h o s p ita l#  Alernatlvely, the patient 
may have a relative or friend who llvaa olaaa to the hospital with 
whom she may s ta y  whilst awaiting the o n s e t o f  la b o u r .  A l l  patients 
s h o u ld  be I n o t r u o te d  t o  some to  hospital on th e  slightest 
Buspioion o f  thé onset of labour#
I n  a l l  other eaaes a t r i a l  of labour s h o u ld  be u n d e rta k e n  
whenever dlaprnportion ia syspeoted#
TRIAL CF IJRBOUR
In the past, obatetrio teaching has emphaeised that trial of 
labour should have no defined t im e  limit# This ie e mietakan 
policy in  Africa a n d , i n  the prssenoe of d is p r o p o r t io n ,  very few 
la b o u rs  should be permitted beyond 36 h o u rs  in p r im lg ra v id e s  and 
20 h o u rs  in multipere# If labour is allowed In. a patient with a 
pravlouB Caesarean s e c t io n  a time l i m i t  of 18 h o u rs  should be imposed#
The p ro g re s s  in trial of la b o u r  l e ,  of c o u rs e , d e te rm in e d  
toy d e s c a n t o f  th e  head and d i l a t a t i o n  o f  th e  cervix# Engagement 
o f  the head does n o t  u s u a l ly  take place until lata in the first 
s ta g e  of la b o u r  Car even at the b e g in n in g  o f  the eeoond stage) b u t 
the vertex w i l l  descend I n t o  the pelvis e a r l i e r  and at t h i s  point 
it may be p o s s ib le  to  determine whether th e re  ie overlap o r  not# 
Provided the bladder ia em pty this may be detected by laying th e  
f l a t  o f  the hand a lo n g  the aymphyeie pubis, o v e r  th e  anterior pexi.etal 
em inence and p u s h in g  th e  head in the direction o f  th e  pelvic b rim #  
T h e re  ia no naed to undertake a v a g in a l examination whilst c a r r y in g  
o u t  t h i s  t e s t *  From now onw ards deaoant of the fatal head is to  
be judged by abdominal p a lp a t io n  a lone#  I f  th e re  is any degree of 
d is p r o p o r t io n  p re s e n t  fatal head m o u ld in g  and caput formation will 
give e false s p p r a ls o l  of the s t a t io n  o f  the head on vaginal ■ 
Bxamination* In the extreme the caput may show at the vulva with the 
head barely angegad#
When there i a  minimal or no disproportion labour will genarally
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pracaed rapidly, the fetal heed will peea through the pelvic brim 
end, having negatiated the plane of lease reaietenDe, spontaneous 
delivery will result after e very brief eeaond stage of labour*
Disproportion is not always associated with prolonged labour, 
particularly if the cervix ie closely applied to a well flexed 
heed and especially if that head has bean alow to negotiate the 
pelvic brim. One of the chief barriers to rapid prograes in 
labour is the circumforential pressure on an incompletely dilated 
cervix between the fetal heed and the pelvic brim# Such pressure 
causes stasis within the cervix which becomes progresaively more 
oedemataus and hangs as a curtain within the vagina or as a 
cyanotic anterior or posterior lip# Such findings are most 
usually encountered in multiperoua patients, particularly if early 
bearing down has been ancouraged or natural, but they ere also 
present in primigrevidaa and ara to be racognieed ae signs of 
oephalopelvic disproportion# Complete sloughing of the cervix, the 
extreme example of this, is not rare#
It has been shown earlier that a prolonged second stage 
is of greater danger to the baby than a prolonged first stags# 
Freaumebly this is due to exceeeive heed moulding and intracranial 
injury# It is therefore important to be aware of the onset of the 
second stage so that early delivery can be undertaken when required# 
No primigravlda should be permitted to have a second stage of 
labour longer than 45 minutes end no multiparous patient longer 
than 30 minutes# A patient with a previous Oaeearean section 
scar should ba delivered ae soon ee the second otage has been 
reached# Ouch intervention may seem unnecessary to those who 
practice in Britain, but in the absence of disproportion in Africa 
the second stage of labour is extremely short and early interference 
does not appreciably increaee the rate of assisted vaginal delivery# 
If trial of labour is to be justified at all in aircumstences in
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which it would not be permitted in Europe the perinatal mortality 
rate must be kept to an absolute minimum* The prolonged forcing 
of e fetal head through a small pelvis by good uterine action 
contributes to this fatal mortality, therefore such prolongation 
should not be tolerated.
If the patient is a primigravlda and has not delivered 
within 24 hours or, if she is multiperoua and 12 hours have passed, 
a full aseesament is necessary. Any descent of the fetal head ahould 
be noted and a vaginal exarninatian carried out to détermine 
the dilatation of the cervix, its coneietency and if necBSsary a 
rBappreisel of the size of the pelvis. Other points to be noted 
are the prasenca or ebmance of meconium, the position of the fetal 
head, the amount of moulding end the degree of caput formation»
If the membranes are intact they should be ruptured. Unless 
significant fatal distress is present, or the second stage of labour 
reached, labour should ba permitted to continue. Six hours later 
in prlmigravidBB and rather leas in multiparpus patients, 
reaBSBBsment should again be made end at this stage a very good 
reason must be given if labour is to be permitted to proceed further. 
Incoordinate uterine action is relatively rare in Africa end 
prolonged labour is invariably due to oephalopelvic disproportion 
and there is nothing to be gained from persistence with trial of 
labour if delivery ie not within eight at this stage. Certainly 
36 hours should ba the time limit eat for primigravidee or 20 
hours for multipare. In many instances, particularly if the doctor 
is inexperienced, GaeeBrean section ie undertaken too late. Either 
fetal distress has been ignored or labour has been allowed to 
proceed for an over-long period* It is not uncommon for Caesarean 
section to be undertaken with the baby already dead in the interests 
of the mother. At this late stage the mother's life is in cansidereb; 
danger from sepsis* The avoidance of Ceeearean section wherever
poasible ie a good policy for oonditiane pertaining to large 
areas of the developing world tout it is a mistaken policy to 
delay the operation to the point of fetal death* A mother with 
e dead baby tmû a CaeBereen section scar in her uterus ie hardly 
likely to respond to a request to return for supervision in a 
eutoeequent pregnancy*
CAESAREAN 8EGTIQN IN TRIAL OF LABOUR
This operation ie necessary at any time when circumstancee 
dictate that delivery ia eeeential end that vaginal delivery is 
imposeitole* The reasons are usually the presence of fetal diatrees 
or prolongation of labour before the cervix ia adequately dilated 
to permit vaginal delivery»
At this stage it ie necesBEiry to define fetal distress*
For many years to come it will not toe possible to undertake 
biochemical sampling on specimens from the vertex on the fetal 
scalp and reliance has to toe placed on fatal heart rate and 
regularity plus the praeenca or ebaenca of meconium* A slow end 
irregular fetal heart plus meconium stained liquor are signe that 
cerebral ennoxia is present and they should not toe ignored# If 
the patient ia in early labour or labour has not progressed 
sufficiently to permit vaginal delivery Oaaaarean section must be 
undertaken if perinatal mortality ia considered to toe important* 
Fetal distress and prolonged labour often accompany one another and 
it is in these circumstances that delay in delivery may mean the 
eventual Geeearaan section when the baby is dead#
OPERATIVE VAGINAL DELIVERY
If the cervix has dilated 4 fingertoreadths or beyond in 
primigravidee or to 3 flngarbraadths or beyond in multipare it 
should toe possible to achieve vaginal delivery in the majority of
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patientso The GO millimétré vacuum extreotor cup will fit easily 
into the former and the 50 millimetra cup into the latter. If 
the cervix has dilated to this extent and the fetal head has 
entered the pelvic brim to at least one third without the 
anterior perietal eminence overlapping the anterior surface of 
the pubic aymphyals vaginal delivery ia permisaable end very few 
failures will be encountered. To attempt vaginal delivery when 
the head ia free o r  when there ie eenond degree overlap ie 
foolhardy end will only reeult in either failure or in severe 
maternai trauma.
THE VACUUM EXTRACTOR
Ulhen the fatal head is engaged within the pelvia and the 
cervix ia dilated sufficiently to permit the introduction of the 
SO millimetre, cup in primigrevidae or the 50 millimétré cup in 
multipare delivery by vacuum extraction l a  generally straightforward. 
The Instrument ie not without its own complications and no more than 
10 minutas traction should be permitted if severe scalp injury, 
haemorrhage or intracranial injury are to be avoided. When the 
operator has achieved sufficient skill in the use of the 
instrument most delays in delivery will toe due to cephalopelvic 
diaproport3J3n, It is BDmotimas stated that the preeence of fatal 
distreee ia a contraindication to the usa of the vacuum extractor. 
This view ie not generally held by those experienced in its use and 
the author believœ that, with axperience, delivary may toe just as 
rapid with the vacuum extractor as with forceps,
BYMPHVeXOTOHV
If at the end of 10 minutes traction the ventouse has 
failed to deliver the baby symphysiotomy is the operation of choice,
pravidsd the rules have been adhered to strictly. If the fatal 
head ie not engaged b u t  one third of it has entered the b r im  and 
thara is Immm then aeoond degree overlap, aymphysiotomy rosy be 
undertaken as m preliminery to vacuum extraction*
If oymphyoiotomy ia eaoaptad aa e parmieaibXa operation 
there is no need for the m m  o f  the o b e t e t r i c  foroepa.
The management o f  trial o f  labour ie never easy* It i s  a 
d o i l y  p ro b la m  i n  m oat o b s t e t r i c  u n i t e  i n  A f r i c a  and o f t e n  more th a n  
one patient ia b e in g  aupervlsed at th e  earns t im e *  Lawson (19G5) 
does not fa v o u r  the m m  o f  sym physio tom y in trial o f  la b o u r ,  
p r a f s r r i n g  the o b s t e t r i c  forceps and Coeaaraon s e c t io n  whan th e re  
ie d i f f i c u l t y *  To this I ca n n o t a g re e * Sym phyeiotom y ie as aafe 
an o p e ra t io n  ae OsGearaan eaction f o r  b o th  m o th e r and baby and is 
far wnfBT f o r  the child than an i l l - j u d g e d  p ro lo n g e d  end often 
t r a u m a t ic  forceps d e l i v e r y .  If the object o f  trial o f  labour i n  to 
aim at v a g in a l delivery whsnrnvmr p o s s ib le  th e n  e v e ry  operation which 
may produce that end s h o u ld  ba use d , p ro v id e d  that the o p e ra t io n  
is raasanably safe and provided that s E d l l ,  oere and experience are 
used to  their u tm o s t*
THIS IHÜ8D0ME3) PitTIIENT
There lies been no mention yet of the patient uûm ie 
admitted in labour and who has raoaived no antenatal oara or 
entenetal care by those who are not responalbls for her dollvary.
Such patients may be admitted at any time during the course of 
labour* If they are in early Icbmir asseaement may ba made on 
admission end management continued according to the rules laid 
down for trial of labour. It ie, however, in the patient who ie 
admitted in obstructed labour that most difficulty ia to be 
entlolpeted. Often these women live far from organised medical 
oars and when they eventuelly come to hospital their general conditio
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Is poor* EometimeB the behy ia deed; more often terminal exiatenoe 
la cletBotetole by a alow fetal heart and infected, meconium stained, 
liquor. For the mother's eeke and sometimes for the baby's sake 
ae well, urgent delivery i s  necessary* If the uterus liEie ruptured 
immédiate laparotomy is indicated without any preliminary attempt 
at vaginal delivery« If the uterus is intact and the baby dead, the 
fetal head should be perforated, the contents of the skull 
evBOUated and the baby delivered by attaching stout clamps to the 
edges of the skull bones* When this is undertaken with care 
there ie usually little difficulty and the maternal vagina may be 
protected if the procedure ie carried out under direct vision 
after an episiatomy with a Bima* speculum in the vagina* No matter 
how poor the fetal condition ie auepeotad to be, if the fetal heart 
ie présent, symphyeiotomy ie atrongXy remmmendad ae mmetimes e 
baby will survive no matter how adverse the eituetions seems to be* 
Vaginal delivery in euch cirDumetancee is always preferable to 
Caesarean section* Uterine infection ie invariably present and if 
the uterine cavity is opened at all peritonitis is inevitable* 
Whatever type of delivery undertaken the fetal mortality and maternal 
morbidity ie considérable* The patients will often have the 
parcureors of vasicovaginal fiatulae, puerperal sepsis and 
obstetric paresis* Symphysiotomy may woreen the extent of these 
conditions, although this hem not bean proved, but after 
symphysiotomy there should be little maternel mortality* This is 
particularly important in the more remote areas where blood is not 
readily available and the more expensive entibiotica unobtainable* 
Most workers in Africa now realiea that symphyeiotomy has its 
greatest place in such ciroumstanceB* The cold light of etatiatics 
of perinatal mortality and maternai morbidity following the operation 
done in neglected cases would condemn the operEtion, just as it did
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150 yeare ago but the more enlightened approach in modern 
times should ba etola to appreciate that it ia not entirely upon 
these stetlBtioB that the operation should be judged but against 
other operations undertaken in eimilar oiroumstanoes# Controlled 
olinical trials for such operations are not possible, but the 
figures end stetleticB quoted earlier in this thesis which showed 
a reduction in fetal mortality and a very low maternal mortality 
and morbidity rate far operative vaginal delivery are good enough 
to suggest that the combination of vacuum extraction end 
Byniphyaiotomy when necessary is the method of choice in the 
management of difficult vaginal delivery in present day developing 
Africa*
In the long run symphyeiotomy will disappear from obstetrics 
in Africa just as it has disappeared from obetetric practice in 
other more sophisticated parts of the world. The operation will in 
time no longer be needed® This will not happen until the leet 
oeBB of oont3?eated pelvis has been delivered of her final baby# 
Infant malnutrition, eo rife in Af^ zica today, will of necBeeity 
diseppeer first* Even if sudden impravemant were to take place 
within the next 10 years, which is unlikely, it would bs 50 years 
hence before disproportion was eliminated. Until such time 
obstetrics in Africa will remain an art, end part of that art will 
ba the operation of symphysiotomy, hand in hand with the vacuum 
extractor#
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